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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

40 CFR Part 471

[OW-FRL-2513-81
Nonferrous Metals Forming and Iron
and Steel/Copper/Aluminum Metal
Powder Production and Powder
Metallurgy Point Source Category;
Effluent Limitations Guidelines,
Pretreatment Standards, and New
Source Performance Standards
AGENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Proposed regulation.

SUMMARY: EPA is proposing effluent
limitations guidelines and standards
under the Clean Water Act to limit
effluent discharges to waters of the
United States and the introduction of
pollutants into publicly owned treatment
works (POTW) from particular
nonferrous metals forming and iron and
steel/copper/aluminum metal powder
production and powder metallurgy
facilities. The Clean Water Act and a
consent decree require EPA to propose
'and promulgate this regulation. The
purpose of this action is to propose
effluent limitations based on best
practicable technology, best available
technology, and best conventional
technology; new source performance
standards based on best demonstrated
technology; and pretreatment standards
for existing and new indirect discharges.
After considering comments received in
response to this proposal, EPA will
promulgate a final rule.
DATES: Comments on this proposal must
be submitted by May 4, 1984.
ADDRESSES: Send comments to: Dr.
Thomas E. Fielding, Effluent Guidelines
Division (WH-552), U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW.,
Washington, DC 20460, Attention:
Nonferrous Metals Forming Comments.
Technical information and copies of
technical documents may be obtained
from Dr.,Thomas E. Fielding, Effluent
Guidelines Division (WH-552), U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M
Street, SW., Washington, DC 20460 or
call 202/382-7156. The economic
analysis report may be obtained from
Dr. Joseph Yance, Economic Analysis
Staff (WH-586), U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW.,
Washington, DC 20460, or call 202/382-
5379.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Dr. Thomas E. Fielding, 202/382-7156.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Overview

This preamble describes the legal
authority and background, the technical
and economic bases, and other aspects
of the proposed regulations. The
abbreviations, acronyms, and other
terms used in the Supplementary
Information section are defined in
Appendix A to this notice.

These proposed regulations are
supported by three major documents
available from EPA. Analytical methods
are discussed in Sampling and Analysis
Procedures for Screening of Industrial
Effluents for Priority Pollutants. EPA's
technical conclusions are detailed in the
Development Document for Effluent
Limitations Guidelines and Standards
for the Nonferrous Metals Forming and
Iron and Steel/Copper/Aluminum Metal
Powder Production and Powder
Metallurgy Point Source Category (EPA
440/1-84/019-b). The Agency's
economic analysis is found in Economic
Analysis of Proposed Effluent
Limitations and Standards for the
Nonferrous Metals Forming Indsutry
(EPA-440/2-84-005).

The supporting information and all
comments on this proposal will be
available for inspection and copying at
the EPA Public Information Reference
Unit, Room 2402 (Rear) (EPA Library).
The EPA public information regulation
(40 CFR Part 2) provides that a
reasonable fee may be charged for
copying.

Organization of This Notice
1. Legal Authority.

II. Background.
A. The Clean Water Act and the Settlement

Agreement.
B. Prior EPA Regulations.
C. Overview of the Category.
III. Scope of this Rulemaking and Summary
of Methodology.

IV. Data Gathering Efforts.

V. Sampling and Analytical Program.

VI. Industry Subcategorization.

VII. Available Wastewater Control and
Treatment Technology.
A. Control and Treatment Technologies

Considered.
B. Status of In-Place Technology.
C. Control and Treatment Options

Considered.

VIII. Summary of Generic Issues.

IX. Best Practicable Technology (BPT)
Effluent Limitations.

X. Best Available Technology (BAT) Effluent
Limitations.

XI. New Source Pereformance Standards
(NSPS).

XII. Pretreatment Sttandards for Existing
Sources (PSES).

XIII. Pretreatment Standards for New
Sources (PSNS),

XIV. Best Conventional Technology (BCT),
XV. Regulated Pollutants,

XVI. Polluitants and Subcategories Not
Regulated.

XVII. Economic Considerations.
A. Costs and Economic Impacts.
B. Executive Order 12291.
C. Regulatory Flexibility Analysis.
D. SBA Loans.

XVIII. Nonivater Quality Aspects of Pollullon
Control.

XIX. Best Management Practices (BMPs).

XX. Upset and Bypass Provisions,

XXI. Variances and Modifications.

XXII. Implementation of Limitations and
Standards.
A. Relationship to NPDES Permits,
B. Indirect Dischargers.

XXIII. Solicitation of Comments.

XXIV. List of Subject in 40 CFR Part 471.

XXV. Appendices:
A. Abbreviations. Acronyms, and Other

Terms Used in this Notice.
B. Pollutants Selected for Regulation by

Subcategory.
C. Toxic Pollutants Excluded From

Regulation in All Subcategories.
D. Toxic Pollutants Excluded From

Regulation in Certain Subcategories.
E. Subcategories Excluded.

I. Legal Authority

EPA is proposing the regulation
described in this notice under the
authority of Sections 301, 304, 306, 307,
308, and 501 of the Clean Water Act (the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972,'33 USC 1251 et
seq., as amended by the Clean Water
Act of 1977. Pub. L. 95-217) ("the Act").
These regulations also are proposed in
response to the Settlement Agreement in
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc,
v. Train, 8 ERC 2120 (D.D.C. 1970),
modified, 12 ERC 1833 (D.D.C. 1979),
modified by orders of October 26, 1982,
August 2, 1983, and January 6, 1984.
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II. Background

A. The Clean Water Act and the
Settlement Agreement

The Federal Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of 1972 established a
comprehensive program to "restore and
maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the Nation's
waters," Section 101(a). By July 1,1977,
existing industrial dischargers were
required to achieve "effluent limitations
requiring the application of the best
practicable control technology currently
available" ("BPT"), Section 301(b) ][(A).
By July 11983, these dischargers were
required to achieve "'effluent limitations
requiring the application of the best
available technology economically
achievable-which will result in
reasonable further progress toward the
national goal of eliminating the
discharge of all pollutants" f{BAT"),
Section 301(b)(2](A). New industrial
direct dischargers were required to
comply with Section 305 new source
performance standards ("NSPS"), based
on best available demonstrated
technology. and new and existing
dischargers to publicly owned treatment
works ("POTW") were subject to
pretreatment standards under Sections
307 (b) and (c) of the Act. The
requirements for direct dischargers were
to be incorporated into National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
("NDPES") permits issued under Section
402 of the Act. Pretreatment standards
were made enforceable directly against
dischargers to POTWs (indirect
dischargers).

Although Section 402(a)(1) of the 1972
Act authorized the setting of
requirements for direct dischargers on a
case-by-case basis, Congress intended
that, for the most part, control
requirements would be based on
regulations promulgated by the
Administrator of EPA. Section 304(b) of
the Act required the Administrator to
promulgate regulations providing
guidelines for effluent limitations setting
forth the degree of effluent reduction
attainable through the application of
BPT and BAT. Moreover, Sections 304(c)
and 305 of the Act required
promulgation'of regulations for NSPS,
and Sections 304(f, 307(b), and 307(c)
required promulgation of regulations for
pretreatment standards. In addition to
these regulations for designated industry
categories, Section-307(a) of the Act
required the Administrator to
promulgate effluent standards
applicable to all dischargers of toxic
pollutants. Finally, Section 501(a) of the
Act authorized the Administrator to
prescribe any additional regulations

"necessary to carry out his functions"
under the Act.

EPA was unable to promulgate many
of these regulations by the dates
contained in the Act. In 1976, EPA was
sued by several environmental groups,
and in settlement of this lawsuit. EPA
and the plaintiffs executed a
"Settlement Agreement" which was
approved by the District Court. This
Agreement required EPA to develop a
program and adhere to a schedule for
promulgating for 21 major industries
BAT effluent limitations guidelines,
pretreatment standards, and new source
performance standards for 65 "priority"
pollutants and classes of pollutants. See
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
v. Train, 8 ERC 2120 (D.D.C. 1976).
modified, 12 ERC 1833 (D.D.C. 1979),
modified by additional orders of
October 26,11982. August 2,1983, and
January 6,1984.

On December 27,1977, the President
signed into law the Clean Water Act of
1977. Although this law; makers several
important changes in the Federal water
pollution control program, its most
significant feature is its incorporation
into the Act of several of the basic
elements of the Settlement Agreement
program for toxic pollution control.
Sections 301(b)(2)(A] and 301(b](2)(C) of
the Act now require the achievement by
July 1,1984 of effluent limitations
requiring application of BAT for "toxic"
pollutants, including the 65 "priority"
pollutants and classes of pollutants
which Congress declared "toxic" under
Section 307(a) of the Act. Likewise,
EPA's programs for new source
performance standards and
pretreatment standards are now aimed
principally at toxic liollutant controls.
Moreover, to strengthen the toxics
control program, Section 304(e) of the
Act authorizes the Administrator to
prescribe "best management practices"
("BMP") to prevent the release of toxic
and hazardous pollutants from plant site
runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste
disposal, and drainage from raw
material storage associated with, or
ancillary to, the manufacturing or
treatment process.

The 1977 Amendments added Section
301(b](2)(E) to the Act establishing "best
conventional pollutant control
technology" (ECT) for discharges of
conventional pollutants from existing
industrial point sources. Conventional
pollutants are those mentioned
specifically in Section 304(a)(4)
(biochemical oxygen demanding
pollutants (BOD,) total suspended solids
(TSS], fecal coliform, and PH), and any
additional pollutants defined by the
Administrator as "conventional." (To

date, the Agency has added one such
pollutant, oil and grease, 44 FR 44501,
July 30,1979.)
BCT is not an additional limitation but

replaces BAT for the control of
conventional pollutants. In addition to
other factors specified in Section
304(b)(4)(B), the Act requires that BCT
limitations be assessed in light of a two-
part "cost-reasonableness" test,
American Paper Institute v. EPA. 660
F.2d 954 (4th Cir. 1.8"1]. The first test
compares the cost for private industry to
reduce its conventional pollutants with
the costs to publicly owned treatment
works for similar levels of reduction in
their discharge of these pollutants. The
second test examines the cost-
effectiveness of additional industrial
treatment beyond BPT. EPA must find
that limitations are "reasonable" under
both tests before establishing them as
BCT. In no case may BCT be less
strirgent that BPT.

EPA published its methodology for
carrying out the BCT analysis on August
29,1979 (44 FR 50372). In the case
mentioned above, the Court of Appeals
ordered EPA to correct data errors
underlying EPA's calculation of the first
test, and to apply the second cost test.
(EPA had argued that a second cost test
was not required.)

On October 29, 1982, the Agency
proposed a revised BCT methodology. 47
FR 49176. This methodology has been
applied to each of the subcategories in
the nonferrous metals forming point
source category and is discussed in
Section XIV of today's notice.

For non-toxic, nonconventional
pollutants, Sections 301 (bil2]{A and
(b)[2)(F) require achievement of BAT
effluent limitations within three years
after their establishment or July 1.1934.
whichever is later, but not later than
July 1, 1987.

The purpose of these proposed
regulations is to provide effluent
limitations guidelines for BPT, BAT and
BCT, and to establish NSPS,
pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES), and pretreatment
standards for new sources (PSNS).
under Sections 301. 304, 305, 307, and 501
of the Clean Water Act.

B. Prior EPA Regulations

EPA has n-ut previously proposed or
promulgated regulations for the
Nonferrous Metals Forming Point Source
Category.

C. Ovenriew, of the Category

Because of the diversity of the
nonferrous metals industry, EPA has
divided it into different segments for
regulation. This proposed regulation
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only covers nonferrous metals forming
operations; nonferrous metals
manufacturing operations are covered
under separate regulations, 40 CFR Part
421, (nonferrous metals manufacturing
phase I, proposed at 46 FR 7032,
February 17, 1983, to be promulgated
shortly, nonferrous metals
manufacturing phase II, scheduled for
proposal shortly). The nonferrous metals
forming category is generally included
within SIC 3356, 3357, 3463, and 3497 of
the Standard Industrial Classification
Manual, prepared in 1972 and .
supplemented in 1977 by the Office of
Management and Budget, Executive
Office of the President. The category
includes establishments engaged in the
forming of nonferrous metals and their
alloys, except for copper and aluminum
for which separate regulations have
recently been promulgated. 40 CFR Part
468 (48 FR 36942, August 15, 1983), 40
CFR Part 467 (48 FR 49126, October 24,
1983). For regulatory convenience, this
point source category also includes
metal powder production and powder
metallurgy of iron and steel, copper, and
aluminum, as well as alloys of these
metals (except that metal powders
produced as an intergral part of a
smelting or refining operation are
covered under 40 CFR Part 421,
nonferrous metals manufacturing or 40
CFR Part 420, iron and steel).
Wastewater discharges covered by the
nonferrous forming point source
category are not subject to regulation
under 40 CFR Part_413 (electroplating) or
40 CFR Part 433 (metal finishing).

Forming is the deformation of a metal
into specific shapes by hot or cold
working. The major forming operations
include rolling, extruding, forging, and
drawing. Monor forming operations in
this category include cladding, and
metal powder production and powder
metallurgy (except for-metal powders
produced as an integral part of a
smelting or refining operation).
Associated operations performed as an
integral part of the forming process are
also included in the nonferrous metals
forming category. These operations are
casting for subsequent forming, heat
treatment, surface treatment, alkaline
cleaning, solvent degreasing, sawing,
grinding, tumbling, burnishing, and
product testing. Wastewater streams
associated with air pollution controls on
nonferrous metals forming and related
operations are also included in this
point source category.

The nonferrous metals forming
category covers forming operations
performed on 31 nonferrous metals and
their alloys. The Agency did not identify
any other nonferrous metals (except for

copper and aluminum, which are
already regulated, as noted above) that
are subjected to forming operations.
Alloys are considered as only one metal
type. The metal type of any particular
alloy is defined to be the metal that is
the major component is percent by
weight. Thus, an alloy which is 53
percent lead and 47 percent zinc is
considered as lead, and an alloy which
is 40 percent nickel, 35 percent zinc, and
25 percent tim is considered as nickel.
Forming of an alloy containing greater
than 50 percent iron, steel, copper, or
aluminum is not included in the category
since these are covered by the Iron and
Steel, Copper Forming, and Aluminum
Forming Point Source Category Effluent
Limitations Guidelines and Standards,
respectively.

EPA studied 294 nonferrous metals
forming plants distributed throughout
the United States, with the majority
located east of the Mississippi River. Of
these plants, 146 discharge process
wastewater, 32 directly to surface water
(direct dischargers), 107 to POTWs
(indirect dischargers), and seven both
directly and to POTWs. The remaining
148 plants do not discharge process
wastewater.

As a result of the study of nonferrous
metals forming plants, nine of the 31
metal types of the catgory are proposed
for exclusion under Paragraph 8 of the
Settlement Agreement. EPA proposes to
exclude these metal types from
regulation because the forming
operations performed on these metals
do not use process water and therefore
there are no discharges of proces
wastewater. In addition to the pure
metals, alloys of these nine are also
excluded from regulation.

The remainder of this overview briefly
describes operations included in and
products manufactured by the
nonferrous metals forming category. The
Development Document describes these
operations in greater detail.

Rolling transforms cast ingot by
exerting pressure as the metal passes
between rollers, reducing the thickness
and cross-sectional area of the metal.
Hot rolling, sometimes referred to as
"breakdown" rolling, may be followed
by cold rolling to further reduce
thickness. Square ingots are usually
rolled to produce rod, bar, or wire. A
cooling and lubricating compound may
be used during rolling to prevent
excessive wear on the rolls, to prevent
adhesion of metal to the rolls, and to
maintain a suitable uniform rolling
temperature. Oil-water emulsions are
used for this purpose in hot rolling,
while most cold rolling operations use
mineral oil or kerosene-based

lubricants. The rolls used In the rolling
operations require periodic machining to
remove metal build-up in an operation
called roll grinding. The common
lubricant used in this operation is an oil-
water emulsion which is recirculated
and discharged periodically with other
emulsion waste streams.

Extrusion is the application of force to
a billet causing the metal to flow
through a die orifice. The resulting
product is an elongated shape or tube of
uniform cross-sectional area. Heat
treatment is frequently performed after
extrusion. At some plants, the extrusion
is cooled by direct contract with water
as it leaves the press. This is called
press heat treatment.

Forging is deforming metal, usually
hot, with compressive force into desired
shapes, with or without dies. Colloidal
graphite in either a water or an oil
medium may be sprayed onto dies as a
lubricant.

Drawing refers to the pulling of metal
through a die or succession of dies to
reduce its diameter, alter the cross-
sectional shape, or increase its hardness
to produce rod, wire, or reduced
diameter tubing. To ensure uniform
drawing temperatures and avoid
excessive wear on the dies and
mandrels, a suitable lubricant is applied
during drawing. A wide variety of
lubricants, including oil-based
lubricants, oil-water emulsions, and
soap solutions or powders are used for
this purpose. Drawing oils are usually
recirculated until their lubricating
properties are exhausted.

Heat treatment is frequently used both
in-process and as a final step in formlng
to give the nonferrous metal the desired
mechanical properties. The general
types of heat treatment applied are:
homogenizing, annealing, solution heat
treatment, and artificial aging.
Homogenizing, annealing, and aging are
dry processes, while solution heat
treatment typically involves significant
quantities of contact cooling water,

The quenching techniques used In
solution heat treatment are usually
critically to achieving the desired
mechanical properties, Contact cooling
water is commonly used to quench
solution heat-treated products. The
process is usually performed by
immersing the formed products into a
water bath, but spray or flush quenching
is also used. Air, glycol, or alcohol-
water solutions can also be used to cool
certain products.

All surface treatment operations
performed as an integral part of the
forming process are considered to be
within the scope of the nonferroub
metals forming category.
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The most common surface treatments
are designed to remove the surface layer
of oxidized metal created during the
forming of nonferrous metals at elevated
temperatures. Acid etching or pickling,
the most common deoxidizing surface
treatment, is used on many metal types.
Molten salt (480-540° C) is also used to
remove oxide scale from nickel alloys.
Usually formed metal is dipped into a
surface treatment bath and then rinsed
by dipping in an overflowing bath or
spraying with clear water. The surface
treatment rinses are the major source of
wastewater in the nonferrous metals
forming category.

Other surface treatments are used to
clean metal surfaces, alkaline cleaning
being the most common method. The
alkalinr cleaning solutions, usually
detergents, vary in pH and chemical
composition. Inhibitors are frequently
added to minimize or prevent corrosion
of the metal. Alkaline cleaners are used
to remove lard, oil, and other such
componds, but mineral oil and grease
are not removed. Nonferrous metal
products can be cleaned with an
alkaline solution either by immersion or
spray. Rinsing, preferably with warm
water, may follow the alkaline cleaning
process to prevent the solution from
drying on the product.

Solvent cleaners are used to remove
oil and grease compounds from the
surface of metal products. Vapor
degreasing, the predominant method of
solvent cleaning, uses the hot vapors of
chlorinated solvents to remove oils,
greases, and waxes. Trichloroethylene,
1,1,1-trichloroethane, and
perchloroethylene are the solvents most
commonly used. Vapor degreasing
solvents are frequently recovered by
distillation, which does not usually
generate process wastewater.

Some surface treatments use
mechanical means to alter the surface of
formed nonferrous metals. Machining,
grinding, polishing, and sawing
operations commonly use a recirculated
oil-water emulsion to cool and lubricate
the contact between the metal and
finishing tool. Spent or rancid tubricant
is discharged periodically.Tumbling, or
barrel finishing, is used to clean and
debur large quantities of small formed
parts, usually forgings and parts pressed
from metal powder. Parts are finished
by tumbling with abrasive suspended in
water.

Only casting which is an integral part
of nonferrous metals forming, i.e., shot-
casting arid casting of billets, ingots,
bars, and strip which are subsequently
formed on-site, is included in the
cafegory. The method of casting most
widely practiced at nonferrous metals
forming plants is stationary or pig

casting which allows for recycle of in-
house scrap. In this process, molten
metal is poured into cast iron molds and
allowed to air cool. Lubricants and
cooling water are not required. Although
water may be sprayed onto the molten
metal to increase the cooling rate, this
generally does not result in any
discharge.

Direct chill is another method of
casting nonferrous metals for
subsequent forming. The molten metal is
tapped from the melting furnace and
flows through a distributor channel into
a shallow mold. Noncontact cooling
water circulates within this mold
causing the metal to solidify. The base
of the mold is attached to a hydraulic
cylinder which is gradually lowered as
pouring continues. As the solidified
metal leaves the mold, it is sprayed with
contact cooling water to reduce the
temperature of the ingot. The cylinder
continues to lower into a tank of water,
further cooling the ingot as it is
immersed. When the cylinder has
reached its lowest position, pouring
stops and the ingot is lifted fron the pit.

Arc casting is a form of direct chill
casting used for metals with melting
points too high to easily cast by
conventional techniques (tungsten,
molybdenum, tantalum, columbium,
vanadium, and rhenium). The end
product of refining these metals is a
powder which can be compacted and
sintered into solid bars. The bars serve
as consumable electrodes in an arc-
melting process.

Nonferrous metals forming plants also
use continuous casting to produce sheet,
bar, and strip. Most of the various
continous casting methods use a water
spray to cool the cast metal.

Cladding operations are included in
the nonferrous metals forming category.
A clad metal is a composite metal
containing two or more layers that have
been bonded together. The bonding may
have been accomplished by roll bonding
(co-rollingl, solder application (brazing),
or explosion bonding. In the roll bonding
process, a permanent bond between two
metals is obtained by rolling under high
pressure in a bonding mill. Clad metals
consisting of a base metal with an
overlay or inlay or precious metal are
produced for the electrical/electronics
industry and for jewelery applications
(e.g., gold-filled wire). In the solder
applications or brazing process, a thin
layer (film or foil) of a low melting point
metal is place between two layers of
metal to be bonded. The three-layer
assembly is then placed into a furnace
at the melting temperature of the filler
metal. Bonding results from the Intimate
contact produced by the dissolution of a
small amount of the base metal and the

top metal in the molten filler metal,
without direct fusion of the two metal
layers. Upon cooling, the clad material
can then be formed by any of the
forming opErations previously
described. The term soldering is used
where the temperature falls below 425'
C (800' F). The term brazing is used
where the temperature exceeds 425* C
(8o0 F). The metallurgical joining of t'o
or more metals can also be
accomplished by the force of a carefully
detonated explosion.

All of the cladding processes
described above are essentially dry
processes. The main source of process
wastewater in metal cladding
operations is in cleaning the metal
surfaces prior to bonding.

Production of metal powders, ferrous
and nonferrous, in operations which do
not significantly increase their purity is
included in this nonferrous metals
forming category.

Of all metal powders produced, iron,
stainless steel, and copper powders are
produced in the largest quantities and
by the greatest number of
manufacturers. There is a high demand
for these metal powers because of their
large-scale applications in the auto
manufacturing and machining industries.
Atomization is the most common
method of producing metal powders. In
this process, a stream of fluid (water or
gas) impinges upon a molten metal
stream, breaking it into droplets which
solidify as powder particles. Water
atomization is used to produce
irregularly shaped particles, required for
powder metallurgy operations in which
a powder is cold pressed into a compact
Powders are also produced by
disintegration of solid metal into powder
by mechanical comminution.

Metal powders are formed into parts
by a "press and sinter" operation,
consisting of blending metal powders.
compacting the mixture in a die, and
then heating or sintering the compacted
powder in a controlled atmosphere to
bond the particles into a strong shape.
Noncontact cooling water is the only
water used in this operation. Parts
formed from metal powders can be
subject to the chemical and mechanical
surface treatments previously described.
Tumbling is the most common surface
treatment used and the major source of
process wastewater.

Products manufactured by nonferrous
metals forming operations generally
serve as stock for subsequent
fabricating operations. Because the
metals included in this category have a
wide range of physical, chemical, and
electrochemical properties, they are
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used in a wide range of fabricated
products. For example:
-Beryllium, used in aerospace

applications because of its high
strength and light weight, is rolled into
sheet products. Because it is difficult
to cast, it is commonly contolidated
into billets by powder metallurgy
techniques.

-Bismuth has a low melting point and
thus is rolled into strip for use in
fuses. When alloyed with lead, tin,
and/or cadmium, it is also extruded
and drawn into solder wire.

-Cobalt is often alloyed with nickel,
and is formed by the same methods
used to form steels. It is used for
applications requiring strength and
corrosion resistance at high
temperatures, such as turbine blades.

-Hafnium is formed into control rods
for nuclear reactors because of its
special properties.

-Lead is extruded and swaged into
bullets because it is dense and
inexpensive. When alloyed with tin
and bismuth it is extruded into solder,
an application which makes use of its
low melting point. Lead is formed into
cases for automobile batteries
because of its electrochemical
properties.

-Magnesium is extruded into cases for
batteries used in portable
communications equipment. The
application takes advantage or the
metal's electrochemical properties
and light weight.

-Nickel is often alloyed with chrome
and iron to make stainless steel
alloys, many greater than 50 percent
nickel. It is formed by all major
forming operations and is used in
applications requiring corrosion
resistance at high temperatures, such
as tubing for steam and gas turbines
and in jet engines.

-Precious metals (silver, gold, platinum,
and palladium) are corrosion-resistant
and good electrical conductors, but
expensive. Because of their expense,
they are often used as a thin layer
clad to a layer of base metal (usually
copper or nickel) which is rolled into
strip and stamped into electrical
contacts. Pure and clad precious
metals are also drawn to wire used to
fabricate jewelry.Their corrosion
resistance makes than useful in
dentistry.

-Refractory metals (columbium,
molybdenum, rhenium, tantalum,
tungsten, and vanadium) must be
formed at high temperatures (relative
to other metals) or as powders
because they have melting points
above 1,960* C. Their unique
properties make them useful for

specialized applications. Columbium
is used as a structural material in
nuclear reactors. Molybdenum is
drawn into semiconductor wires.
Tantalum used iii very small
capacitors and heat transfer and
furnace equipment. Tungsten finds
wide application as filaments for
electric light bulbs. As tungsten
carbide, it is used in cutting tools and
abrasives because of its extreme
hardness.

-Tin is used in solder, usually alloyed
with lead.

-Titanium, used in aerospace
applications because of its high
strength and light weight, is formed by
all major forming techniques. It is also
used for corrosion-resistant hardware
and surgical implants.

-Uranium, when composed of 0.2 to 0.3
percent 235 (the fissionable isotope),
is called depleted uranium. This
mnaterial is extruded into armor
piercing projectiles because it is
extremely dense.

-Zinc is lightweight and corrosion-
resistant. It is rolled into sheet for
architectural uses and stamped into
pennies. Its chemical properties make
it useful for battery cases and
lithographic plates.

-Zirconium is used to clad nuclear fuel
rods in water cooled reactors and as a
construction material in chemical
plants because of its high melting
point and corrosion resistance. It is
extruded into tubes 'and roled into
plate and sheet.

Il. Scope of This Rulemaking and
Summary of Methodology

-This proposed regulation is a part of
the Agency's continuing effort in water
pollution control requirements. The
1973-1976 round of rulemaking
emphasized the achievment of best
practicable technology (BPT) by July 1,
1977. In general, this technology level
represents the average of the best
existffig performances of well-known
technologies for control of familiar (or
:'llassical") pollutants.

In ihis round of rulemakings, EPA is
establishing both nationally applicable
BPT effluent limitations guidelines and
nationally applicable effluent limitations
guidelines based on the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT), which will result in reasonable
further progress toward the national
goal of eliminating the discharge of all
pollutants. In general, this technology
level represents the very best
economically achievable performance in
any industrial category or subcategory.
The Act requires achievement of BAT
by July 1, 1984. As a result of the Clean
Water Act-of 1977, the emphasis of

EPA's program generally shifted from"classical" pollutants to the control of a
lengthy list of toxic substances. The
Agency is also establishing best
conventional technology (BCT), now
source performance standards, and
categorical pretreatment standards In
this round of rulemakings.

In developing this regulation, EPA
studied the nonferrous metals forming
category to determine whether
differences in raw materials, final
products, manufacturing processes,
equipment, age and size of plants, water
use, wastewater constituents, or other
factors required the development of
separate effluent limitations and
standards for different segments (or
subcategories) of the industry. This
study included the identification of raw
waste and treated effluent
characteristics, including: The sources
and volume of water used, the processes
employed, and the sources of pollutants
and wastewaters. Sampling and
analysis of specific waste streams
enabled EPA to determine the presence
and concentration of toxic pollutants In
wastewater discharges.

EPA also identified both actual and
potential control and treatment
technologies (including both in-process
and end-of-process technologies). The
Agency analyzed both historical and
newly generated data on the
performance, operational limitations,
and reliability of these technologies. In
addition, EPA considered the impacts of
these technologies on air quality, solid
waste generation, water scarcity, and
energy requirements.
. The Agency then estimated the costs

of each control and treatment
technology using cost equations
developed by standard engineering
analyses. EPA derived unit process
costs for 23 discharging plants,
representative of the entire category.
These costs were derived using data and
characteristics (production and flow)
applied to each treatment proces3 (e.g.,
chemical frecipitation, sedimentation,
granular bed-multi-media filtration,
etc.) and were added to yield the tolal
plant cost at each treatment level. The
Development Document gives in detail
the method used to extrapolate the costs
for each subcategory from the costs
estimated for the 23 representative
plants. The Agency intends to conduct a
plant-by-plant cost analysis prior to
final'promulgation to refine the cost
estimates for each subcategory.

After confirming the Teasonableness
of this methodology by comparing EPA
cost estimates to treatment system costs
supplied by the Industry, the Agency
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evaluated the economic impacts of these
costs.

On the basis of these factors, EPA
identified various control and treatment
technologies as BPT, BAT, BCT, NSPS,
PSES, and PSNS. The proposed
regulation, however, does not require
the installation of any particular
technology. Rather, it requires
achievement of effluent limitations
equivalent to those achieved by the
proper operation of these or equivalent
technologies.

Except for pH requirements, the
effluent limitations for BPT, BAT, BCT,
and NSPS are expressed as mass
limitations-a mass of pollutant per unit
of production (mg/kkg). They were
calculated by using three figures: (1)
Treated effluent concentrations
determined by analyzing control
technology performance data; (2)
production-weighted wastewater flow
for the operations in each subcategory-
and (3) any relevant process or
treatment variability factor (e.g., mean
versus maximum day). This basic
calculation was performed for each
regulated pollutant or pollutant
parameter for each operation of each
subcategory. Pretreatment standards-
PSES and PSNS-are also expressed as
mass limitations rather than
concentration limits to ensure a
reduction in the total quantity of
pollutant discharges. Regulation on the
basis of concentration only is not
appropriate because it will not ensure
that the effluent reduction benefits
associated with reduced water use are
realized. Therefore, the Agency is not
proposing concentration-based effluent
limitations guidelines or standards.

IV. Data Gathering Efforts

The data gathering program is
described in Sections I and V of the
Development Document. A data
collection portfolio (dcp) was developed
to collect information about the industry
and was mailed out in 1983, under the
authority of Section 308 of the Clean
Water Act, to each company known or
believed to be engaged in forming in the
United States the metals discussed in
Section I of this notice. Analytical data
were collected from 17 sampled plants.
Supplemental data were obtained from
NPDES permit files and engineering
studies on treatment technologies.

EPA reviewed and evaluated existing
literature for background information to
clarify and define various aspects of'the
nonferrous metals forming category and
to determine general characteristics and
trends in production processes and
wastewater treatment technology.
Review of current literature continued

throughout the development of these
guidelines.

A listing of plants believed to be in
the nonferrous metals forming category
was compiled from a Dun and
Bradstreet computer listing,
publications, telephone contacts with
various trade associations believed to
represent parts of the industry, the
Thomas Register, and telephone
contacts with commodity specialists at
the Bureau of Mines. Four SIC codes
were used resulting in the
indentification of approximately 1,000
plants as being possibly engaged in
nonferrous metals forming activities.
The SIC codes used were: (1) 3350:
Rolling, Drawing, Extruding of
Nonferrous Metals; (2) 3357: Drawing
and Insulating Nonferrous Wire; (3)
3463: Nonferrous Forgings; and (4) 3497:
Metal, Foil and Leaf.

A comprehensive telephone survey
was undertaken in order to determine
which plants should comprise a final
dcp mailing list, i.e., whether or not in-
scope forming operations were present
at each of the plants on the original list.
A comprehensive list of those plants
believed to be a part of the category was
then compiled in preparation for dcp
distribution.

On April 19,1983, these 365 dcp's
were sent out under the authority of
Section 308 of the Clean Water Act to
companies on the mailing list. The dcp's
were sent to the corporate office of each
company and addressed to the highest
ranking corporate official who could be
identified.

An additional 47 dcp's were sent out
on June 21,1983 when the Agency
decided to include metal powder
production and powder metallurgy
operations of all metals, including iron
and steel, copper, and aluminum, in the
scope of the category. All but five of
these dcp's were sent to companies
which had been sent a nonferrous
metals forming dcp earlier. Between
April 19,1983 and July 11, 193, seven
more dcp's were sent out, as additional
facilities believed to be in the category
were identified. All companies were
allowed 30 days from receipt of the dcp
in which to complete and return the
portfolio.

In all, dcp's were sent to 377 firms.
Approximately 95 percent of the
companies responded to the survey. In
many cases, companies contacted were
not actually members of the nonferrous
metals forming category as it is defined
by the Agency. Where firms had
nonferrous metals forming operations at
more than one location, a dcp was
returned for each plant. A total of 294
dcp's applicable to the nonferrous

metals forming category were returned.
In cases where the dcp responses were
incomplete or unclear, additional
Information was requested-by telephone
or letter.

The dcp's requested information
regarding plant size, age and production;
the production processes used: and the
quantity, treatment, and disposal of
wastewater generated at these plants.
The dcp's also requested economic
information including plant capacity.
employament, sales, and existing
regulatory costs for the base year of
1981. In addition, frequent contact has
been maintained with industry
personnel throughout the regulation
development process. Contributions
from these sources were particularly
useful for clarifying differences in
production processes.
V. Sampling and Analytical Program

The sampling and analysis program
for this rulemaking concentrated on the
toxic pollutants designated in the Clean
Water Act. However, we sampled and
analyzed nonferrous metals forming
wastewaters for conventional and
nonconventional pollutants as well as
inorganic and organic toxic pollutants.
The Agency has not promulgated
analytical methods for many of the
organic toxic pollutants under Section
304(h) of the Act, although a number of
these methods have been proposed (44
FR 69464 (December 3,1979); 44 FR
75028 (December 18.1979)). Additional
information on the development of
sampling and analysis methods for toxic
organic pollutants is contained in the
preamble to the proposed regulations for
the Leather Tanning Point Source
Category, 40 CFR Part 425 (44 FR 38749
(July 2,1979)).

The primary objective of the field
sampling program was to produce
composite samples of wastewater from
which to determine the concentrations
of toxic pollutants. During this program,
17 plants were sampled. These plants
were selected to be representative of the
industry, based on information obtained
during the telephone survey.
Considerations included how well each
facility represented the subcategory as
indicated by available data, potential
problems in meeting technology-based
standards, differences in production
processses used, and wastewater
treatment-in-place. With the exception
of ihe uranium forming subcategory, at
least one plant in every subcategory
was sampled. Some plants provided
data for more than one subcategor-y.

The only data available from uranium
forming plants are self-monitoring data,
which included the toxic metals
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cadmium, copper, and nickel only. We
have no data on the other toxic
pollutants. The Agency intends to obtain
data on toxiq pollutants in wasterwater
at uranium forming plants after
proposal. In addition, the Agency
sampled one plant each in the beryllium
forming and zinc forming subcategories
but the results of the analyses for toxic
organic pollutants in these two
subcategories are not yet available. We
will add the results of the analyses for
all three of these subcategories to the
record of rulemaking when they become
available and consider these data in
promulgating the final effluent
limitations and standards. We have no
reason to expect that the presence of
toxic organic pollutants in these three
subcategories would be any different
than in the other eight subcategories
where only insignificant amounts were
found. We invite comments and data on
the presence of toxic organic pollutants
in nonferrous metals forming
wastewater.

After selection of the plants to be
sampled, each plant was contacted by
telephone, and a letter of notification
was sent to each plant as to when a visit
would be expected. In most cases, a
preliminary visit was made to the plant
to select the sources of wastewater to be
sampled at each plant. The sample
points included, but were not limited to.
untreated and treated discharges,
process wastewater, partially treated
wastewater, and intake water.

The samples were analyzed for 21
metals, including seven of the priority
metal pollutants (beryllium, cadimum,
chromium, copper, nickel, lead, and
zinc) using inductively-coupled argon
plasma emission spectroscopy (ICAPES)
as proposed in 44 FR 69464, December 3,
1979. The remaining six priority metal
pollutants, with the exception of
mercury, were analyzed by atomic
absorption spectroscopy (AA) as
described in 40 CFR Part 136. Mercury
analysis was performed by autoriated
cold vapor atomic absorption. Analysis
for the seven toxic metals analyzed by
ICAPES was also performed by AA on
10 percent of the samples to determine
test comparability. Because the results
showed no significant differences in
detection or quantification levels,
ICAPES data were used for the seven
toxic metals.

EPA did not expect to find any
asbestos in nonferrous metals forming
wastewaters because this category only
includes metals that have already been
refined from any ores that might contain
absestos. Therefore, analysis for
asbestos fibers was not performed.

Pesticide priority pollutants were also
not expected to be significant in the

nonferrous metals forming industry.
Samples from one facility were anaylzed
for pesticide priority pollutants by
electron capture-gas chromatography by
the method specified in 44 FR 69464,
December 3,1979. Pesticides were not
detected in these samples, so no other
samples were analyzed for these
pollutants.

Analyses for the remaining organic
priority pollutants (volatile fraction,
base/neutral, -and acid compounds)
were conducted using an isotope
dilution method which is a modification
of the analytical techniques specified in
44 FR 69464, December 3, 1979. The
isotope -dilution method has been
recently developed to improve the
accuracy and reliability of the analysis.
this method is described in the
Development Document and a copy of
the method is in the record of
rulemaking for this proposed regulation.
However, no standard was used in the
analysis of 2, 3, 7, 8-tetrachlorodibenzo-
p-dioxin (TCDD, pollutant 129). Instead,
screening -for this compound was
performed by comparing analytical
results to EPA's gas chromatography/
mass spectroscopy (GC/MS) computer
file.

Analysis for cyanide used methods
specified in 40 CFR Part 136 and
described in "Methods for Chemical
Analysis for Water and Wastes," EPA-
600/4-79-020 (March 1979).

Analyses for conventional pollutants
(BOD5 , TSS, pH, and oil and grease) and
nonconventional pollutants (acidity,
alkalinity, total solids, total dissolved
solids, ammonia, total phosphorus, total
organic carbon, total phenolics, and
sulfate) were also performed by the
methods specified in 40 CFR Part 136
and described in EPA-600/4--79-020.

VI. Industry Subcategorization

A. Subcotegorization

In developing this regulation, it was
necessary to determine whether
different effluent limitations and
standards were appropriate for different
segments (subcategories) of the industry.
Technology-based effluent limitations
are based primarily upon the treatability
of pollutants in wastewaters generated
by the category under review. The
treatability of these pollutants is, of
course, directly related to the flow and
characteristics of the untreated
wastewater, which in turn can be
affected by factors inherent to a
manufacturing plant in the category.
Therefore, these factors and the degree
to which each influences wastewater
flow and characteristics form the basis
for subcategorization of the category,
i.e., those factors which have a strong

influence on untreated wastewater flow
and characteristics are applied to the
category to subcategorize it in an
appropriate manner.

The Agency considered the following
subcategorization factors: metal formed
and raw materials used, manufacturing
processes, products manufactured,
process water use, water pollution
control technology, treatment costs,
solid waste generation, size of plant, age
of plant, location of plant, number of
employees, total energy requirements,
nonwater quality characteristics, waste
streams produced, and unique plant
characteristics, EPA concluded that the
metals formed and manufacturing
processes used were the most
meaningful factors on which to base the
subcategorization of this category.

A comprehensive analysis of each
factor that might warrant separate
limitations and standards for different
segments of the industry is presented in
Section IV of the Development
Document. The Agency proposes the
following subcategorization scheme for
proposal of BPT, BCT, and BAT effluent
limitations guidelines and NSPS, PSNS,
and PSES:
Beryllium Forming
Lead/Tin/Bismuth Forming
Magnesium Forming
Nickel/Cobalt Forming
Precious Metals Forming
Refractory Metals Forming
Titanium Forming
Uranium Forming
Zinc Forming
Zirconium/Hafnium Forming
Iron and Steel/
Copper/Aluminum
Metal Powder Production and Powder

Metallurgy

Forming of lead, tin, and bismuth have
been combined into a single subcategory
since these three metals represent the
components of most solder alloys and it
is difficult for solder makers to report
production for individual alloys, Since
most-of the solder makers produce some
solder products with each of the three
metals as the major component in
percent by weight, a grouping of these
three metals is justified.

Forming of nickel and cobalt have
been combined into a single subcategory
because 15 of the 16 surveyed plants
which form cobalt alloys also form
nickel alloys by identical or very similar
operations, generating commingled
wastewaters of similar characteristics.
Also, the metals are often alloyed with
each other, making reporting of
production of individual metals difficult.

The precious metals subcategory
includes the forming of gold, silver,
palladium, and platinum. Combining
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these metals into a single subcategory is
justified because all of the precious
metals are usually formed at any single
plant.

The refractory metals subcategory
includes the forming of the high melting
temperature metals tungsten,
molybdenum, tantalum, columbium,
rhenium, and vanadium.-Combining
these metals into a single subcategory is
justified because all of the refractory
metals are usually formed at any single
plant.

The zirconium/hafnium subcategory
includes the forming of both-irconium
and hafnium because both are usually
formed at any single plant.
I The iron and steel, copper, and

aluminum metal powder production -and
powder metallurgy subcategory covers
manufacturing activities involved in
producing metal powders as a product
and in producing finished parts from
metal powders of iron and steel, copper,
and aluminum-only. These
manufacturing activities, when
performed on other metal types, are
covered under the specific metal type
subcategories.

B. Production Normalizing Parameter
Selection

The objective of effluent limitations
and standards is to reduce the total
quantity of pollutants discharged into
surface waters. Because plants could
attempt to meet a concentration-based
standard by dilution rather than
treatment, mass limitations have been
developed for the nonferrous metals
forming industry. In order for regulations
to be equitable for plants with large
productions and small productions, the
mass limitations must be normalized by
an appropiate unit of production called
a production normalizing parameter
(PNP). That is, pollutant discharge
limitations are written as allowable
mass of pollutant discharge per PNP
(kg/PNP).

Therefore, for a PNP to be
appropriate, kg/PNP must be
independent of both production and
wastewater volume, for a particular
waste stream. Mass of metal, number of
pieces, surface area, and mass of
process chemicals used wereconsidered
as possible PNPs. An evaluation of these
alternatives follows.

Mass of Metal Processed. The
nonferrous metals forming category
typically maintains production records
of the pounds of metal processed.
Availability of these production data
and lack of data for other production
parameters, such as number of pieces
produced, makes this the most
convenient parameter to use. The
nonferrous metals forming dcp

requested three production values: the
capacity production rate for specific unit
operations, the average production rate
for 1981 in off-lbs/hr, and the total off-
pounds of final product formed in 1981.
The PNP for each operation is based on
the average production rates in off-lbs/
hr reported in the dcp.

Number of Pite Processed. The
number of pieces processed byaiven
plant would not account for the
variations in size and shape typicnl cf
formed products. Forgings. for instance,
are produced ina -'ide range of sizes. It
would be unraasonabla toe:.pecthe
quenching ofa large forging to use the
same amcmmtzf water Tequired for a
smal.erzforZed product rind 'yid _u
constant mass of pollatant perpicce.
Therefore, the Agency concluiled'That
the number of pieces processed is mol an
appropriate PXP.

Surface Area ofJletal Procasscd
Surface area may be-an appropriate
production normalizing parameter for
formed metal which has been rinsed
(i.e., the mass of pollutants generated
may correlate with surface area). Where
surface area phenomena are involved,
such as cleaning and pickling rinses, the
use of surface area as a PNP may be the
appropriate parameter. However, other
phenomena, such as cooling, are
unrelated to surface area. Hence,
surface area might be adequate for some
processes but would be wholely
inappropriate for others. In addition, the
area of metal processed is not generally
kept or known by industry. In some
cases, such as forging of miscellaneous
shapes, surface area would be very
difficult to determine. In any case.
surface area data would be difficult to
collect. For these reasons, surface area
is an inappropriate PNP for the
nonferrous metals forming category.

Mass of Process Chemicals Used. The
mass of pollutants discharged is more
dependent on the processes which the
metal undergoes than on the amount of
process chemical used in the process.
Some operations, such as heat treatment
with water, generate pollutants but do
not use any process chemicals. In
addition, the use of this parameter as
the production normalizing parameter
would tend to discourage regeneration
and reuse of process chemicals. For
these reasons, mass of process
chemicals used is an inappropriate PNP
for the nonferrous metals forming
category.

The Agency has selected mass of
product formed as the most appropriate
PNP. The mass of pollutants can be
related to the mass of metal processed
and most companies keep production
records in terms of mass.

The PNP for nonferrous metals
forming is "off-kilograms" or the
kiloorams of product removed from a
machine at the end of a process cycle.
For example, in the rolling pro:ess, an
ingot enters the mill to be processed.
Following one process cycle which may
substantially reduce the higsfs
tHicmes3, the metal is removed from the
rolling mill where it may be processed
through another operation, such as
annealing.sizing. or, cleaning, or it may
sinply be stored before being brought
back to the roarng mill for another
process cycle,7urter reducing the
thickness. The mass of metal removed
from the o lling mll after each process
cycle muipliedby the number of
process cycles is the PNP for that
process.

The dcp's indicate that a number of
nonferrous metals forming operations do
not generate process wastewater. For
those operations, the PNP is zero, and
EPA is proposing a discharge allowance
of zero for each of those operations.

The Agency also is proposing a PNP
of zero discharge for one waste stream.
tube reducing spent lubricant, because
analysis for toxic organics at the one
plant sampled (in the nickel/cobalt
forming subcategory) showed treatable
concentrations of N-
nitrosodiphenylamine. That waste
stream has a small flow and can be most
economically handled by intercepting
the waste stream before mixing it with
other process wastewaters and
disposing of it as a solid waste under
the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.
Treatment of the wastes with activated
carbon after mixing with other process
wastewaters would be much more
expensive. The Agency recognizes that
the total amount of N-
nitrosodiphenylamine discharged in the
tube reducing spent lubricant is only a
few pounds per year, but believes the
potentially carcinogenic properties of
nitrosamines justifies prohibiting its
discharge. We invite comment and data
on the no discharge requirement for this
waste stream.

VII. Available Wastewater Control and
Treatment Technology

A. Control and Treatment Technolojies
Considered

The control and treatment
technologies available for this category
include both in-process and end-of-pipe
treatments. These technologies are
considered appropriate for the treatment
of nonferrous metals forming
wastewaters and form the basis of the
regulatory options. These control and
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treatment technologies are discussed in
greaf& detail in Section VII of the
Development Document.

In-process treatment includes a
variety of water flow reduction steps
and major process changes. The
following in-process treatments are
considered for this proposal:

Recycle. Recycling or process water is
the practice of tieating and returning
water to be used again for the same
purpose. EPA considered partial recycle
of process water by using cooling towers
and holding tanks. In doing so, we
considered that it may be necessary to
discharge a bleed stream to purge
dissolved and 'suspended solids that
tend to accumulate in the system. We
also considered recycle of the water
used in wet scrubbers.

Countercurrent cascade rinsing.
Countercurrent cascade rinsing is a
mechanism commonly encountered in
metal processing operations. The
cleanest water is used for final rinsing of
an item, preceded by rinse stages using
water with progressively more
contaminants to partially rinse the item.
Clean make-up water is added at the
final rinse and contaminated rinse water
is discharged from the initial rinse stage.
The make-up water for all but the final
rinse is from the following rinse stage.

End-of-pipe treatment includes
modules used to reduce pollutant
concentrations prior to discharge. The
following end-of-pipe treatments are
considered for this proposal:

Chemical Precipitation. Chemical
(hydroxide) precipitation generally
involves adjusting the pH and adding a
flocculating agent to precipitate out of
solution metal ions (i.e., copper) and
certain anions (e.g., fluoride). The
chemical commonly associated with this
treatment is lime, but other alkalis can
also be used. Lime must be used to
control fluoride. This technology will
remove a broad range of ions from
solution. Thus, if chemical precipation is
used to control regulated pollutants,
nonregulated metals will be controlled
as well.

Sedimentation. Sedimentation is a
process which removes solid particles
from a liquid matrix by gravitational
force. This is done by reducing the
velocity of the feed stream in a large
volume tank or lagoon so that
gravitational settling can occur. This
treatment when combined with chemical
precipitation is referred to as lime and
settle treatment in this preamble.

Ammonia Steam Stripping. Steam is
commonly used to evaporate ammonia
from process wastewater. Generally, the
steam is introduced into a separation
column countercurrent to the process
wastewater. The evaporated ammonia is

absorbed into the steam. It is usually
necessary to elevate the pH of the
wastewater in order to remove
ammonia.

Cyanide Oxidation or Precipitation.
With the addition of oxidizing agents or
complexing agents cyanide can either be
oxidized or complexed. Cyanide can
also be precipitated out of solution using
ferrous sulfate. Cyanide precipitation
removes both the oxidizable and
nonoxidizable parts of the total cyanide
in the wastewater.

Chromium Reduction. The addition of
a strong reducing agent produces a
chemical reaction reducing hexavalent
chromium to trivalent chromium. The
reduction is necessary for removal of
chromium from solution in conjunction
with other metallic salts by chemical
precipitation.

Oil Skimming. Oil and other materials
with a specific gravity less than water
often float unassisted to the surface of
wastewater. Skimming removes these
floating wastes. This is done by
reducing the velocity of the wastewater
in a large volume tank to allow low
specific gravity material to rise. The
floating layer is skimmed off while the
remaining wastewater flows out a lower
outlet. A variety of devices is used to
remove the floating layer from the
surface.

Chemical Emulsion Breaking.
Chemical emulsion breaking is used to
break stable oil and water emulsions. By
adding chemicals, and adjusting the pH,
the oil to water attraction induced in the
emulsion is diminished thus allowing the
oil fraction to separate and float on the
water fraction where it can be skimmed
off.

Multimedia Filtration. Gravity mixed-
media filtration may be used as an end-
of-pipe polishing step for further
removal of metal hydroxide precipitates
and other suspended solids. Rapid sand
filters would perform as well but are
generally used with higher water flows
than are commonly encountered in the
nonferrous forming industry.

We considered other, more advanced
technologies which are described in
Section VII of the Development
Document. However, none of these
technologies was selected as the
technology basis for BPT, BAT, BCT,
NSPS, PSES, or PSNS for this industry
because the technologies are not
demonstrated and are quite expensive.
B. Status of ln-Place Technology

Current wastewater treatment
practices in the nonferous metals
forming category range from no
treatment to treatment with chemical
precipitation, sedimentation, and
filtration. Of the 146 discharging plants,

46 use chemical precipitation and
sedimentation to remove metals and
suspended solids. Two of the 46 plants
have equipment for multimedia filtration
and 10 of the 46 plants have a secondary
sedimentation step. The Agency's
screening sampling data from three of
those 10 plants and long-term data from
a fourth plant indicates that these plants
are achieving metal hydroxide and
suspended solids removal equivalent to
multimedia filtration.

Many plants in the nonferrous metals
forming category do not discharge any
process wastewater because they only
use dry processes that do not generate
wastewater. EPA is not proposing
allowable discharge limitations or
standards for these processes, Other
processes used In the nonferrous metals
forming industry do generate
wastewater, however. EPA is today
proposing effluent limitations and
standards for these wet processes.

C. Control and Treatment Options
Considered

EPA considered the following
treatment and control options as the
basis for BPT, BAT, BCT, NSPS, PSES,
and PSNS for facilities within the
nonferrous metals forming category.

Option 1-End-of-pipe treatment
consisting of lime precipitation and
sedimentation, and preliminary
treatment, where necessary, consisting
of oil skimming, cyanide precipitation,
chromium reduction, ammonia steam
stripping, and chemical emulsion
breaking. This combination of
technology reduces toxic metals and
conventional and nonconventional
pollutants.

Option 2-Option 2 is equal to Option
1 preceded by flow reduction of process
,wastewater through the use of
countercurrent cascade rinsing, cooling
towers for contact cooling water, and
holding tanks for all other process
wastewater subject to recycle.

Option 3-Option 3 is equal to Option
2 plus end-of-pipe polishing filtration for
further reduction of toxic metals and
TSS.

VIII. Summary of Generic Issues
EPA has identified several issues that

are generic to many of the subcategories
and to the limitations and standards
proposed in today's notice. These issues
are discussed in this secion,

A. Building Blocks. The regulations
proposed today use the so-called
building block approach, whereby EPA
considers both end-of-pipe treatment
technologies and process changes and
controls within the plant prior to
discharge to a common end-of-pipe
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treatment system. This approach is ,
preferable because it allows regulations
to be tailored lo reflect particular
circumstances. This exaininalion, of
course, is mandated'by the Clean Water
Act. See, e.g., Sections 304(b)(2)(A) and
306(1).) As a result, the proposed
regulation identifies principal process
steps-that discharge wastewater,
determines what wastewater flows (and
in some cases, pollutant concentrations)
are permissible for this indigenous
operation, and establishes a mass-based
limitation or standard for each such step
("building block"). These limitations (or
standards) then are added together to
give the pernisible mass-based
discharge for theentire process.

Under the building block approach
proposed today, to determine the
allowable discharge from a point source,
a discharger must first identify the
specific process sources that comprise
that discharge. Then the discharger
should multiply the limitations or
standards[mg/kkg) for each wastewater
present in -the plant, shown today in 40
CFRPart471, by the production of that
source (kkg), in the units specified, to
yield the mass discharge from each
source. The mass from all of the sources
should then be added to yield the
maximum for any one day and the
maximum monthly averages for that
discharge point. Waste streams (both
process and nonprocess) not identified
in today's nofice may be regulated on a
case-by-case basis by the permit writer
pursuant to the authority granted in
Section 402.

We.stress that a plant is to receive a
discharge allowance for a particular
building block only if it is actually
operating that particularprocess. The
plant need not be discharging
wastewaterfrom the process to receive
the-allowance, however. For example, if
the-regulation contains a discharge
allowance for -wet scrubber effluent and
a paricularplant has dryscrubbers, it
cannot include a discharge allowance
for wet scrubbers as part of its
aggregate limditation. On lhe other hand,
if it has wet scrubber and discharges
less than'the allowable limit (or does
not, discharge from the scrubbers], it
could receive the full regulatory
allowance. In this way, the building
block approach-recognizes and
accommodates the fact that not all
plants use identical processes in forming
a given metal.

Building Block Approach Applied to
Integrated Facilities. There are many
facilities within this category that have
integrated manufacturing operations;
that is, they. combine wastewater from
farming operations, which are part of

this point source category, with
wastewater from other manufacturing
operations which are not a part of this
category, and treat the combined stream
prior to discharge. Indirect dischargers
that are integrated facilities are subject
to discharge standards as specified by
the "combined waste stream formula"
set forth at 40 CFR 403.6[e). In
establishing direct discharge permit
requirements for integrated facilities
subject to effluent guidelines that are
mass-based for each category, the
permit writer can apply the same
building block approach discussed
above, simply aggregating each
allowable discharge.

The building block approach is only to
,be used when the individual discharer
combines wastewater from various
processes and co-treats the wastewater
before discharge through a single
discharge pipe. The building block
approach allows the determination of
appropriateeffluent limitations for the
discharge point by combining
appropriate limitations based upon the
various processes that contribute
wastewater to the discharge point.

In establishing limitations for
integrated facilities for which a portion
of the plant is covered by concentration-
based limitations, the permit writer can
determine the appropriate mass
limitations for the entire facility or point
source as follows. The portion of the
wastewater-covered by this category
receives mass limitations according to
the buildirng block methodology
described above. The permit writer must
then determine an appropriate flow for
the portion of the facility subject to
concentration-based limitations and
multiply it by the concentration
limitations to yield mass limitations. The
mass limitations applicable to the
discharge are obtained by summing
these two sets of masslimitations.

The Agency recognizes that there may
be different technology bases for the
limitations and standards applicable to
an integrated facility. EPA developed
these limitations based on specified in-
plant controls and-end-of-pipe treatment
technologies; however, it does not
require that the facility implement these
specific in-plant controls and end-of-
pipe technologies. The facility
combining wastewater from
manufacturing uperations covered by
categories with different technology
bases must install technology and
modify the manufacturing operations so
as to comply with the mass limitations
calculated using the building block
approach.

B. Data Bases to Determine
Achievable Concentrations and

Variabiliti Factors for Hydro.xide
Precipitation-Sedimentation and for
Filtration. As discussed in Section VII of
this preamble, hydroxide precipitatian-
sedimentation and filtration z-zre
considered as a part of various
treatment options for BPT, BAT, ECT.
NSPS, PSES. and PSNS. The msthos of
determining achievable conc trations
and variability factor. use:l to zomprte
monthly average and datIy ...
concentrations are discussed for these
technologies below.

Htydroxide PreciptiEon-
Sedimentation. In cansidming he
performance achievable usisg hydroxide
(usually lime) precipitation-
sedimentation of metals with ani
without polishing filtration. EPA
evaluated data from nonferroussmetals
forming plants and plants inuther
categories with similar wastewater. The
data base we selected for lime
precipitation and sedimentation (lime
and settle) vithout filtration is the
revised combined metals data base
(CMDB). This data base is a composite
of data for nine pallttants from
wastewaterm treated by lime and settle
technology drawn from EPA sampling
and analysis of vastewaters from
copper forming, aluminum forming,
battery manufacturing, porcelain
enameling, and coil coating categories.
These wastewaters are similar to
nonferrous metals forming wastewater
in all material respects because they
contain the same dissolved metals at
comparable concentrations that can be
removed uniformly byprecipitation and
solids removal.

We ragard the combined metals data
base as the-best available measure for
establishing the concentrations
attainable with hydroxide precipitation
and sedimentation for nonferrous metals
forming industry. Our determination is
based on the general similarityof
limited data on nonferrous metals
forming raw and treated wastewaters to
the C MDB (as determined by statistidal
analysis for homogeneity Isee Chapter
VII of the Development Document]), and
the larger number of plants in th- CMDB
(18 plants versus seven nonferrous
metals forming plants available), and
the extensive engineering and
statisticallv-based evaluation'Ehat
CMDB has undergone in response to
comments and issues raised in various
other rulemakings for related metals
industries were the Agency has relied
on the CMDB. The general quality and
quantity of data in the combined metals
data base, as well as a greater variety of
influent concentrations, enhances the
Agency's ability to estimate lon-term
performance and variability for lime and
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settle treatment technology through
statistical analysis.

We view the use of the combined
metals data base as appropriate for
nonferrous metals forming plants
because properly operated hydroxide
precipitation and sedimentation (lime
and settle) will result in effluent
concentrations that are directly related
to pollutant solubilities. These effluent
concentrations are known as the
treatment effectiveness of lime and
settle technology. Since the nonferrous
metals forming raw wastewater matrix
contains the same toxic pollutants at
concentrations of the same order of
magnitude as the combined metals data
base raw wastewater and the
technology is solubility-based, we
believe the mean treatment process
effluent and variability will be identical.
We also do not believe any interfering
properties (such as chelating agents)
exist in nonferrous metals forming
wastewater that would interfere with
metal precipitation and so prevent
attaining concentrations calculated from
the combined metals data base.

We also are proposing limits based on
this technology for certain pollutants not
included in the combined n~etals data
base. Treatment effectiveness for silver
and antimony are calculated from
nonferrous metals manufacturing data
because many nonferrous metals
forming plants are also nonferrous
metals manufacturers and combine the
wastewater from both processes for
common treatment. Therefore, it is
reasonable for the Agency to assume
that nonferrous metals forming plants
with lime and settle treatment will
achieve the same effluent
concentrations that are achieved for
those two pollutants at nonferrous
metals manufacturing plants. No
treatment effectiveness concentrations
are available for columbium, hafnium,
magnesium, molybdenum, tantalum,
titapium, uranium, vanadium, and
zirconium, metals which are proposed
for limitation in some subcategories. We
believe that lime and settle technology
wil result in effluent concentrations of
these metals of not more than 0.50 mg/I.
This estimate is based on the ability of
the lime agd settle technology to reduce
the concentration of the majority of the
metals in the combined metals data
base to this value or less. Sampling data
from one nonferrous metals forming
plant with significant titanium
concentrations in the raw waste show
that lime and settle treatment achieved
a titanium effluent concentration of 0.5
mg/1 or less at that plant. The Agency
Intends to obtain additional data on

treatment effectiveness for these metals
after proposal.

Filtration. The pollutant
concentrations achievable with lime
precipitation, sedimentation, and
polishing filtration are based on data
from three plants with that technology in
place: one nonferrous metals
manufacturing plant and two porcelain
enameling plants. These three plants
provide extensive long-term data. We
believe tht the use of polishing filtration
data from porcelain enameling plants is
justified because the pollutants and
pollutant concentrations in porcelain
enameling and in non ferrous metals
forming wastewaters are similar. We
know this because data from porcelain
enameling was included in the combined
metals data base, which we have
determined to be homogeneous with
data from nonferrous metals forming.
We believe that use of polishing
filtration data from the nonferrous
metals manufacturing plant is justified
because many nonferrous metals
forming plants are also nonferrous
metals manufacturing plants and
combine the wastewaters for treatment.
Therefore, it is .reasonable for the
Agency to assume that polishing filters
treating nonferrous metals forming
wastewaters from lime ands settle
treatment and nonferrous metals
manufacturing wastewaters from lime
and settle treatment will achieve the
same effluent concentrations.

We solicit comment on our use of the
combined metals data base for
nonferrous-metals forming, the transfer
of data from the nonferrous metals
manufacturing category, and treatment
effectiveness values assumed for some
metals. We specifically request
submission of additional treatment
effectiveness data from fionferrous
metals forming plants using properly
operated lime and settle and lime, settle
and filtration systems.

C. pH. We are proposing pH
limitations of 7.5 to 10. These levels vary
somewhat from the pH limitations of 6
to 9 in guidelines for most other
subcategories. We are proposing the
higher range to allow for proper
performance of the lime precipitation
and sedimentation technology in this
industry. The technology generally
requires a wastewater pH of 8.8 to 9.3
(depending on wastewater
compositions) to achieve optimum
precipitation of some metals. Because a
pH limitation of 6 to 9 might require pH
adjustment of wastewater properly
treated by lime precipitation and
sedimentation technology, a higher pH
limitation has been set.

D. Frequency of Sampling to
Demonstrate Compliance With 30-Day
Average Limitations. The proposed
regulation establishes monthly average
limitations that are based on the
average of 10 consecutive sampling days
(not necessarily consecutive calendar
days). The 10-day average value was
selected as the minimum number of
consecutive samples because It
approximates the most frequent
monitoring requirements of direct
discharge permits. The monthly average
numbers shown in the regulation are to
be used by plants with combined waste
streams that use the "combined waste
stream formula" set forth at 40 CFR
403.6(e] and by permit Writers in writing
direct discharge permits,

E. Compliance Date for PSES. Section
307(b)(1] of the Act requires that the
date for compliance with PSES be no
more than three years from the
regulation's final promulgation date.
Few indirect dischargers in this category
have installed and are properly
operating the treatment technology
proposed as the basis for PSES. The
readjustment of internal processing
conditions to achieve reduced
wastewater flows may require further
time above installation of end-of-pipe
treatment equipment. Many plants in
this and other industries also will be
installing the treatment equipment
suggested as model technologies for this
regulation which may result in delays In
engineering, ordering, installing, and
operating this equipment. Under these
circumstances, we believe that three
years is the appropriate compliance
deadline under Section 307(b)(1) of the
Act. We invite comment on the
appropriateness of this compliance date,

F. Recycle of Wet Scrubber and
Contact Cooling Wastewater. We are
proposing BAT and PSES limitations for
most subcategories based on 90 percent
recycle of wet air pollution control and
contact cooling wastewater (we have
proposed limitations based on a higher
rate for certain subcategories where
reported rates of recycle are even
higher). Water is used in wet air
pollution control systems to capture
particulate matter or fumes generated
during the forming of nonferrous metals
and associated operations. Cooling
water is used to remove excess heat
from metal products.

We observed extensive recycle of
these streams throughout the industry.
Indeed, some plants reported 100
percent recycle of process wastewater
from these operations. The Agency
believes, however, that most plants may
have to discharge a portion of the
recirculating flow to prevent the buildup
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of dissolved solids. The Agency believes
based on the data submitted in dcp's
that through operation of cooling towers
with a discharge of 10 percent of the
recirculating flow, contact cooling water
and scrubber water can be reused while
controlling scale formation and
equipment corrosion, and maintaining
product quality.

We solicit comments on the ability of
nonferrous metals forming plants to
achieve 90 percent recycle of wet
scrubber liquor and contact cooling
wastewater.

IX. Best Practicable Technology (BPT)
Effluent Limitations

The factors considered in defining
best practicable control technology -
currently available (BPT) include the
total cost of applying the technology in
relation to the effluent reduction
benefits derived, the age of equipment
and facilities involved, the processes
employed, nonwater quality
environmental impacts (including energy
requirements), and other factors the
Administrator considers appropriate. In
general, the BPT level represents the
average of-the best existing
performances of plants of various ages.
sizes, processes, or other common
characteristics. Where existing
performance is uniformly inadequate,
BPT may be transferred from a different
subcategory or category. Limitations
based on transfer technology must be
supported by a conclusion that the
technology is, indeed, transferable and a
reasonable prediction that it will be
capable of achieving the prescribed
effluent limits. See Tanners' Council of
America v. Train, 540 F.2d 1188 (4th Cir.
1976). BPT focuses on end-of-pipe
treatment rather than process changes
or internal controls, except where such
are common industry practice.

The cost-benefit inquiry for BPT is a
limited balancing, commited to EPA's
discretion, which does not require the
Agency to quantify lienefits in monetary
terms. See, e.g., American Iron and Steel
Institute v. EPA, 526 F.2d 1027 (3rd Cir.
1975). In balancing costs in relation to
effluent reduction benefits, EPA
considers the volume and nature of
existing discharges, the volume and
nature of discharges expected after
application of BPT, the general
environmental effects of the pollutants,
and the cost and economic impacts of
the required pollution control level. The
Act does not require or permit
consideration of water quality problems
attributable to particular point sources
or industries, or water quality
improvements in particular water
bodies. Accordingly, water quality
considerations were not the basis for

selecting the proposed BPT. See
Weyerhaeuser Company v. Costle, 590
F.2d 1011 (D.C. Cir. 1978).

In developing the proposed BPT
Ifinitations, the Agency considered the
amount of water used per unit
production in each waste stream. These
data were used to determine the average
(mean) water discharge for each
subcategory operation. Aberrant flows
were excluded from mean calculations.
Since the proposed BPT limitations were
based on the average water discharge.
plants with greater than average
discharge flows may have to implement
some method of flow reduction in order
to achieve'the effluent limits of BPT.

Next, we evaluated the appropriate
treatement technology for BPT
treatment. The proposed BPT level
treatment for each subcategory was
based on the average of the best existing
performance currently demonstrated
throughout that subcategory. As stated
above. BPT was based on end-of-pipe
treatment technologies except in those
instances where a process change or
internal control is common practice in
the subcategory.

The effluent concentrations resulting
from the application of the proposed
model BPT technology are identical for
all wastewater streams; however, the
mass limitations vary for each waste
stream depending on the regulatory
flow. The BPT limitations were
calculated by multiplying the effluent
concentrations achievable by the
selected option technology by the
regulatory flow established for each
waste stream.

The proposed BPT effluent mass
limitations for all 11 subcategories are
based on Option 1 technology (lime
precipitation and sedimentation: and
preliminary treatment, where necessary.
consisting of oil skimming, ammonia
stripping, cyanide precipitation,
chromium reduction and chemical
emulsion breaking) to remove toxic
metals, oil and grease, and TSS. This
technology is currently in place at 24 of
the 39 direct dischargers in the category.
The conventional pollutants specifically
regulated in all 11 subcategories at BPT
are oil and grease, TSS, and pH.
Appendix B lists all the pollutants
specifically regulated at BPT in each
subcategory. Specific effluent mass
limitations have been developed for
each of these pollutants.

The proposed BPT will result in the
removal of an estimated 19,300 kg
(42,500 pounds) of toxic pollutants per
year from estimated current discharge
levels. The estimated capital investment
cost of BPT is $2.91 million and the
estimated annual cost is S1.59 million in

1982 dollars. These costs represent
wastewater treatment equipment not
currently in place.

We do not project any plant closures
or unemployment as a result of meeting
the BPT limitations. The Agency has
determined that the pollutant reduction
benefits associated with compliance
justify the costs.

More stringent technology options
were not selected since they would
require in-process changes or end-of-
pipe technologies which are not widely
practiced by plants in the category and.
therefore, are more appropriately
considered under BAT.

X. Best Available Technology (BAT)
Effluent Limitations

The factors considered in assessing
best available technology economically
achievable (BAT) include the age of
equipment and facilities involved, the
process employed, process changes,
nonwater quality environmental impacts
(including energy requirements) and the
costs of applying such technology
(Section 304(b) (2)(B) of the Clean Water
Act). At a minimum, the BAT technology
level represents the best economically
achievable performance of plants of
various ages, sizes, processes, or other
shared characteristics. As with BPT,
where the Agency has found the existing
performance to be uniformly inadequate,
BAT may be transferred from a different
subcategory or category. BAT may
include feasible process changes or
internal controls, even when not in
common industry practice.

The required assessment of BAT
"considers" costs, but does not require a
balancing of costs against effluent
reduction benefits (see Weyerhaeuserv.
Castle, supra). In developing the
proposed BAT, however, EPA has given
substantial weight to the reasonableness
of cost. The Agency has considered the
volume and nature of discharges
expected after application of BAT, the
general environmental effects of the
pollutants, and the costs and economic
impacts of the required pollution control
levels.

Despite this expanded consideration
of costs, the primary determinant of
BAT is still effluent reduction capability.
As a result of the Clean Water Act of
1977, the achievement of BAThas
become the principal national means of
controlling toxic water pollution. The
Agency evaluated the three major
technology options set out in Section VII
of the preamble for BPT-Ievel
technology.

We propose Option 2 (flow reduction
of process wastewater and lime
precipitation and sedimentation) as the

.A
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BAT technology option for the following
two subcategories:
-Lead/Tin/Bismuth
-Iron and Steel/Copper/Aluminum

Metal Powder Production and Powder
Metallurgy
We propose Option 3 (Option 2 pIus

filtration) for the followin&nine
subcategories:
-Beryllium
-Magnesium
-Nickel/Cobalt
-Precious Metals
-Refractory Metals
-Titanium
-Uranium
-Zinc
-Zirconium/Hafnium

Flow reductions at Options 2 and 3
are based on recycle of heat treatment
contact cooling water through cooling
towers, recycle of air pollution control
scrubber liquor, countercurrent cascade
rinsing of alkaline cleaning and surface
treatment rinsewater, and use of holding
tanks for all other process water subject
to recycle. Approximately 30 percent of
the direct dischargers have already
achieved the reduced flow that forms
the basis of Options 2 and 3 or have
operations where EPA did not assume
any flow reduction technology. In
addition, in the nine subcategories for
which we are proposing Option 3 as
BAT, approximately 28 percent of the
direct dischargers already have
filtration in place or provide additional
sedimentation which achieves toxic
pollutant effluent concentrations
equivalent to the levels achieved by
filtration in the nonferrous metals
forming industry. ,

The pollutants specifically limited
under BAT in each subcategory are
listed in Appendix B. These pollutafits
were selected because they were
present in the largest quantities in the
raw wastewater.

Implementation of BAT as proposed
by EPA by all the direct dischargers in
the 11 subcategories would remove an
additional 1,900 pounds per year of total'
toxic metals beyond BPT at an
additional capital cost of $0.7 million
and additional annualized costs of $0.2
million. The Agency estimates that
implementation of this proposed BAT
would remove a total of 479,950 kg/year
(1,058,100 lbs/year] of pollutants at a
total annualized cost of $1.82 million
from current levels. No potential plant
closures are indicated as a result of
meeting these proposed standards in our
economic impact analysis. The Agency
has therefore concluded that this level
of BAT control is economically
achievable.

EPA is not proposing BAT limitations
based on Option 3 in the lead/tin/
bismuth and iron and steel/copper/
aluminum metal powder and powder
metallurgy subcategories because
requiring filters would remove very few
additional pounds of pollutants. Filters
would remove an estimated 322 pounds
per year of additional pollutants but
only 22.5 pounds per year of toxic
metals. The mass of pollutants which
Option 3 would remove and the costs of
such removal for each of these two
subcategories are presented in Section X
of the Development Document.

In the other nine subcategories,
however, the Agency believes that
installation of filters in addition to the
Option 2 technology would effectively
remove significant amounts of
additional pollutants and that based on
available information the costs of these
removals are achievable. The Agency
recognizes, however, that many
nonferrous metals forming plants not
only perform operations that fall under
more than one nonferrous metals
forming subcategory, but also have
discharges that are subject to
regulations under other point source
categories. Therefore, it was difficult to
estimate the costs specifically
associated with treating nonferrous
metals forming wastewaters. After
proposal, the Agency intends to conduct
a plant-by-plant analysis of the degree
of integration in nonferrous forming
plants and the costs associated with
each technology option. Based on this
evaluation, and any data provided
during the public comment period, EPA
may choose to promulgate Option 2,
rather than Option 3, as the BAT
technology for one or more of these nine
subcategories.

In particular, four subcategories,
nickel/cobalt, refractory metals,
titanium, and zirconium/hafnium, are
highly integrated within themselves and
with other industrial categories, some of
which are not subject to effluent
limitations based on the addition of
filtration and typically combine process
wastewaters from all operations for
common treatment. If EPA determines
that it has significantly underestimated
the costs for these plants to either
segregate their nonferrous metals
forming flows subject to effluent
limitations based on the addition of
filtration or cotreat their combined
wastewater flows and achieve the
applicable effluent limitations, the
Agency may choose to promulgate BAT
based on Option 2 for those four
subcategories and any other ,
subcategories similarly situated. The
Agency estimates that implementation
of BAT based on Option 2 for these four

subcategories and the lead/tin/bismuth
and iron and steel/copper/aluminum
metal powder production and powder
metallurgy subcategories and Option 3
for the remaining five subcategories
would remove a total of 478,000 kg/year
(1,053,900 lbs/year) of pollutants at a
total annualized cost of $1.73 million
and would result in an incremental
discharge of 273 pounds per year of
toxic pollutants to surface waters over
the proposed BAT. The Agency
estimates that implementation of BAT
based on Option 2 for all eleven
subcategories would remove a total of
477,900 kg/year (1,053,600 lbs/year) of
pollutants at a total annualized cost of
$1.70 million.

EPA invites comments on the
proposed BAT technology. EPA is
especially interested in comments on the
appropriateness of choosing Option 3, as
well as the alternative technology It Is
considering, Option 2, for the nine
subcategories. The Agency solicits
information on the degree of integration
of nonferrous metals forming plants and
the cost of co-treating nonferrous metals
forming wastewaters and other
wastewaters relative to the cost of
segregating these wastes and treating
them separately. The effluent limitations
which would be imposed if Option 2
were selected for any of these 9
subcategories are detailed in Section X
of the Development Document. EPA
invites comment on the achievability of
these limitations.

The Agency is also considering
promulgating Option 3 for both the lead/
tin/ bismuth and the metal powder
production and powder metalurgy of
iron and steel/copper/aluminum
subcategories, if the plant-by-plant
analysis and additional data show that
filtration does remove significant
additional quantities of pollutants In
these two subcategories and that the
filtration technology is economically
achievable. The limitations that would
be imposed if Option 3 were selected for
either of these two subcategories are
detailed in Section X of the
Development Document. EPA also
invites comment on the achievability of
these limitations.

XI. New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS)

The basislor new source performance
standards (NSPS) under Section 300 of
the Act is the best available
demonstrated technology. New plants
have the opportunity to design and use
the best and the most efficient
nonferrous metals forming processes
and wastewater treatment technologies,
without facing the added costs and
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restrictions encountered in retrofitting
an existing plant. Therefore, Congress
directed EPA to consider the best
demonstrated process changes, in-plant
controls, and end-of-pipe treatment
technologies which reduce pollution to
the maximum extent feasible.

The Agency has considered three
major technology options, discussed in
Section VII of this preamble, which
might be applied as the best available
demonstrated technology level. Each of
these options would substantially
reduce the discharge of toxic pollutants.
These options are described in detail in
Section XI of the Development
Document.

EPA is proposing NSPS for all 11
subcategories based on BAT level
technology for those subcategories,
since the Agency did not identify any
additional technology which would
remove significant quantities of
additional pollutants. The technology
basis for setting discharge limits for
conventional pollutants for each
subcaiegory would also be the BAT
technology (even when BCT is less
stringent than BAT for that
subcategory). Because NSPS does not
include any additional cost compared to
BAT, we do not believe it will prevent
the entry of new plants.

As discussed above, the Agency will
consider promulgating Option 2 as the
NSPS model technology for
subcategories where the Agency is
proposing NSPS based on Option 3 if we
find that we have significantly under
estimated the costs of NSPS based on
the addition of filtration. Once again,
integratibn of plants is a particular
concern, so the Agency solicits
comments on both Option 2 and Option
3 as the basis for NSPS, and data on the
costs of both cotreatment, and
segregation and separate treatment.
Commenters should take into account
the fact that it is generally easier and
less expensive to install appropriate
wastewater treatment technology in
new plants than to retrofit existing
plants.

XII. Pretreatment Standards for Existing
Sources (PSES)

Section 307(b) of the Act requires EPA
to promulgate pretreatment standards
for existing sources (PSES) to prevent
the discharge of pollutants which pass
through, interfere with, or are otherwise
incompatible with the operation of
POTWs. These standards must be
achieved within three years of
promulgation. The legislative history of
the 1977 Act indicates that pretreatment
standards are to be technology-based,
and generally analogous to BAT for
direct dischargers. (Conference Report

95-830 at 87; Reprinted in Comm. on
Environment and Public Works, 95th
Cong. 2d Sess., A. Legislative History of
the Clean WaterAct of 1977. Vol. 3 at
272.)

Before proposing pretreatment
standards, the Agency examines
whether the pollutants discharged by
the industry pass through the POTW or
interfere with the POTW operation or its
chosen sludge disposal practices. In
determining whether pollutants pass
through a POTW, the Agency compares
the percentage of a pollutant removed
by a well-operated POTW achieving
secondary treatment with the
precentage removed by direct
dischargers applying the best available
technology economically achievable. A
pollutant is deemed to pass through the
POTW when the average percentage
removed nationwide by well-operated
POTWs meeting secondary treatment
requirements is less than the percentage
"removed by direct dischargers
complying with BAT effluent limitations
guidelines for that pollutant. See
generally, 46 FR 9415-9416 (January 28,
1981).

This definition of pass through
satisfies two competing objectives set
by Congress: [1) That standards for
indirect discharges be equivalent to
standards for direct dischargers, while
at the same time, (2) that the treatment
capability and performance of the
POTW be recognized and taken into
account in regulating the discharge of
pollutants from indirect dischargers. The
Agency compares percentage removal
rather than the mass or concentration of
pollutants discharged because the latter
would not take into account the mass of
pollutants discharged to the POTW from
non-indusrial sources nor the dilution of
the pollutants in the POTW effluent to
lower concentrations due to the addition
of large amounts of non-industrial
wastewater.

A study of 40 well-operated POTWs
with biological treatment and meeting
secondary treatment criteria showed
that regulated metals are typically
removed at rates varying from 20 to 70
percent. POTWs with only primary
treatment have even lower rates of
removal. In contrast, BAT level
treatment by nonferrous metals forming
industrial facilities can achieve
removals of approximately 99 percent.
Thus it is evident that metals from this
industry do pass through POTWs. Many
of the pollutants present in nonferrous
metals forming waste streams, at
sufficiently high concentrations, can
also inhibit biodegradation in POTW
operations. In addition, a high
concentration of toxic pollutants in the
sludge can limit POTW use of sludge

management alternatives, including the
beneficial use of sludges on agricultural
lands. Appendix B lists the specific
pollutants regulated in each
subcategory. Section XII of the
Development Document compares the
percent of pollutant remaining after
treatment by a well-operated POTW
with the percent removed by BAT leval
treatment for each pollutant regulated in
this category.

EPA is proposing PSES equal to BAT
for all subcategories except the zinc and
beryllium forming subcategories.
Therefore, Option 2 is the technology
basis for PSES in the lead/tin/bismuth
and iron and steel/ copper/aluminum
metal powder production and powder
metallurgy subcategories, while the
technology basis for PSES in the
remaining seven subcategories is Option
3. Three of the indirect dischargers in
the category have filtration technology
or provide additional sedimentation
which is achieving effluent
concentrations equivalent to those
achieved by filtration. Implementation
of the proposed PSES would remove
annually an estimated 64,000 kg (141,200
pounds) of toxic pollutants over the
current discharge. Capital costs for
achieving the proposed PSES are 16.6
million, with an annualized cost of $3.66
million.

just as with BAT, the Agency will give
consideration to adopting Option 2 as
the PSES technology for those
subcategories where it is proposing
Option 3 if we determine that we have
seriously underestimated the costs of
this treatment level. The pollutant
removals and costs of removal for each
subcategory are provided in Section XII
of the Development Document for both
Options 2 and 3. We estimate that
implementation of the proposed PSES
would remove a total of 1,001,600
pounds per year of pollutants at an
annualized cost of $3.65 million.
Implementation of Option 2 technology
by all indirect dischargers in all nine
subcategories regulated under PSES
would remove 997,700 pounds per year
of pollutants at an annualized cost of
$3.31 million. Implementation of Option
2 technology at the nickel/cobalt.
refractory metals, titanium, and
zircomium/hafmium subcategories, in
addition to the lead/tin/bismuth and
iron and steel/copper/aluminum metal
powder and powder metallurgy
subcategories, and Option 3 technology
at the remaining three subcategories,
would remove a total of 993,400 pounds
per year of pollutants at an annualized
cost of $3.44 million. The Agency invites
comments on both options, and solicits
data on the extent of integration among
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indirect dischargers in this category, and
the cost of cotreatment versus the cost
of segregation and separate treatment of
wastewatersfrom such integrated
facilities.

The Agency is also considering
promulgating Option 3 for both the leadl
tin/bismuth and the metal powder
production and powder metallurgy of
iron and steel/copper/aluminum
subcategories, if the plant-by-plant
analysis and additional data show that
filtration does remove significant
additional quantities of pollutants in
these two subcategories and that the
filtration technology is economically
achievable. The limitations that would
be imposed if Option 3 were selected for
either of these two subcategories are
detailed in Section XII of the
Development Document. EPA also
invites comment on the achievability of
these limitations.

EPA is proposing to exclude beryllium
forming from PSES under the provisions
of Paragraph 8(b) of the Settlement
Agreement because there are no existing
indirect dischargers in the beryllium
forming subcategory. EPA is not
proposing any categorical PSES for zinc
forming because, on the basis of
available information, it appears that
the economic impacts of all available
technology options are disproportionate
for this subcategory. Our economic
impact analysis indicates that one of the
two indirect dischargers in that
subcategory may close if required to
comply with any categorical standard
we could identify. The plant projected to
close is by far the larger of the two
indirect dischargers. The other plant is
integrated, and therefore, its zinc
forming wastewater would probably not
escape treatment since it is likely to be
cotreated with another waste stream at
the plant which is regulated. Both zinc
forming plants would still be subject to
the general pretreatment standards. The
Agency plans to reassess the costs for
treatment at those two plants prior to
promulgation and may decide to
promulgate categorical standards for
this subcategory if that reassessment
indicates that the plant would not close
if PSES equal to BAT, or some less
stringent technology, were applied. The
Development Document contains the
PSES EPA would establish for the zinc
forming subcategory based on
application of the BAT technology.
which is Option 3 (lime and settle, flow
reduction, and filtration) and Option 2
(lime and settle plus flow reduction) and
Option 1 (lime and settle.) EPA invites
comments on its proposed exclusion of
the zinc forming subcategory froni PSES

and comment on the achievability of
PSES based on Option 1, 2, or 3.
XIII. Pretreatment Standards for New
Sources (PSNS)

Section 307(c) of the Act requires EPA
to promulgate pretreatment standards
for new sources (PSNS) at the same time
that it promulgates NSPS. New indirect
dischargers will produce wastes having
the same pass through problems as
described for existing dischargers. In
selecting the technology basis for PSNS,
the Agency compares the toxic pollutant
removals achieved by a well-operated
POTW to that achieved by a direct
discharger meeting NSPS. New indirect
dischargers, like new direct dischargers,
have the opportunity to incorporate the
best available demonstrated
technologies including process changes,
in-plant controls, and end-of-pipe
treatment technologies, and to use plant
site selection to ensure adequate
treatment system installation.

We are proposing mass-based PSNS
for all subcategories to assure that the
identified flow reduction technologies
are considered in new plant designs. In
addition, we are proposing PSNS for the
zinc forming and beryllium forming
subcategories for which BAT and NSPS,
but not PSES, are proposed.

The technology basis for the proposed
PSNS is identical to NSPS, that is BAT/
PSES. In addition, we are proposing
PSNS equal to BAT for the beryllium
forming and zinc forming subcategories.
It is necessary to propose PSNS for all
regulated toxic metals for the reasons
gven above under PSES. We know of no
economically feasible, demonstrated
technology that removes significantly
more pollutants than BAT/PSES
technology. Because PSNS does not
include any additional costs compared
to PSES, we do not believe it will
prevent the entry of new plants.

For the same reasons as discussed for
BAT, NSPS, and PSES, EPA is
considering promulgating Option 2 as
the technology basis for PSNS for the
subcategories where it is proposing
Option 3 as PSNS. The Agency invites
comments on the two options and
solicits information on the cost of
cotreatment versus the cost of
segregation and separate treatment of
wastewaters from integrated facilities.
XIV. Best Conventional Pollutant
Control Technology (BCT)

The 1977 amendments to the Clean
Water Act added Section 301(b)(2)(E),
establishing "best conventional
pollutant control technology" (BCT] for
discharge of conventional pollutants
from existing industrial point sources.
Conventional pollutants are those

defined in Section 304(a)(4) (biological
oxygen demanding pollutants (BODj,),
total suspended solids (TSS), fecal
coliform, and pH), and any additional
pollutants defined by the Administrator
as "conventional" (oil and grease, 44 FR
44501, July 30,1979).
BOT is not an additional limitation,

but replaces BAT for the control of
conventional pollutants. In addition to
the other factors specified in Section
304(b)(4)(B), the Act requires that
limitations for conventional pollutants
be assessed in light of a two-part cost-
reasonableness test. On October 29,
1982, the Agency proposed a revised
methodology for carrying out BCT
analyses (47 FR 49170, October 29, 1902).
The purpose of the proposal was to
correct errors in and respond to a
judicial remand of the BCT methodology
originally established in 1977. A more
specific explanation of the BCT
methodology than this notice provides
appears in the October 29, 1982 Federal
Register notice.

Part I of the proposed BCT test
requires that the cost and level of
reduction of conventional pollutants by
industrial dischargers be compared with
the cost and level of reduction to
remove the same type of pollutants by
POTWs. The difference in cost is
divided by the difference in pounds of
conventional pollutants removed,
resulting in an estimate of the "dollars
per pound" of pollutant removed, that Is
used as a benchmark value. The
proposed POTW test benchmark Is $0.27
per pound in 1976 dollars. (The
benchmark cost is $0.48 per pound in
1982 dollars.) If the conventional
pollutant removal cost per pound for the
candidate BCTis less than the POTW
benchmark, Part I of the cost-
reasonableness test is passed. Part 2 of
the cost-reasonableness test is then
performed.

Part 2 of the BCT test is an industry
cost-effectiveness test which requires
the evaluation of the incremental costs
of removing conventional pollutants by
the BCT technology in relation to the
costof removing conventional pollutants
by BPT technology in the same industry.
As a benchmark to assess the
reasonableness of the ratio between the
cost per pound of removal to achieve
BPT and to achieve BCT, EPA has
developed a ratio for POTW costs which
compares the dollars per pound of
conventional pollutant removed in going
from primary to secondary treatment
levels with that of going from secondary
to a more advanced treatment level. The
proposed benchmark is 1.43. if the ratio
as defined for a given subcategory Is
lower than 1.43, the subcategory passes
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the BCT ratia test. Both cost-tests must
be passed to establish BCT limitations
more stringent than BPT limits. If all
candidate BCT technologies fail the
cost-reasonableness test, the BCT
requirements for conventional pollutants
are equal to BPT.

The Agency considers two
conventional pollutants in the cost test:
TSS and an oxygen-demanding
pollutant. Although both oil and grease
and BOD5 are considered to be 0xygen-
demanding pollutants by EPA (see 44 FR
50733, August29, 1979), only oil and
grease, the pollutant accounting for the
greatestremoval, was included in the
cost analysis. See 47 FR 49181, October
29,198a. Oil and grease is used rather
than BOD5 in the cost analysis
performed for nonferrous metals forming
waste streams (in addition to TSS) due
to the common use of oils in this
industry.

It should be noted that the cost used
in the BCT test for the nonferrous metals
forming category are somewhat different
from those used in the economic impact
analysis and in estimating-the total cost
of compliance with this regulation. For
the BCT test, the costs used for Option 1
are the engineering estimates of costs to
implement the technology used as the
basis for BPT, i.e., lime and settle.
However, for the economic impact
analysis and the estimate of total
compliance cost, if a plant could meet
the BPT limitation at a lower cost by
installing flow reduction in conjunction
with its lime and settle system, i.e.,
Option 2, EPA assumed the plant would
do so. In this case, the cost of BPT
would then be the lower cost estimated
for Option 2, even through flow
reduction would be unnecessary to meet
the pollutantremovals achievable by the
BPT technology.

The Agency's decision to use the
actual engineering cost estimates for
Option I when using the proposed BCT -
cost test, rather than assume that a
company would install the cost-
minimizing flow reduction is consistant
with the Agency's previous BCT
proposals. The Agency invites comment
on the choice of costs for the BCT test.

The Agency has applied the proposed
BCT cost test t6 assess candidate BCr
technologies by comparing the
annualized cost for the candidate
technologies to the annualized cost for
the selected BCT technology. The
incremental costs of each candidate
BCT technology was then divided by the
incremental amounts of conventional
pollutants (TSS and oil and grease)
removed by the additional technology.
The annualized costs for each option
considered as a candidate technology
for each subcategory are given below.

Option 1. lime and settle without flow
reduction, was selected as the BPT
technology in all subcategories. Option 2
is lime and settle with flow reduction,
and Option 3 is lime and settle plus
filtration plus flow reduction.

S~~alec~ry 0O1.:n1 ___________2

Leadf ezr,.- 14.1 Z h

.... .E9341 31 737 432

Relfmcray Mc.:; 70 4 10 T473 114 07
P r e dl = M e f/ '- 1 3 9: 1£ 9! 0 Ic A
Powder Mctleia's 77.523 1T" , 5 100_1
Zinc. ZD,70 2Z3.41 '330 P1
L.'ge,-= 706 44 654 41-1570

.. .310 1310

Tho is o cfr ccth i tle hat in
Thms Fan csC t= a her evl opton are
len teh nsive tha71 pon m n thei
rrcftus I cmn3 ~j cnl no~ cv--t w:'C1 t,)
in~ r~j fcr M2 rt!-r rbyJTZIM1.

It is apparent from this table that in
many cases the higher level options are
less expensive than Option 1. In those
cases, the incremental cost is negative
(i.e., there is a savings in annualized
costs) and the higher level option
automatically passes both BCT cost
tests. Those higher level options with
the same annualized costs as the
annualized BPT cost also pass both BCT
cost tests, since there are no incremental
costs in those cases. Therefore, we need
only assess the incremental costs and
incremental pollutant removals for those
cases where the higher level options
have greater annualized costs tian the
BPT option. An example of the
calculation is as follows:
BCT cost for Lead/Tin/Bismuth direct

dischargers:

Pci1r

Annuasaed c dIO;tn I 572,35
Anmued COc't o C;:zn III-9 31

Conventional Pollutants Discharged at
Option 1=1,114 pounds per year.

Conventional Pollutants Discharged at
Option 3=134 pounds per year.

Incremental Removal =980 pounds per
year.

Dollars Per Pound=S5.680-980=S5.
80 per pound.

The calculatel cost in dollars per
pound of convefntional pollutants
removed exc'eds the benchmark cost
for the first BCT cost test, $0.48, and the
candidate technology fails the proposed
BCT cost test. Therefore. there is no
need to consider the second BCT cost
test, and the candidate technology
would not be selected for BCT. We
selected Option 2 as BCT technology in
this subcategory because the cost of
Option 2 is less than the cost of Option

1. (Option 2 was also selected as the
BAT technology in this subcategory.l

In all cases where the annualized cost
per pound of the candidate BCT
technology exceeds the annualized cost
per pound of the BPT technology in a
subcategory of the nonferrous metals
forming category, the candidate BCT
technology failed the BCT cost test.

An alternative calculation of costs for
each option which could have been
appled is to assign the cost of the lowest
cost option for each model plant to BPT
as long as it is not negative. When the
cost of Option 2 was negative, the cost
was set equal to zero for that model.
Then this method is used. the following
annualized costs for each option for
each subcatego-r are estimated:

'LC:A"Mafe-. n- .......... 1Z..... 14,432 35.531
74E'4t C8al6 4 .C:

719,325, 755.,4S 7-f7,
4
32

PRic ==~" V f Ila. 3 1632Z0 184.e-15
SP - I V: 77,523 77.523 11,641

I.. 2.73 '.54 1 5 41
4.- 44.!E4 44,570

E- 0 310 31C
124 19 12Z.619 12,619

Significantly different technology
options would be selected in several
subcategories as BCT technology if EPA
had used the above costs because in no
case, using the above cost estimates, is
the annualized cost of a higher level
option less than the annualized cost of
BPT. Those cases where the annualized
costs are the same would still pass the
proposed BCT cost test since the
incremental cost is zero. However,
where the annualized cost of the higher
level option exceeds that of BPr, the
higher level option fails the proposed
BCT cost test. An example calculation is
as follows:

BCT cost test for Lead/Tin/Bismuth
direct dischargers:

Per r.

.aZCj cc~1 l T ____________I 512.8

Conventional Pollutants Discharged at
Option 1=1,114 pounds per year.

Conventional Pollutants Discharged at
Option 2=234 pounds per year.

Incremental Removals= 80 pounds
per year.

Dollars per pound=S1,660-880
pounds =S1.89 per pound.

The candidate BCT technology failed
the BCT cost test. Therefore, we would
have selected Option I as BCT for this
subcategory if we had used the
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alternative costs. The Agency invites
comment on using the two alternative
sets of costs in evaluating BCT options.

Based on the first set of costs
described above, we propose BCT based
on Option I (BPT) for the following four
subcategories because both higher level
options failed the proposed BCT cost
test:
-Zinc
-Beryllium
-Precious Metals.
-Refractory Metals

The costs ranged from $2.21 to $167.48
per pound of conventional pollutants
removed when BCT is based on Option
2 technology. The costs ranged from
$2.61 to $173.25 per pound of
conventional pollutants removed when
BCT is based on the BAT technology.

We propose BCT based on Option 2,
lime and settle plus flow reduction, for
the following subcategory:
-Lead/Tin/Bismuth
-Zirconium/Hafnium
-Iron and Steel/Copper/Aluminum

Metal Powder Production and Powder
Metallurgy
These subcategories failed the

proposed BCT cost test with a cost of
$4.09 to $137.95 per pound of
conventional pollutants removed.
However, the annualized cost of Option
2 is less than the annualized cost of the
BPT technology (Option 1) for these
subcategories. Therefore, Option 2 is
appropriate for BCT.

We propose BCT based on Option 3
for the following four subcategories
because the Option 3 technology passed
the proposed BCT cost test:
-Nickel/Cobalt
-Titanium
-Magnesium
-Uranium

In all four subcategories, the reduced
operating costs which result from flow
reduction more than offset the increased
costs for the additional technology so
that the annualized cost for the BAT
(BCT) technology is less than the
annualized cost for the BPT technology.
XV. Regulated Pollutants

The basis upon which the controlled
pollutants were selected, as well as the
general nature and environmental
effects of these pollutants, is set out in
Sections V, VI, IX and X of the
Development Document. Some of these
pollutants are designated as toxic under
Section 307(a) of the Act. Three
pollutants have been deleted from the
list of 129. These are
dichlorodifluoromethane, and
trichlorofluromethane (46 FR 2266,
January 8, 1981) and bis(chloromethyl)
ether (46 FR 10723, February 4, 1981).

The pollutants selected for regulation
are listed by subcategory in Appendix B.

In general, in each subcategory we
have selected for regulation the two or
three toxic metals present at the highest
concentrations in the raw waste,
because in removing these two or three
toxic metals, the lime and settle
treatment system also provides
adequate removal of the other toxic
metals present at lower concentrations.
The lime and settle treatment system
removes all metals, particularly the
metal present at the highest
concentration.

In each subcategory, the metal present
at highest concentration is the metal
being subjected to the forming
operations. In several subcategories the
metal present in the greatest amount is a
toxic metal (nickel in the nickel forming
subcategory, for example). In other
subcategories the metal present in
greatest amount is a nonconcentional•
pollutant (titanium in the titanium
subcategory, for example). In these
cases, we have also selected the
nonconventional metal for regulation to
ensure that all the toxic metals are
adequately removed from the
wastewater by the treatment system.
Regulation of only two orthree toxic
metals in these subcategories, would not
ensure adequate control of all toxic
metals because the toxic metals are
present at relatively low concentrations
in these subcategories. The Agency
believes that control of the
nonconventional netals in the
magnesium, refractory metals, titanium,
uranium, and zirconium/hafnium
subcategories is necessary to ensure
adequate removal of all toxic metals,
both regulated and unregulated. We
invite comment and data on this
conclusion.

We have selected radium for
regulation in the uranium forming
subcategory, in addition to the toxic
metals and uranium, because radium is
a contaminant of uranium and would be
expected to be present in uranium
forming process wastewater.

We have selected the
nonconventional pollutants ammonia
and fluoride for regulation in those
subcategories where these pollutants
are found at treatable levels. Ammonia
is not removed by the lime and settle
treatment system, and we have included
the cost of the additional treatment
(steam stripping) necessary for control
of ammonia. Fluoride is removed by a
lime and settle treatment system when
lime is used for precipitation of the
metals, but it is not removed when
caustic or soda ash is used instead of
lime for precipitation of metals.

XVI. Pollutants and Subcategories Not
Regulated

The Settlement Agreement contains
provisions authorizing the exclusion
from regulation, in certain instances, of
toxic pollutants and industry
subcategories.

A. Exclusion of Pollutants

Under Paragraph 8(a)(iii) of the
Settlement Agreement, EPA is excluding
certain toxic pollutants from regulation
for one or all of the following reasons:

(a) The pollutant is not detectable In
the effluent with the use of analytical
methods approved pursuant to Section
304(h) of the Act or other state-of-the-art
methods.

(b) The pollutant cannot be quantified
in the effluent with the use of analytical
methods approved pursuant to Section
304(h) of the Act or other state-of-the-art
methods.

(c) The pollutant is present in amounts
too small to be effectively reduced by
technologies known to the
Administrator.'

(d) The pollutant is present in the
effluent from only a small number of
sources.

Appendix C lists those toxic
pollutants which were not regulated in
any subcategory. Appendix D lists those
toxic pollutants which were not
regulated in particular subcategories.

As noted in Section V of this
preamble, we do not have date available
at this time on the toxic organic
pollutants in the beryllium forming, zinc
forming, and uranium forming
subcategories. Although there is no
reason to expect that the presence of
toxic organics is different in these three
subcategories than the other eight
subcategories, where only insignificant
amounts were found, the Agency will
modify this proposed exclusion if the
data, when it becomes available, shows
significant, treatable levels of toxic
organics in any of those three
.subcategories.
B. Exclusion of Subcategories

Under Paragraph 8(a)(iv) of the
Settlement Agreement, EPA is excluding
certain metals from regulation because
there are no dischargers in the
subcategory. Appendix E lists the
subcategories which were not regulated
for this reason.

XVII. Economic Considerations

A. Costs and Economic Impacts
EPA's economic impact assessment Is

set forth in Economic Analysis of
Proposed Effluent Limitations and
Standards for the Nonferrous Metals

m~~~~ I u es..,.. -I -- ' .U .A 1JO I J'UJ~: [~U
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-Forming Industry (EPA 440/2-84-005).
This.report presents the required
investment and annual costs for existing
sources in the industry as a whole and
for typical new sources covered by the
proposed regulation. The report also
estimates the impacts of the costs of th@
regulation in terms of price changes,
production changes, profitability
changs plant closures, employment
changes, local community impacts, shifts
inimports and exports, and industry
structure changes.

EPA has identified 294 plants that
perform nonferrous metals forming
operations. Of these 294 plants,.148 do
not discharge process wastewater, 32
are direct dischargers, 107 are indirect
dischargers, and seven are both direct
and indirect dischargers. Total
inmestment cost to achieve BAT and
PSESis.estimated to be $10.2 million
and aimual cost is estimated to be,$5.5
million beyond current costs of waste
treatmenLThese costs are expressedin
1982 dollars. The annual costs include
depreciation and interest.

The costs of implementing the
regulation were extrapolated on a plant-
by-plant basis for a sample of 86
discuhaMing plants (compliance costs
were not estimated for 37 discharging
plants due to lack of data) based on
plant-specific compliance cost estimates
for 23 plants that represent 22
homogeneous groups ofplants in terms
of w"asiewater characteristics,
wastewater flow, and treatment-in-
place. Compliance cost estimates for
each!of these 23 plants were
extrapolated to each of the remaining
plants in the respective costing groups
based on the plant's wastewater flow
rate or, when flow data were not
available, on annual plant production
volume.

The wastewater treatment systems for
each of the 23 plants used as models
were- sized to include all process
wastewaters from all nonferrous metals
forming subcategories at the plants. The
combihed nonferrous metals forming
wastewaters at the costed plants were
assumed to be cotreafed in a common
wastewater treatment system, which is

"the normal practice followed by those
plants with treatment-in-place. Many of
the other plants represented by a model
plant are included in several
subcategories and often these other
plants are not included in one or more of
the same subcategories included at the
model plant (or are included in different
subcategories), so allocation of costs by
subcategories was difficult. Many plants
also are included in other point source
categories in addition to nonferrous
metals formifig. The normal practice at

such prants where treatment is currently
ineled is to cotreat all wastewaters
from all operations at those plants.
Cotreatment of nonferrous metals
forming wastewater with wastewater
from other categories was not
considered formally in developing the
costs of compliance with this proposed
nonferrous metals forming rule. The
Agency intends to develop costs on a
plant-by-plant basis after proposal,
which will, to the extent possible, take
into account integration of nonferrous
metals forming subcategories and other
categories at specific plants, and the
relative costs of cotreatment versus
segregation and separate treatment,
when different waste streams are not
subject to the same requirements. Since
cotreatment allows for economics of
scale, the Agency expects that the
plant-by-plant analysis will show' a
lower cost of compliance. We invite
comments on the cost of cotreatment of
nonferrous metals forming wastewater
with other wastewater and the cost of
seg:;gating nonferrous metals forming
wastewaters for separate treatment.

The industry is subcategorized by the
type of metal produced. The economic
impact assessment began with a
microeconomic model which projects
the price and output behavior of each
irdustry segmenL It is used. in
conjunction with plant compliance cost
estimates, to determine after-compliance
price and production levels for each
industry segment and for each
regulatory option.

A financial profile was developed for
each of the plants based on average
financial ratios for the industry
subcategories in which the plant
competes. The primary variables of
interest in estimating the potential
eccnomic impacts of the proposed
regulation on individual plants were
profitability, as measured by the after-
compliance net present value (NPV)-
and the ability of individual plants to
raise capital, as measured by the after-
compl ce -vi' charge coverage ratio.
The plant NTi rEpresents the excess of
the d:scouuted vaIle C;.e., present vaTue)
of the projeted cash flows from
operating the plant over the present
value of the cash flows generated by
liquidating the plant and investing the
proceeds in an alternative investment.
The fixed charge coverage ratio is
defined as earnings before interest and
taxes over interest payments. Other
factors considered in judging the
likelihood of closure include the degree
of integration, and market
characteristics such as the degree of
competition and the existence of
specialty markets.

Price increases resulting from the
regulation are expected to range from
0.1 percent for precious metals forming
to 2.4 percent for uranium forming.
Three potential plant closures Call
indirect dischargers] are projected; these
three plants form nickel, titanium, and
refractory metals products. The
production loss for these plants would
range from 400.000 pounds per year to
2.5 million pounds per year. The closure
of these three nonferrous metals forming
facilities would affect about 230 jobs.
Community. industry structure, and
balance of trade effects would be
insignificant.

Finally. EPA has conducted an
analysis of theincremental removal cost
per pound-equivmlent for each of the
proposed technology-based options. A
pound-equivalent is calculated by
multiplying the number of pounds of
pollutant discharged by a weighting
factor for that pollutant. The weighting
factor is equar to the wraterquality
criterion for a standard polutant
(copper), divided by the water quality
criterion fcr the pollutant being
evaluated. The use of "poun d-
equivalent" gives relatively- more weight
to removal of mon toxic polltants.
TELs, for a given expendit-re the cost
per pcund-equivalent remared'would be
lower when a highly to.dcpollutant is
removed. This anarysUi included in
the record of this rulemakEc, and is
entitled C-1st-Effct'raness Arralysfs of
PcasEdEfffuenf L or atkuczs aad
Standordsfor the Nonferros Metals
Forming Izdustr .

EBT Thirty-nine plants ara direct
dischargers. One plant is achieving the
proposed BPT effluent limitations. The
proposed EPT regulation is projected to
cost S2.9 million in investment costs and
S1.6 million in annual costs for these-
plants. No plant closures or johbosses
are anticipated as a result of the
proposed BFT regulation. Price increases
over current prices would~range from
less than 0.1 percent to 2.4 percent The
cost estimates tal:e into account
treatinent-in-place-

Since the BPT regulatory flow is orr
tthe whole larger than the BATffow.%
and the in-process controls tend to be
relativel inexpensive, the cost of
treatment with flow reduction is less
than the cost of treating the BPT
regulatory flows for a number of plants.
For the purpose of evaluating the
economic impacts, it was assumed that
plants with no treatment-in-place would
install theleast expensive treatment to
meet the requirements of BPT. Hence, in
those cases where the cost of treating
the reduced flows was mailer, it was
assumed that the lower costs would be
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incurred to meet the BPT Limits and no
incremental cost would be incurred in
meeting the BAT limits.

BAT: The proposed BAT regulation
will also affect the 39 direct dischargers
in the nonferrous metals forming
industry. Total investment costs are
estimated to be $3.6 million, with annual
costs of $1.8 million. The incremental
costs over BPT are estimated to be $0.7
million in investment costs and $0.2
million in annual costs. There are no
plant closures or job losses projected as
a result of -the BAT regulation. Price
increases over current prices would
range from 0.1 percent to 2.4 percent,
about the same as the BPT increases.
Thus, EPA has determined that the
proposed BAT regulation is
economically achievable.

BCT. The proposed BCT standards are
equal to or less stringent than BAT for
all subcategories and hence have no
economic impact beyond the proposed
BPT and BAT standards.

PSES: One hundred and fourteen
plants are identified as indirect
dischargers. The pollution control
technology for the pretreatment
standards is identical to the BAT
treatment technology, with one
exception. The impact analysis indicates.
that four indirect discharging plants are
potential closures under each option
considered. One plant produces zinc; the
other three plants produce combinations
of nickel/cobalt, titanium, and
refractory metals, The Agency is
proposing exclusion of the zinc forming
subcategory from national PSES
because one of the two indirect
dischargers in that subcategory, which
produces zinc and no other nonferrous
metals covered under this regulation, is
expected to close at each of the
technology options considered, EPA has
determined that imposing any
categorical standards on the zinc
forming subcategory would result in a
disproportionate impact on this segment
of the industry. However, as discussed
earlier in this preamble, the Agency will
be conducting a plant-by-plant analysis
of costs after proposals. Based on this
analysis, EPA may find that it is
appropriate to promulgate PSES for the
zinc forming subcategory.

In the other subcategories which
include potential closures, similar
exclusions are not appropriate because
there are a large number of plants and a
size cutoff would leave many plants
unregulated, even when the control
costs are economically achievable for
the subcategory as a whole.

With the PSES exclusion for the zinc
forming subcategory, investment costs
for the remaining 113 indirect
dischargers are estimated to be $6.6

million and annual costs to be $3.7
million. In terms of unemployment, the
three potential closures associated with
PSES could affect approximately 280
employees. Total. loss in industry
production would be about 0.7 percent.
Price increases would range from 0.1 to
0.3 percent. Thus, the Agency has
determined that PSES is economically
achievable.

As noted above, the impact analysis is
based on engineering cost estimates for
23 typical plants, and extrapolated costs
for the remaining Plants. The plants
projected to close are among the latter
group. If the plant-by-plant engineering
cost estimates planned for the post-
proposal period indicate a change in
impacts, the Agency will modify its
analysis.

NSPS-PSNS: The proposed effluent
standards and associated technologies
for new sources are identical to those
for existing sources except that EPA has
also included PSNS for the beryllium
forming and zinc forming subcategories.
Consequently, the economic impacts for
new sources will be similar to those of
existing sources and the proposed
regulations are not expected to cause
barriers to entry.

B. Executive Order 12291
Executive Order 12291 requires EPA

and other agencies to perform' regulatory
impact analyses of major regulations.
Major rules are those which impose a
cost on the economy of $100 million a
year or more or have certain other
economic impacts. This regulation is not
a major rule because its annualized cost,
as discussed above, is significantly less
than $100 million and it meets none of
the other criteria specified in Section 1
(b) of the Executive Order. The
economic impact analysis prepared for
this rulemaking meets the requirements
for non-major rules.
C. Regulatory Flexibility Analysis

Pub. L. 96-354 requires EPA to prepare
an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
for all proposed regulations that have a
significant impact on a substantial
number of small entities. This analysis
may be done in conjunction with or as a
part of any other analysis conducted by
the Agency. The economic impact
analysis described above indicates that
there will not be a significant impact on
any segment of the regulated
populations, large or small. Therefore, a
formal regulatory flexibility analysis is
not required.

D. SBA Loans
The Agency is continuing to

encourage small plants to use Small
Business Administration (SBA)

financing as needed for pollution control
equipment. The three basic programs
are: (1) The Pollution Control Bond
Program, (2) the Section 503 Program,
and (3) the Regular Business Loan
Program. Eligibility for SBA proglams
Varies by industry. Generally, the
programs require that a company be
independently owned and not dominant
in its field, the workforce range from 250
to 1,500 employees industry, and annual
sales revenue range from $275,000 to $22
million (varies by industry),IFor further information and specifics
on the Pollution Control Bond Program
contact: U.S. Small Business
Administration, Office of Pollution
Control Financing, 4040 North Fairfax
Drive, Rosslyn, Virginia 22203, 703/235-
2902.

The Section 603 Program, as amended
in July 1980, allows long-term loans to
small- and medium-sized businesses.
These loans are made by SBA-approved
local development companies. These
companies are authorized to issue
Government-backed debentures that are
brought by the Federal Financing Bank,
an arm of the U.S. Treasury.

Through SBA's Regular Business Loan
Program, loans are made available by
commercial banks and are guaranteed
by the SBA. This program has interest
rates equivalent to market rates,

For additional information on the
Regular Business Loan and Section 503
Programs, persons should contact their
district or local SBA office. The
coordinator at EPA headquarters Is Ms.
Frances Desselle who may be reached
at 202/382-5373.
XVIII. Nonwater Quality Aspects of
Pollution Control

The elimination or reduction of one
form of pollution may aggravate other
environmental problems. Therefore,
Sections 304(b) and 306 of the Act
require EPA to consider the nonwater
quality environmental impacts
(including energy requirements) of
certain regulations. In compliance with
these provisions, EPA has considered
the effect of this regulation on air
pollution, solid waste generation, water
scarcity, and energy consumption. While
it is difficult to balance pollution
problems against each other and against
energy utilization, EPA is proposing
regulations'which it believes best serve
often competing national goals. The
vairous EPA offices responsible for
these programs have reviewed this
proposed regulation and concur with Its
provisions and the assessment of
anticipated effects, described below.

The following are the nonwater
quality environmental impacts

a
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(including energy requirements)
associated with the proposed
regulations:

A. Air Pollution
-Imposition of BPT, BAT, BCT, NSPS,

PSES, and PSNS will not create any
substantial air pollution problems.
B. Solid Waste

EPA estimates that nonferrous metals
forming facilities generated 14,000 kkg
(15,400 tons) of solid wastes (wet basis)
in 1981 as a result of wastewater
treatment-in-place. These wastes were
composed of treatment system sludges
containing toxic metals, including
antimony, cadmium, chromium, copper.
lead, nickel, and zinc.

EPA estimates that the proposed BPT
will generate an additional 3,900 kkg
(4,300 tons) per year of solid wastes. The
proposed BAT will increase these
wastes by approximately 5.9 kkg (6.5
tons) per year beyond BPT levels. PSES
will increase these wastes by
approximately 9,900 kkg (10,900 tons)
per year beyond current levels. New
nonferrous metals forming plants
subject to PSNSINSPS would also
generate treatment system sludges.
These sludges will necessarily contain
additional quantities (and
concentrations) of toxic metal
pollutants.

Wastes generated by nonferrous
metal formers are subject to regulation
under Subtitle C of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
if they are hazardous. However, the
Agency examined solid wastes similar
to those that would be generated at
nonferrous metals forming plants by the
suggested treatment technologies (that
is, the sludges from limeand settle
treatment) andbelieves they are not
hazardous wastes under the Agency's
regulations implementing Subtitle C of
RCRA. None of these wastes are
specifically listed as hazardous, nor are
they likely to exhibit one of the four
characteristics of hazardous waste (See
40 CFR Part 261), based on the
recommended technology of chemical
precipitation and sedimentation.
preceded where necessary by
hexavalent chromium reduction. By the
addition of a small excess of lime during
treatment, similar sludges, specifically
toxic metal-bearing sludges generated
by other industries such as the iron and
steel industry passed the Extraction
Procedure (EP) toxicity test. See 40 CFR
261.24. Thus, the Agency believes that
treatment sludges from nonferrous
metals forming wastewaters will
similarly not-be EP toxic if the
recommended technology is applied.
The Agency requests comment on this

conclusion. We specifically request cost
information if there is reason to believe
these sludges would be classified as
hazarous.

The Agency is not proposing an
allowance for discharge of spent
solvents from the solvent degreasing
operations at nonferrous metals forming
plants. Disposal of the spent solvent
may be subject to regulation under
RCRA. However, no plant in the
nonferrous metals forming industry is
known to currently discharge the spent
solvents. Therefore, the cost of disposal
of the spent solvents has not been
included in estimating the costs of this
proposed regulation because all plants
which use solvent degreasing are
already incurring those costs.

The Agency is proposing a no
discharge requirement for tube-reducing
spent lubricant because, based on
analytical data for that wastestream at
the one plant sampled, that wastestream
contains treatable levels of N-
nitrosodiphenylamine. That
wastestream would have to be disposed
of as a solid waste. We have not
estimated the cost of that disposal but
expect it to be quite small because the
wastestream is quite small. We invite
comments and data on the cost of
disposal of that wastestream as a solid
waste.

Although it is the Agency's view that
solid wastes generated by the treatment
technologies which serve as the basis
for these guidelines are not expected to
be hazardous, generators of these
wastes must test the waste to determine
if the wastes meet any of the
characteristics of hazardous waste (see
40 CFR 262.10). The Agency also may
list these wastes as hazardous under 40
CFR 261.11.

If these are hazardous, as defined by
RCRA, they will come within the scope
of RCRA's "cradle to grave" hazardous
waste management program, requiring
regulation from the point of generation
to point of final disposition. EPA's
generator standards require generators
of hazardous wastes to meet
containerization, labeling,
recordkeeping, and reporting
requirements; if plants dispose of
hazardous wastes off-site, they have to
prepare a manifest which tracks the
movement of the wastes from the
generator's premises to a permitted off-
site treatment, storage, or disposal
facility. See 40 CFR 262.20. The
transporter regulations require
transporters of hazardous wastes to
comply with the manifest system to
assure that the wastes are delivered to a
permitted facility. See 40 CFR 263.20.
Finally, RCRA regulations establish
standards for hazardous waste

treatment, storage, and disposal
facilities allowed to receive such
wastes. See 40 CFR Part 264.

Even if these wastes are not identified
as hazardous, they still must be
disposed of in -ompliance with the
Subtitle D open dumping standards,
implementing Section 4004 of RCRA. See
44 FR 53438 (September 13,1979). The
Agency has calculated as part of the
costs for wastewater treatment the cost
of hauling and disposing of these
wastes. For more details, see Section
VIII of the Development Document.

C. Energy Requirements

EPA estimates that the achievement
of proposed BPT effluent limitations will
result in a net increase in electrical
energy consumption of approximately
3.9 million kilowatt-hours per year. The
BAT technology should not substantially
increase the energy requirements over
the requirements of BPT because the
additional pumping requirements for
filtration should be offset by the reduced
pumping requirements, the agitation
requirement for mixing wastewater, and
other volume-related energy
requirements, as a result of reducing
process wastewater discharge to
treatment. Therefore, the BAT
limitations are assumed to require an
equivalent energy consumption to that
of the BPT limitations. To achieve the
BPT and BAT effluent limitations, a
typical direct discharger will increase
total energy consumption by 110,000
kilowatt-hours per year.

The Agency estimates that PSES will
result in a net increase in electrical
energy consumption of approximately
6.0 million kilowatt-hours per year. To
achieve PSES, a typical existing indirect
discharger will increase energy
consumption by 50.000 kilowatt-hours
per year.

The Agency estimates that the NSPS
and PSNS technology will. in general.
require as much energy as BAT and
PSES, respectively.

XIX. Best Management Practices (BMP)

Section 304(e) of the Clean Water Act
authorizes the Administrator to
prescribe "best management practices"
(BMPs) described under Legal Authority
and Background, above. EPA is not
proposing specific BMPs for the
nonferrous metals forming category at
this time.

XX. Upset and Bypass Provisions

A recurring issue is whether industry
limitations and standards should include
provisions that authorize noncompliance
during "upsets" or "bypasses." An
upset, sometimes called an "excursion"
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is unintentional noncompliance beyond
the reasonable control of the permittee.
EPA believes that upset provisions are
necessary because upsets will inevitably
occur, even if the control equipment is
properly operated. Because technology-
based limitations can require only what
technology can achieve, many claim that
liability for upsets is improper. When
confronted with this issue, courts have
been divided on the questions of
whether an explicit upset or excursion
exemption is necessary or whether
upset or excursion incidents may be
handled through EPA's enforcement
discretion. Compare Marathon Oil Co. v.
EPA, 564 F.2d 1253 (9th Cir. 1977) with
Weyerhaeuser v. Castle, Supra and
Corn Refiners Association, et al. v.
Costle, No. 78-1069 (8th Cir. April 2,
1979). See also American Petroleum
Institute v. EPA, 540 F.2d 1023 (10th Cir.
1976); CPC International, Inc. v. Train,
540 F.2d 1320 (8th Cir. 1976); and FMC
Corp. v. Train, 539 F.2d 973 (4th Cir.
1976).

An upset is an unintentional episode
during which effluent limits are
exceeded, a bypass, however, is an act
of intentional noncompliance during
which waste treatment facilities are
circumvented in emergency situations.
EPA has, in the past, included bypass
provisions in NPDES permits.

EPA has determined that both upset
and bypass provisions should be
included in NPDES permits and has
promulgated permit regulations that
include upset and bypass permit
provisions. See 40 CFR 122.41. The upset
provision establishes an upset as an ,
affirmative defense to prosecution for
violation of technology-based effluent
limitations. The bypass provision
authorizes bypassing to prevent loss of
life, personal injury, or severe property
damage. Consequently, although
permittees in the nonferrous metals
forming industry will be entitled to upset
and bypass provisions in NPDES
permits, this proposed regulation does
not address these issues. Upset
provisions are also contained in the
General Pretreatment regulation, 40 CFR
Parts 125 and 403.

XXI. Variances and Modifications
Upon the promulgation of the final

regulation, the numerical effluent
limitations for the appropriate
subcategory must be applied to all
federal and state NPDES permits
thereafter issued to nonferrous metals
forming direct dischargers. In addition,
upon promulgation, the pretreatment
standards are directly applicable to
indirect dischargers.

For the BPT effluent limitations, the
only eXception to the binding limitations

is EPA's "fundamentally different
factors" variance. See E. L duPont de
Nemours and Co. v. Train, 430 U.S. 112
(1977): Weyerhaeuser Co. v. Castle,
supra. This variance recognizes factors
concerning a particular discharger that
are fundamentally different from the
factors considered in this rulemaking.
However, the economic ability of the
individual operator to meet the
compliance cost for BPT standards is
not a consideration for granting a I
variance. See National Crushed Stone
Association v. EPA, 449 U.S. 64 (1980).
Although this variance clause was
originally set forth in EPA's 1973-1976
industry regulations, it is now included
in the general NPDES regulations and
will not be included in the nonferrous
metals forming or other specific industry
regulations. See the general NPDES
regulations at 40 CFR Part 125, Subpart
D.

The BAT limitations in this regulation
also are subject to EPA's
"fundamentally different factors"
variance. In addition, BAT limitations
for nonconventional pollutants are
subject to modifications under Sections
301(c) and 301(g) of the Act. These
statutory modifications do not apply to
toxic or conventional pollutants.
According to Section 301j)(1)(B),
applications for these modifications
must be filed within 270 days after
promulgation of final effluent limitations
guidelines.

The economic modification section of
the Act (Section 301(c)) gives the
Administrator authority to modify BAT
requirements for nonconventional
pollutants for dischargers who file a
permit application after July 1, 1978,
upon a showing that such modified
requirements will (1) represent the
maximum use of technology within the
economic capability of the owner or
operator and (2) result in reasonable
further progress toward the elimination
of the discharge of pollutants. The
environmental modificatibn section
(301(g)) allows the Administrator, with
the concurrence of the State, to modify
BAT limitations for nonconventional
pollutants from any point source upon a
showing by the owner or operator of
such point source satisfactory to the
Administrator that:

(a) Such modified requirements will
result at a minimum in compliance with
BPT limitations or any more stringent
limitations necessary to meet water
quality standards;

(b) Such modified requirements will
not result in any additional
requirements on any other point or
nonpoint source; and

(c) Such modification will not interfere
with the attainment or maintenance of

that water quality which shall assure
protection of public water supplies, and
the protection and propagation of a
balanced population of shellfish, fish,
and wildlife, and allow recreational
activities, in and on the water and such
modification will not result in the
discharge of pollutants in quantities
which may reasonably be anticipated to
pose an unacceptable risk to human
health or the environment because of
bioaccumulation, persistency in the
environment, acute toxicity, chronic
toxicity (including carcinogenicity,
mutagenicity, or teratogenicity), or
synergistic propensities.

Section 301(j)(1](B) of the Act requires
that applications for modification under
Section 310 (c) or (g) must be filed
within 270 days after the promulgation
of an applicable effluent guideline.
Initial applications must be filed with
the Regional Administrator and, in those
States that participate in the NPDES
Program, a copy must be sent to the
Director of the State Program. Initial
applications to comply with Section
301(j) must include the name of the
permittee, the permit and outfall
number, the applicable effluent
guideline, and whether the permittee is
applying for a 301(c) or 301(g)
modification of both.

Indirect discharges subject to PSES
and PSNS are eligible for credits for
toxic pollutants removed by a POTW.
See 40 CFR 403.7, New sources subject
to NSPS are not eligible for any other
statutory or regulatory modifications.
See E.I, duPont de Nemours & Co. v.
Train, supra.

Indirect dischargers subject to PSES
have, in the past, been eligible for the
"fundamentally different factors"
variance. See 40 CFR 403.13. However,
on September 20, 1983, the United States
Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
held that "FDF variances for toxic
pollutants are forbidden by the Act,"
and remanded 403.13 to EPA. NAMF el
al. v. EPA, Nos. 79-2256 et al. (3rd Cir.).
EPA is considering the effect of that
decision.

In a few cases, information which
would affect these PSES may not be
available to EPA or affected parties in
the course of this rulemaking. As a
result, it may be appropriate to issue
specific categorical standards for such
facilities, treating them as a separate
subcategory with more, or less, stringent
standards as appropriate. This will only
be done if a different standard Is
appropriate because of unique aspects
of the factors listed in Section
304(b)(2)(B) of the Act: The age of
equipment and facilities involved, the
process employed, the engineering
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aspects of applying control techniques,
nonwater quality environmental impacts
(including energy requirements), or the
cost of required effluent reductions (but
not of ability to pay that cost).

After this regulation is promulgated,
indirect dischargers and other affected
parties may petition the Administrator
to examine those factors and determine
whether these PSES are properly
applicable in specific cases or should be
revised. Such petitions must contain
specific and detailed support data,
documentation, and evidence indicating
why the relevant factors justify a more,
or less, stringent standard, and must
also indicate why those factors could
not have been brought to the attention
of the Agency in the course of this
rulemaking. Accordingly, persons should
submit all available information
suggesting that alternative limitations
should be established for specific
facilities during the comment period for
this regulation.
XXII Implementation of Limitations and
Standards
A. Relationship to NPDES Permits

The BPT, BAT, and BCT limitations
and NSPS in this regulation will be
applied to individual nonferrous metals
forming plants through NPDES permits
issued by EPA or approved State
agencies under Section 402 of the Act.
As discussed in the preceding section of
this preamble, these limitations must be
applied in all Federal and State NPDES
permits except to the' extent that
variances and modifications are
expressly authorized. Other aspects of
the interaction between these
limitations and NPDES permits are
dicussed below.

One subject that has received
different judicial rulings is the scope of
NPDES permit proceedings when
effluent limitations and standards do-not
exist. Under current EPA regulations,
States and EPA regions that issue
NPDES permits before regulations are
promulgated must do so on a case-by-
case basis. This regulation provides a
technical and legal base for new
permits.

One issue that warrants consideration
is the effect of this regulation on the
powers of NPDES permit-issuing
authorities. EPA has developed the
limitations and standards in this
regulation to cover the typical facility

for this point source category. In specific
cases, the NPDES permitting authority
may have to establish permit limits on
toxic pollutants that are not covered by
this regulation. The promulgation of this
regulation will not restrict the power of
any permitting authority to act in any
manner consistent with law or these or
any other EPA regulations, guidelines, or
policy. For example, even if this
regulation does not control a particular
pollutant, the permit issuer may still
limit the pollutants on a case-by-case
basis when such actions conform with
the purposes of the Act In addition, to
the extent that State water quality
standards or other provisions of State or
Federal law require limits on pollutants
not covered by this regulation (or
require more stringent limitations on
covered pollutants), the permit-issuing
authority must apply those limitations.

A second topic that warrants
discussion is the operation of EPA's
NDPES enforcement program, many
aspects of which were considered in
developing this regulation. The Agency
emphasizes that although the Clean
Water Act is a strict liability statute, the
initiation of enforcement proceedings by
EPA is discretionary. Sierra Club v.
Train, 557 F. 2d 485 (5th Cir. 1977). EPA
has exercised and intends to exercise
that discretion in a manner that
recognizes and promotes good-faith
compliance efforts.

B. Indirect Dischargers
For indirect dischargers, PSES and

PSNS are implemented under National
Pretreatment Program procedures
outlined in 40 CFR Part 403. The table
below may be of assistance in resolving
questions about the operation of that
program. A brief explanation of some of
the submissions indicated on the table
follows:

A "request for category
determination" is a written request,
submitted by an indirect discharger or
its POTW, for a determination of which
categorical pretreatment standard
applies to the indirect discharger. This
assists the indirect discharger in
knowing which PSES or PSNS Limits it
will be required to meet. See 40 CFR
403.6(a).

A "request for fundamentally different
factors variance" for nontoxic,
nonconventional pollutants is a
mechanism by which a categorical
pretreatment standard may be adjusted,

making it more or less stringent, on a
case-by-case basis. If an indirect
discharger, a POTW, or any interested
person believes that factors relating to a
specific indirect discharger are
fundamentally different from those
factors considered during development
of the relevant categorical pretreatment
standard and that the existence-of those
factors justifies a different discharge
limit from that specified in the
categorical standard, then they may
submit a request to EPA for such a
variance. See 40 CFR 403.13.

A "baseline monitoring report" is the
first report an indirect discharger must
file following promulgation of an
applicable standard. The baseline report
includes: an identification of the indirect
discharger:, a description of its
operations: a report on the flows of
regulated streams and the results of
sampling analyses to determine levels of
regulated pollutants in those streams; a
statement of the discharger's
compliance or noncompliance with the
standard; and a description of any
additional steps required to achieve
compliance. See 40 CFR 403.12(b).

A "report on compliance" required of
each indirect discharger within 90 days
following the date for compliance with
an applicable categorical pretreatment
standard. The report must indicate the
concentration of all regulated pollutants
in the facility's regulated process
wastestreams; the average and
maximum daily flows of the regulated
streams; and a statement of whether
compliance is consistently being
achieved, and if not, what additional
operatibn and maintenance and/or
pretreatment is necessary to achieve
compliance. See 40 CFR 403.12(d).

A "periodic compliance report" is a
report on continuing compliance with all
applicable categorical pretreatment
standards. It is submitted twice per year
(June and December) by indirect
dischargers subject to the standards.
The report must provide the
concentrations of the regulated
pollutants in its discharge to the POTW;
the average and maximum daily flow
rates of the facility; the methods used by
the indirect discharger to sample and
analyze the data: and a certification that
these methods conform to the methods
outlined in the regulations. See 40 CFR
403.12(e)

INDIRECT DISCHARGERS SCHEDULE FOR SUBMITTAL AND COMPLIANCE

Item Apptc~e sources aof L,~ pcr,;.'e' c ftr- &±rr__d to-

Request for category deterniinatiu Exishng 60days

60day

FIr-n r -Fl e -m m a,,-- I
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INDiRECT DISCHARGERS SCHEDULE FOR SUBM;TTAL AND COIPLIANCE--Continued

Item. Applica.te sources Data or time period keazured from. Sutant-d to-

Request for fundamentarfy diffcrent fac. New.. ...... Prior to commencement of dis- . D.. .ccottors variance- charge ta P01W.
Existinq nonconventionat pol- 180 days From cfrccti-e date of standard.-

lutants only.Baseline monitoring.-. a 180days. .........- . From effective date of standard or final deci.ion on Control auttiiy,'category, determninat-n.
Report an comprnce . Exsting 90 days From date for final comprace . Control a nahrty.oNew - -___.. S0 days .... . . From commencement of diacharg to PO 1VP ......... .Periodic compliance reports.__ _ All- - ..-..--- June and Cecember...................................... "ontrol autholity.a

IDirector-() Chief Admrniatme Officer of a state water pollution contror agency with an approved pretreatment prcgram, or (b) EPA Regonal Water Divrzion Cirecte. III stats doos nothave an approved pretreatment progrrm'Contro Authority-(a) POTW if its pretreatment program has been approved, or (b) Director of state water poUution control agency with an approved prnlrca'mcnt pxrar. ol (C) EPARegional Administrator, it state does not have ar approved pretreatment program.

XXIII. Solicitation of Comments
EPA invites public participation in

this rulemaking. We ask that any
perceived deficiencies in the record be
addressed specifically. We also ask that
any suggested revisions or corrections
be supported by data.

In addition to issues already
addressed in the preamble, EPA is
particularly interested in receiving
additional comments and information,
supported by appropriate data, on the
following issues-

1. In our discussion of choices for BPT,
BAT, BCT, PSES, NSPS, and PSNS for
each subcategory, we described the
range of options we considered. We
formally solicit comment on whether we
should adopt less or more stringent
options in each subcategory, and if so,
why.

2. The Agency is continuing to seek
additional data to support these
proposed imitations and standards. The
treatment effectiveness data for lime
and settle andlime, settle and filter
technology are based on the results of
Agency sampling of the raw
wastewaters and treated effluents from
a broad range of plants generating
similar wastewaters and (for filtration)
on long-term self-monitoring data from
two porcelain enameling plants and one
nonferrous metals manufacturing plant.
The Agency invites comments on the
treatment effectiveness results, and the
statistical analysis and underlying
assumptions discussed in Section VII of
the Development document as they
pertain to nonferrous metals forming
plants. The Agency specifically requests
long-term sampling data (especially
paired raw wastewater-treated
effluent data) from nonferrous metals
forming plants having well-operated
treatment systems using the treatment
technologies relied upon for this
regulation, and also other equally
effective treatment technologies.

3. In its cost estimates the Agency has
considered cost savings associated with
water flow reduction, such as reduced
costs for new equipment and reduced

operating costs for existing equipment,
but has not considered other cost
savings associated with reduced flow,
such as reduced charges for wateruse
and sewerage savings. The Agency
invites comments and requests that cost
data be submitted to the Agency.

4. Nonferrous metals forming plants in
most of the subcategories discharge to
POTWs. Because their wastewaters
contain substantial amounts of
nonconventional metals, the Agency
invites comments and any supporting
data concerning incompatibility of those
nonconventional wastewaters with the
POTW treatment systems or sludge
disposition.

5. Approximately 56 percent of the
facilities in the nonferrous metals
forming category discharge process
wastewater in other industrial
categories for which effluent guidelines
have already been proposed or
promulgated. We request comment as to
-whether nonferrous metals forming
plants could incur disproportionate
costs as a result of treating both
nonferrous metas forming wastewaters
and wastewaters from a different point
source category when the treatment
requirements are different. Commenters
should provide data on nonferrous
metals forming process wastewater flow
as a percentage of total process
wastewater flow and any available data
on the comparative costs of segregating
and treating the various wastestreams
separately versus cotreating all the
plants' wastestreams.

6. We request that commenters
identify any process wastiwater
streams not identified by EPA which
they believe should receive a discharge
allowance. We also request comments
on any wastewater streams for which
the flow identified by EPA is
inappropriate. We specifically request
comments on metal-cleaning operations
associated with tube reducing. For any
such streams, commenters should
identify flow (in relation to production)
and raw wastewater characteristics
(pollutant concentrations).

7. The Agency is proposing BAT, BCT,
NSPS, PSES, and PSNS based on
Options 2 and 3 which include in-
process flow reduction of many
wastewater streams. We solicit
comments on the ability of nonferrous
metals forming plants to achieve 90
percent recycle of wet scrubber liquor,
contact cooling wastewater- tumbling
wastewater; and nickel, preciouG metals,
and titanium rolling emulsions. We also
solicit comments on the ability of
nonferrous metals forming plants to
achieve 90 percent reduction in flow of
rinses from alkaline cleaning and
surface treatment operations by the use
of countercurrent cascade rinsing.

8. The Agency may decide to
promulgate BAT, BCT, NSPS, PSES, and
PSNS which include in-process flow
reduction of additional wastewater
streams. We solicit comments on the
ability of nonferrous metals forming
plants to achieve 90 percent recycle of
water used in metal powder
atomization.

9. The methodology used to estimate
the economic effects of these regulations
is discussed in Section XVII of this
preamble and in the economic analysis
report. We solicit comments on the
methodology and criteria used to screen
for economic impacts and on the
methodology presented for financial
analyses of individual plants.

10. A number of firms have not
responded to the survey mailed to them
under the authority of Section 308 of the
Clean Water Act. The Agency asks each
facility that has failed to respond to
submit their responses immediately. If
the questionnaire has been misplaced a
duplicate of the survey will be sent
directly upon request.

11. The Agency is proposing PSES and
PSNS based on Options 2 and 3
technology which include flow reduction
in addition to end-of-pipe treatment. The
Agency invites comments and data on
whether the impact of the flow reduction
portion of the PSES technology on
indirect dischargers would be any
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different than the impact on direct
dischargers.

12. We have proposed that the date
for compliance with PSES be three years
from the regulation's final promulgation
date. We invite comments on the
appropriateness of the compliance date.

13. The Agency is proposing a PNP of
zero discharge for one waste stream,
tube reducing spent lubricant, because
analysis for toxic organics at the one
plant sampled (in the nickellcobalt
forming subcategory) showed treatable
concentrations of N-
nitro sodiphenylamine. That waste
stream has a small flow and can be most
economically handled by intercepting
the waste stream before mixing it with
other process wastewaters and
disposing of it as a hazardous waste
under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.
Treatment of the wastes with activated
carbon after mixing with other process
wastewaters would be much more
expensive. The Agency rIecognizes that
the total amount of N-
nitrosodiphenylamine discharges in the
tube reducing spent lubricant is only a
few pounds per year, but believes the
potentially carcinogenic properties of
nitrosamines justify prohibiting its
discharge. We invite comment and data
on the no discharge requirement for this
waste stream.

14. In many industries, indirect
dischargers are located in urban areas,
whereas direct dischargers tend to be
located in more rural areas. This can
sometimes place indirect dischargers at
a disadvantage in terms of space
availability for installing wastewater
treatment. However, EPA has concluded
that space availability presents no
greater problem for existing indirect
dischargers than for existing direct
dischargers in the nonferrous metal§
forming category. We request comment
on this conclusion.

15. The Agency requests comments on
the appropriateness of the cyanide
limitations proposed for the beryllium
forming, precious metals forming,
titanium forming, zinc forming,
zirconium/hafnium forming, and iron
and steel/copper/aluminum metal
powder production and powder
metallurgy subcategory.

16. Section XIV of this notice outlines
our application of the proposed BCT
cost test to the 11 subcategories in the
nonferrous metals forming category. We
have compared the engineering costs for
higher level options to the engineering
costs for the selected BPT option, as was
done in assessing BCT-options in other
categories. For several subcategories in
the nonferrous metals forming category,
the reduced annual operating costs

resulting from reduced flow more than
offset the annualized costs for the
additional equipment, so that the
annualized costs of the higher level
options are less than the annualized
costs for the selected BPT technology.
Consequently, since there is a reduction
in annualized costs, the higher level
options pass the proposed BCT cost test.
An alternative approach is to assume
that plants affected by the proposed B3PT
would reduce the water flow voluntarily
to take advantage of the reduced
operating costs, and assign the lowest
cost option (usually Option 2) as the
annualized cost of the BPT technology.
The latter approach was used in our
economic impact analysis. If that
approach is used, many of the higher
level technology options would fail the
proposed BCT cost test. We invite
comment on these two alternatives for
assessing BCT when using the proposed
BCT cost test.

17. Most plants in the iron and steel/
copper/aluminum metal powder
production and powder metallurgy
subcategory do not have the lime and
settle technology selected for BPT.
However, several do have settling or
settling plus filtration but without lime
precipitation. That technology might be
sufficient for BPT if the pollutants are
present mainly as undissolved metal
particles, but we do not have any data
demonstrating the effectiveness of
settling alone for pollutant removal in
that subcategory. We solicit wastewater
treatment data from plants with only
solids removal technology so we may
assess the effectiveness of that
technology.

18. 'The Agency will evaluate the costs
of the technology options on a plant-by-
plant basis before promulgating this
proposed regulation. To the extent
possible, we will consider the costs
associated with cotreatment of wastes
from all categories and subcategories
included at each plant. We solicit
comments and data on: (a) The extent
to which cotreatment is currently
practiced in the industry, (b) the extent
to which cotreatment is projected to be
practiced in the future, (c) the costs of
cotreatment currently experienced or
projected, (d) method(s) of allocating
costs for cotreatment to individual
product lines, and (e) the effectiveness
of cotreatment in reducing pollutant
discharges.

19. The Agency is not proposing PSES
for the zinc forming subcategory at this
time because of the impact (i.e.,
potential closure) on one of the two
indirect discharging plants in the
subcategory. We solicit comments on
the necessity for and appropriateness of
this exemption.

This regulation was submitted to the
Office of Management and Budget for
review as required by Exceutive Order
12291. This proposed rule does not
contain any information collection
requirements subject to 0MB review
under the Paperwork Reduction Act of
1980. 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.

XXIV. List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part
471

Nonferrous metals forming. Vater
pollution control. Waste treatment and
disposal.

Dated: February 3, 19Z4.
William D. Ruckelshaus,
Administrator.

Appendix A-Abbreviations, Acronyms,
and Other Terms Used in This Notice

Act-The Clean Water Act.
Agency-The U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency.
BAT-The best available technololgy

economically achievable under Section
304(b](2)(B) of the Act.

BCT-The best conventional pollutant
control technology under Section
304(b)(4) of the Act.

BAMP-Best management practices
under Section 304(e) of the Act.

BPT-The best practicable control
technology currently available under
Section 304(b)(1) of the Act.

Clean 1$'ater Act-The Federal Water
Pollution Control Act Amendments of
1972 (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.), as amended
by the Clean Water Act of 1977 (Public
Law 95-217].

Direct Discharger-A facility which
discharges or may discharge pollutants
into waters of the United States.

Indirect Discharger-A facility which
discharges or may discharge pollutants
into a publicly ovned treatement works.

NPDES Permits-A National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System permit
issued under Section 402 of the Act.

NSPS--New source performance
standards inder Section 305 of the Act.

POTW1 Publicily owned treatment
works.

PSES-Pretreatment standards for
existing sources of indirect discharges
under Section 307(b) of the Act.

PSNS-Pretreatment standards for
new sources of indirect dischargers
under Sections 307 (b) and (c] of the Act.

RCRA4-Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (Pub. L 94-580) of 1976,
Amendments to Solid Waste Disposal
Act.
Appendix B-Pollutants Selected for
Regulation by Subcategory

The following is a list of pollutants
limited for each subcategory:
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iderylum Forming Subcategory (Subpart A)
beryllium
copper
cyanide
fluoride
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pH

Lead/Tin bismuth Forming Subcategory
(Subpart B)
antimony
lead
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pH

Magnesium Forming Subcategory (Subpart C)
chromium
zinc
ammonia
fluoride
magnesium
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pH

Nickel Cobalt Forming Subcategory (Subpart
D)
chromium
nickel
fluoride
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pH

Precious Metals Forming Subcategory
(Subpart E)
cadmium
copper
cyanide
silver
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pH

Refractory Metals Forming Subcategory
(Subpart F)

copper
nickel
fluoride
columbium
molybdenum
tantalum
tungsten
vanadium
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pH

Titanium Forming Subcategory (Subpart G)
cyanide
lead
zinc
ammonia
fluoride,
titanium
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pA7

Uranium Forming Subcategory (Subpart H)
cadmium
copper
nickel
ammonia
fluoride

radium
uranium
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pH

Zinc Forming Subcategory (Subpart I)
chromium
cyanide
zinc
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pH

Zirconium/Hafnium Forming Subcategory
(Subpart )

chromium
cyanide
nickel
ammonia
fluoride
hafnium
zirconium
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pH

Iron and Steel/Copper/Aluminum Metal
Powder Production andPowderMetallurgy
Subcategory (Subpart K)

copper
cyanide
lead
aluminum
iron
oil and grease
total suspended solids
pH

Appendix C-Toxic Pollutants Excluded
From Regulation in all Subcategories

Under Paragraph 8(aJ(iii) of the
Settlement Agreement, EPA is excluding
certain toxic pollutants from regulation
in all subcategories, for one or all of the
following reasons:

(a) The pollutant is not detectable in
the effluent with the use of analytical
methods approved pursuant to Section
304(h) of the Act or other state-of-the-art
methods.

(b) The pollutant cannot be quantified.
in the effluent with the use of analytical
methods approved pursuant to Section
304(h) of the Act or other state-of-the-art
methods.

(c) The pollutant is present in amounts
too small to be effectively reduced by
technologies known to the
Administrator.

(d) The pollutant is present in the
effluent from only a small number of
sources.

The reason(s) for each of the
following exclusions is keyed to the
above lists.

acenaphthene (ad)
acrolein (a,d)
acrylonitrile (a)
benzene (a.b,c
benzidene (a.d)
carbon tetrachloride (tetrachloromethane)

(ab}

* chlorobenzene (a,b)
1.2,4-trichlorobenzene (a)
hexachlorobenzene (a)
1,2-dichloroethane (a,c)
1,1A-trichlorethane (a,b.c)
hexachloroethane (a,c)
1,1-dichloroethane (a,b,d)
1.1,2-trichloroethane (a.b)
1,,2.2-tetrachloroethane (a,b,c)
chloroethane (a)
bis (chloromethyl) ether (a)
bis (2-chloroethyl) ether (a)
2-chloroethyl vinyl ether (mixed) (a)
2-chloronaphthalene (a)
2,4.6-trichlorophenol (a)
parachlorometa cresol (a,d,c)
chloroform (trichloromethane) (ab,c)
2-chlorophenol (ab)
1,2-dichlorobenzene (a)
1,3-dichlorobenzene (a)
1A4-dichlorobenzene (a)
3,3'-dichlorobenzidine (a,d)
1.1-dichloroethylene (a,bc,d)
1.2-trans-dichloroethylene (a,d)
2.4-dichlorophenol (a)
1.2-dichloropropane (a)
1,2-dichloropropylene (1,3-dichloropropene)

(a)
2.4-dimethylphenol (a,c,d)
2,4-dinitrotoluene (a,d)
2,6-dinitrotoluene (a,d)
1,2-diphenylhydrazine (a,b)
ethylbenzene (a,c)
fluoranthene (a,b,d)
4-chlorophenyl phenyl ether (a)
4-bromophenyl phenyl ether (a)
bis(2-chloroisopropyl) ether (a)
bis(2-chloroethoxy) methane (a,b)
methylene chloride (dichloromethane) (a.d)
methyl chloride (chloromethane) (a,d)
methyl bromide (bromomethane) (a)
bromoform (tribromomethane) (a)
dichlorobromomethane (a)
trichlorofluoromethane (a)
dichlorodifluoromethane (a)
chlorodibromomethane (a,b)
hexachlorobutadiene (a)
hexachlorocyclopentadiene (a]
isophorone (a)
naphthalene (d)
nitrobenzene (ac)
2-nitrophenol (a,b,c,d)
4-nitrophenol (a,d)
2,4-dinitrophenol (a)
4,6-dinitro-o-cresol (a,d)
N-nitrosodimethylamine (a,b)
N-nitrosodiphenylamine (a,d)
N-nitrosodi-n-propylamine (a,d)
pentachlorophenol (a,d)
phenol (a,c,d)
bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (a,c,d)
butyl benzyl phthalate (a,b,d)
di-n-butyl phthalate (a,b,d)
di-n-octyl phthalate (a,bd)
diethyl phthalate (a,b,d)
dimethyl phthalate (a,b}
benzo (alanthracene (1,2-benzanthracene)

(a,b.d)
benzo (alpyrene (3,4-benzopyrone) (a,d)
3,4-benzofluoranthene (a)
benzo(k)fluoranthane (11.12-

benzofluoranthene) (a,b)
toluene (a,c,d)
trichloroethylene (a,b,c)
vinyl chloride (chloroethylene) (a,d)

I
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aldrin (a]
dieldrin (a)
chlordane (technical mixture and

metabolites) (a)
4,4'-DDT (a)
4A'=DDE[p,p'DDX) (a)
4,4'-DDD(pp TDE) (a)
a-endosulfan-Alpha (a,b]
b-endosulfan-Beta (a)
endosulfan sulfate (a)
endrin (a)
endrin aldehyde (a)
heptachlor (a)
heptachlor epoxide (a)
a-BHC-Alpha (a)
b-BHC-Beta (a)
r-BHC-(lindaneJ-Gamma (ab)
g-BHC-Delta (a)
PCB-1242 (Arochlor 1242) (a)
PCB-1254 (Arochlor 1254) (a)
PCB-1221 (Arochlor 1221] (a)
PCB-1232 (Arochlor 1232) (a)
PCB-1248 (Arochlor 1248) (a)
PCB-1260 (Arochlor 1260) (a)
PCB-1016 (.Axrochlor 1016) (a)
toxaphene [a)
arsenic, (a.bc,d)
asbestos (fibrous) (a)
mercury (a.b,c)
selenium (a,b,d)
thallium (a,b,c,d)
2.3.7.8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD)

(a)

Appendix D-Toxic Pollutants Excluded
From Regulation in Certain
Subcategories

Under Paragraph 8(a)(iii) of the
Settlement Agreement, EPA is excluding
certain toxic pollutants from regulation
in particular subcategories, for one or all
of the following reasons:

(a) The pollutant is not detectable in
the effluent with the use of analytical
methods approved pursuant to Section
304(h) of the Act or other state-of-the-art
methods.

(b) The pollutant cannot be quantified
in the effluent with the use of analytical
methods approved pursuant to Section
304(h) of the Act or other state-or-the-art
methods.

(b)$The pollutant is present in amounts
too small to be effectively reduced by
technologies known to the
Administrator.

(d) The pollutant is present in the
effluent from only a small number of
sources.

(e) The pollutant will be effectively
controlled by the technologies upon
which are based other effluent
limitations and guidelines, standards of
performance, or pretreatment standards.

The reason(s) for each of the
following exclusions is keyed to the
above list.

Beryllium Forming Subcategory (Subpart A)
antimony (b)
cadmium (e)
chromium (e)
lead (b)

nickel (e)
silver (c)
zinc (e)

The toxic pollutants limited are beryllium,
copper, and cyanide.

Lead/Tin/Bismuth Forming Subcatrgory
(Subpart B)
beryllium (c)
cadmium (c)
chromium
copper (d)
cyanide (d)
nickel (c)
silver (b)
zinc fe)

The toxic pollutants limited are antimony
and lead.

Magnesium Forming Subcategory (Subpart C)
anlmony (c)
beryllium (d)
cadmium (b)
copper (c)
cyanide (d)
lead (d)
nickel (b)
silver (c)

The toxic pollutants limited are chromium
and zinc.
Nick ellCobalt Forming Subcategory (Subpart
D)
antimony (d)
beryllium (d)
cadmium (e)
copper (3)
cyanide (d)
lead (e)
silver (d)
zinc (e)

The toxic pollutants limited are chromium
and nickel.
Precious M4etals Forming Subcateory
(Subpart E)
antimony (c)
beryllium (b)
chromium (e)
lead (e)
nickel (e)
zinc (e)

The toxic pollutants limited are ccdmium.
copper. cyanide; and silver.
Refactory Metals Forming Subzotcory
(Subpart F)
antimony (c)
beryllium (c)
cadmium (e)
chromium (e)
cyanide (d)
lead (d)
silver (e)
zinc (e)

The toxic pollutants limited are copper and
nickel
Titanium Forming Subcotegory (Subpart G)
antimony (c)
beryllium (b)
cadmium (b)
chromium (e)
copper (e)
nickel (e)
silver (b)

The toxic pollulants limited are cyanide.
lead. and zinc.

Uranium Formirg Subcategory (Subpart H)

antimony
beryllium
chromium
cyanide
lead
silver
zinc

The toxic pollutants limited are cadmium.
copper, and nickel.

Zinc Forming Subcategory (Subpart 1
antimony (b)
beryllium (b)
cadmium (b)
copper (b)
lead (b)
nickel (e)
silver (b)

The toxic pollutants limited are chromium.
cyanide, and zinc.

Zirconium/Hafnium Forming Subcategory
[Subpart])
antimony (e)
beryllium (b)
cadmium (d)
copper (d)
lead (e)
silver (b)
zinc (d)

The toxic pollutants limited are chromium,
cyanide, and nickel.
Iron and Steel/Coppar/Aluminum Metal
PowderProduction andPovder Metallurgy
Subcatgory (Subpart K)
antimony (c)
beryllium (b)
cadmium (b)
chromium (e)
nickel (e}
silver (b)
zinc (e)

The toxic pollutants limited are copper.
cyanide, and lead.

Appendix E-Subcategories Excluded

Paragraph 8[a)(iv] of the Settlement
Agreement authorizes the Administrator
to e:-,clude from regulation subcategories
in which the amount and toxicity of
each pollutant in the discharge does not
justify developing national regulations.
Paragraph 61b) of the Settlement
Agreement authorizes the Administrator
to exclude from pretreatment standards
a subcategory if: (i) 95 percent or more
of all point sources in the subcategory
introduce into POTWs only pollutants
which are susceptible to treatment by
the FOTW and which do not interfere
with, do not pass through, or are not
otherwise incompatible with such
treatment vwors; or (H) the toxicity and
amount of the incompatible pollutants
introduced by such point sources into
POT Ws is so insignificant that

............ ... .............. .... .... • . "7- ...... .........
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developing a pretreatment regulation is
not justified.

1. The following subcategories are
proposed for exclusion because there
are no discharges from the subcategory
(Paragraph 8[a](iv)):
cadmium forming
chromium forming
gallium forming
germanium forming
indium forming
lithium forming
manganese forming
neodymium forming
praseodymium forming

2. The follbwing subcategory is
proposed for exclusion from further
national PSES regulation development
under Paragraph 8(b) of the Settlement
Agreement because there are no existing
indirect dischargers in the subcategory:
beryllium forming

A new Part 471 is proposed to be
added to 40 CFR to read as follows:

PART 471-NONFERROUS METALS
FORMING AND IRON AND STEEL/
COPPER/ALUMINUM METAL POWDER
PRODUCTION AND POWDER
METALLURGY POINT SOURCE
CATEGORY

General Provisions

See.
471.01 Applicability.
471.02 General definitions.
471.03 Monitoring requirements.
471.04 Compliance date for pretreatment.
Subpart A-Beryllium Forming Subcategory
471.10 Applicability; description of the

beryllium forming subcategory.
471.11 Effluent limitations representing the

degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

471.12 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT).

471.13 New source performance standards
(NSPS).

471.14 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources. [Reserved]

471.15 Pretreatment standards for new
sources (PSNS).

471.10 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

Subpart B-Lead/Tin/Bismuth Forming
Subcategory
471.20 Applicability; description of the

lead/tin/bismuth forming subcategory.
471.21 Effluent limitations representing the

degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

471.22 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT).

471.23 New source performance standards
(NSPS).

471.24 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES).

471.25 Pretreatment standards for new
sources (PSNS).

471.26 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BC).

Subpart C-Magnesium Forming
Subcategory
471.30 Applicability; description of the.

magnesium forming subcategory.
471.31 Effluent limitations representing the

degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

471.32 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT).

471.33 New source performance standards
(NSPS].

471.34 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES)

471.35 Pretreatment standards for new
sources (PSNS).

471.36 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

Subpart D-Nickel-Cobalt Forming
Subcategory

471.40 Applicability; description of the
nickel/cobalt forming subcategory.

471.41 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

471.42 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT).

471.43 New source performance standards
(NSPS).

471.44 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES}.

471.45 Pretreatment standards for new
sources (PSNS).

471.46 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

Subpart E-Precious Metals Forming
Subcategory

471.50 Applicability; description of the
precious metals forming subcategory.

471.51 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

471.52 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by

the application of the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT).

471.53 New source performance standards
(NSPS).

471.54 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES).

471.55 Pretreatment standards for now
sources (PSNS).

471.56 Effluent limitations representing ithe
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

Subpart F-Refractory Metals Forming
Subcategory
471.60 Applicability; description of the

refractory metals forming subcategory.
471.61 Effluent limitations representing the

degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

471.62 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT).

471.63 New Source performance standards
(NSPS).

471.64 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES).

471.65 Pretreatment standards for now
sources (PSNS).

471.66 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT),

Subpart G-Titanium Forming Subcategory
471.70 Applicability; description of the

titanium forming subcategory.
471.71 Effluent limitations representing the

degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

471.72 Effluent limitations representing the
degreeof effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT).

471.73 New source performance standards
(NSPS).

471.74 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES).

471.75 Pretreatment standards for new
sources PSNS.

471.76 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT),

Subpart H-Uranium Forming Subcategory
471.80 Applicability; description of the

uranium forming subcategory.
471.81 Effluent limitations representing the

degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

471.82 Effluent limitations representing me
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT).
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471.83 New source performance standards
[NSPS).

471.84 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES).

471.85 Pretreatment standards for new
sources (PSNS).

471.86 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

Subpart l-Zinr Forming Subcategory

471.90 Applicability; description of the zinc
forming subcategory,

471.91 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT.

471.92 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best available
technology e6onomically achievable
(BAT).

471.93 New source performance standards
(NSPS).

471.94 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources. [Reserved]

471.95 Pretreatment standards for new
sources [PSNS).

471.96 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

SubpartJ-Zrconium/Hafnium Forming
Subcategory

471.100 Applicability- description of the
zirconium/hafnium forming subcategory.

471.101 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

471.102 Effluent limitations representing the
-degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT).

47.103 New source performance standards
(NSPSJ.

471.104 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES).

471.105 Pretreatment standards for new
sources (PSNS).

471.105 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT.

Subpart K-Iron and Steel/Copper/
Aluminum Metal Powder Production and
Metal Powder Metallurgy Subcategory

471.110 Applicability description of the iron
and steel/copper/aluminum metal
powder production and metal powder
metallurgy subcategory.

471.111 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPM.

471.112 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best available
technology economically achievable
(BAT).

471.113 New source performance standards
(NSPS).

471.114 Pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES).

471.115 Pretreatment standards for ne';
sources (PSNS).

471.116 Effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable by
the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

Authority- Secs. 301,304 (b), (c), (e), and
(g), 305(b) and (c), 307, 303, and 501 of the
Clean Water Act (the Federal Water
Pollution Control Amendments of 1972 as
amended by the Clean Water Act of 197)
(the "Act"); 13 U.S.C. 1311,1314 (b). (c), (e),
and (g), 1316 (b) and (c). and 1301; 60 Stat.
816, Pub. L 92-500; 91 Stat. 137, Pub. 93-217.

General Provisions

§471.01 Applicability.

(a) This part applies to discharges of
pollutants to watqrs of the United States
and introduction of pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works from
the forming of nonferrous metals, except
copper and aluminum, and nonferrous
metal alloys, except alloys which
contain 50 percent or more by weight of
copper or aluminum. The forming
operations covered are not rolling, cold
rolling, drawing, extrusion, forging,
metal powder production, powder
metallurgy, cladding, sawing, grinding,
tumbling, burnishing, and tube reducing.
This part also covers ancillary
operations associated with these
forming operations including surface
and heat treatment, hydrotesting,
surface coating, wet air pollution control
scrubbers, and casting (when it is an
integral part or a nonferrous metal
forming operation, e.g., shot-casting and
casting of billets, ingots, bars, and strip
which are subsequently formed on-site).

(b) This part applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United States
and introduction of pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works from
metal powder production which does
not significantly increase the purity of
the metal, and powder metallurgy of: (1)
Iron, steel, copper, and aluminum, and
(2) alloys which contain 50 percent or
more by weight of iron, steel, copper, or
aluminum. This part also covers
ancillary operations associated with
these forming operations including
surface and heat treatment, surface
coating, and wet air pollution control
scrubbers.

(c] Discharges covered by this Part
471 are not subject to the effluent
limitations guidelines, pretreatment
standards, and new source performance
standards for the electroplating and
metal finishing point source categories,
40 CFR Parts 413 and 433.

§ 471.01 General definitions.

In addition to the definitions set forth
in 40 CFR Part 401, the following
definitions apply to this part:

(a) "Nonferrous metal" is any pure
metal other than iron or any metal alloy
for which a metal other than iron is its
major constituent in percent by weight.

(b) "Nonferrous metals forming" is a
set of manufacturing operations in
which nonferrous metals and nonferrous
alloys are made into semifinished
products by hot or cold working.

(c) "Alkaline cleaning" uses a
solution, usually detergent, to remove
lard, oil, and other such compounds
from a metal surface.

(d) "Atomization" is the process in
which a stream of water or gas impinges
upon a molten metal stream, breaking it
into droplets which solidify as powder
particles.

(e) "Burnishing" is a surface finishing
process in which minute surface
irregularities are displaced rather than
removed.

(f "Cladding" or "metal clading" is
the art of producing a composite metal
containing two or more layers that have
been metallurgically bonded together by
roll bonding (co-rolling), solder
application (or brazing) and explosion
bonding.

(g) "Contact cooling water" is any
wastewater which contacts the
nonferrous metal workpiece or the raw
materials used in forming nonferrous
metals.

(h) "Continuous casting" is the
production of sheet, rod, or other long
shapes by solidifying the metal while it
is being poured through an open-ended
mold.

(i) "Direct chill casting" is the pouring
of molten nonferrous metal into a water-
cooled mold. Contact cooling water is
sprayed onto the metal as it is dropped
into the mold, and the metal ingot falls
into a water bath at the end of the
casting process.

(j) "Drawing" is the process of pulling
a metal through a die or succession of
dies to reduce the metal's diameter or
alter its shape.

(k) "Emulsions" are stable dispersions
of two immiscible liquids. In the
nonferrous metals forming category this
is usually an oil and water mixture.
(1) "Extrusion" is the application of

pressure to a billet of nonferrous metal,
forcing the metal to flow through a die
orifice.

(m) "Forging" is deforming metal,
usually hot, with compressive force into
desired shapes, with or without dies.
Where dies are not used, the metal is
forced to take the shape of the die.

l 7 Tf .... .. .
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(n) "Grinding" is the process of
removing stock from a workpiece by the
use of a tool consisting of abrasive
grains held by a rigid or semi-rigid
grinder. Grinding includes surface
finishing, sanding, and slicing.

(o) "Heat treatment" is the application
of heat of specified temperature and
duration to change the physical
properties of the metal.

(p) "In-process control technology" is
the conservation of chemicals and water
throughout the production operations to
reduce the amount of wastewater to be
discharged.

I(q) "Metal powder production"
operations are any process operations
which convert metal to a finely divided
form without an increase in metal
purity.

(r) "Neat oil" is a pure oil with no or
few impurities added. In nonferrous
metals forming its use is mostly as a
lubricant.

(s) "Powder metallurgy" is the art of
producing metal powders.and using
metal powders for the production of
massive materials (ingots, billets) and
shaped objects (parts).
(t) "Rolling" is the reduction in

thickness or diameter of a workpice by
passing it between lubricated steel
rollers.

(u) "Roll bonding" is the process by
which a permanent bond is created
between two metals by rolling under
high pressure in a bonding mill (co-
rolling).
(v) "Sawing" is cutting a workpiece

with a band, blade, or circular disc
having teeth.

(w) "Stationary casting" is the pouring
of molten nonferrous metal into molds
and allowing the metal to cool.

(x) "Surface treatments" are
operations such as pickling, etching,
conversion coating, phosphating, and
chromating which chemically alter the
metal surface.

(y) "Tumbling" or "barrel finishing" is
an operation in which castings, forgings,
or parts pressed from metal powder are
rotated in a barrel with ceramic or metal
slugs or abrasives to remove scale, fins.
or burrs. It may be done dry or with an
aqueous solution.

(z) "Wet scrubbers" are air pollution
control devices used to remove

,particulates and fumes from air by
entraining the pollutants in a water
spray.

(aa) "Grab sample" is a single sample
which is collected at a time and place
most representative of total discharge.

(bb) "Composite sample" is a sample
composed of no less than eight grab
samples taken over the compositing
period.

(cc) A "flow proportional composite
sample" is composed of grab samples
collected continuously or discretely in
proportion to the total flow at time of
collection or to the total flow since
collection of the previous grab sample.
The grab volume or frequency of grab
collection may be varied in proportion
to flow.

(dd) The term "control authority" is
defined as the POTW if it has an
approved pretreatment program; in the
absence of such a program, the NPDES
State if it has an approved pretreatment
program or EPA if the State does not
have an approved program.

(ee) "Continuous operations" means
that the industrial user introduces
regulated wastewaters to the POTW
throughout the operating hours of the
facility, except for infrequent shutdowns
for maintenance, process changes, or
other similar activities.

(ff) "Intermittent operations" means
the industrial user does not have a
continuous operation.

(gg) The "production normalizing
mass" (/kkg) for each operation is the
mass (off-kg or off-lb) processed through
that operation.

(hh) The term "off-kilogram (off-
pound)" means the mass of metal or
metal alloy removed from a forming
operation at the end of a process cycle
for transfer to a different machine or
process.

§ 471.03 Monitoring requirements.
The "monthly, average" regulatory

values shall be the basis for the monthly
average discharge limits in direct
discharge permits and for pretreatment
standards. Compliance with the monthly
discharge limit is required regardless of
the number of samples analyzed and
averaged.

§ 471.04 Compliance date for
pretreatment

The compliance date for PSES under
this regulation is proposed to be three
years after the date of promulgation.

Subpart A-Beryllium Forming
Subcategory

§ 471.10 Applicability; description of the
beryllium forming subcategory.

This subpart applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United
States, and introductions of pollutants
into publicly owned treatment works
from the process operations of the
beryllium forming subcategory.

§ 471.11 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best practicable '
control technology currently available
(BPT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30--
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations for the
process operations of the beryllium
forming subcategory representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best
practicable control technolbgy currently
available (BPT):

(a) Area cleaning wastewater.

-SUBPART A-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Potlutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day 1 werago

mg/k.g (pund,tailton
pound,) of blc5ylum
formed

Y..M2................ ..... oool 11,000
Copper ............... 40,000 21,000
Cyar d .......... ........ 6 20D 2,od~u~id ................||1,300.0043.0 q0, .O0£0"00

0i and grease............. 40.000 20000
TSS 8700.00 420.000

I Within the range of 75 to 100 at all times,

(b) Billet washing wastewa [or.

SUBPART A-BPT

Madmum Maxinum
Pollutant or poat uant piopcity for any T fat rncly

day wteroa

mg/kkg (pound/bT.on
pounds) of bkrylum bt.
Iota washed

Seryllum ... 470 190
Copp.......... ............ .73,0 3.0
Cyan:da . I to 40
Fluoride 2.300.0 1,000
Oio ad gcz............... 7600 40 0
TSS........................ I1.0o 7400
pH . . .... .... (

'%thin the range of 7.5 to 100 at al tmos

(c) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART A-BPT

Makmm armumnPollutant or polltant poporty for a/I for lrrtfy
....____a a/erage

rn3 'h' (l~r, ndl~b~on
poun13) of bryl' im ,uf
face treated

. . . .. ... 2.300 1,400
Coper.. 5.100 2,700Cyardo .. .. | 770 320

Fluorda.... 10.000
Otl and grease . % 53.170 2000
TSS,. ... , 110,000 52M0e
pH ...... ) ('

Wthn the rango of 7 5 to 10 0 at all tmies

(d) Surface treatment rinsewater.
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SUBPART A-BAT

Max'~"n I Maxrum P$+..-' n u.,-n
Polutant or po!utant property for % ne forrrron1j Pou'l.nt or t.o-i02 fp:,!;unt r=:.,

I ay 1suerage 2I - C;=-

mglkkg (poundjb2:on
pounds) of berv<. um sur-
face treated

Be1um'" 9.400 3.900
Copper 15,000 7.700
Cyanide I .200 920
Fluoride 460,030 200,000
0.1 and grease 150.000 92,oo
Tss 310.oo 150.000
PH (1) (1)

Widhn the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(e) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART A-BPT

Potutant or po:utant property for a.yOne I for month."/

mglkg (pund/b'Zon
pounds) of ber)_urn
sawed or ground

Benrioum 520 220
Coper810 420

Cya;de 120 51
Fluoride 25.000 11.000
W and grease W.5O 5.100

TSS 17.000 8.300
PH',

SV.' it the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at 01 thmes.

(f) Inspection/testing water.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(g) Spent degreasing solvent.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.12 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best available
technology economically achievable (BAT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
-125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent
reduction attainable by the application
of the best available technology
economically achievable (BAT):

(a) Area cleaning wastewater.

SUBPART A-BAT

I &axinn Mwarn
PoMtant or poilutant property for any one for monWy

day 'ver.Sgo

mgfkkg (poundlbh7 an
pounds) of be1r,'.uM
formed

Copper_ 27.000 13.000
Cyade 4.300 1.700
Fluoride .00,000 550,000

mrif09 C(Pui:.djt :-nI 2 !w~u
rn:'-, ) of l:r:alzrk I:tI-

Bwum...- 30 130
Copper 40 230
Cyandt 76 t .1
Flucide -2. :00 1ir.1411

(c) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART A-BAT

SUBPART A-BPT

(b) Billet washing wastewater.
Po.tant or po'"uant Procrty fcTrq o for ° SUBPART A-NSPS

I a 0o.=; SBPRTA-S

f=3e rwtr.d

270 10
Copper_ 3:3 13

(d) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART A-BAT

Peutzant on p:!Vznt ro;ort for C 7, c'1 fu r; r ur

f=dz t'uru

Coppr .. . 470
. ..a ... 61

Fluoride A6.C,:3 2..32

(e) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART A-BAT
l 'unn'mzn l'r P; o..r.o'

PCo-ant or .p.... . tj fo r 7 I fu :

There hall h no dichar ) of r '2nn

to-ayl on vo-q

cc3 140

Cas ter E5 2e sRcysido z5c3 ls.3

(1) Inspection/testing water.
There shall be no discharge of prcc'?ss

wastewater pollutants.

(g) Spent degreasing solvent.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.
§ 471.13 New source performance
standards (NSPS).

Any new source subject to this
subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards:
(a) Area cleaning wastewater.

p:z3-ft ort for r:y %"cnep- for =.4S dx'l [ ,:a; 3,

g~~ ~~- 77 -7: +.1 , opccrate ) of tern tm1s

31. 1-3.0
C- :- 4a. 23.0

1.:7 _,-, 7.8 r. .1
2,2300 1c aoI

Cl n rcr =______ 30.0 s:G200
TSS_ 570.0 j 4S90

S'~J*_ C,,3 r.urGo of 7.5 t3 10.0 at 0l tL'r-co

(c) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART A-NSPS

S Ta._ - I .CnuuM,-

PFounds) of tsryr a.-

I: r ) lar! 
- a m

25,3 Ica

Cj~e 62 2

11B.o $,Ica-:

C I c4I .100 3.0 co
TSS 14.6C0 370

FtI ('IP ( )

(d) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART A-NSPS

Po.- r enF: =. , ~ CnTyrj .n Ia fu-r r'r=in3,Y

rrark%. ox3 .o

l tert

C~o~r ~ I r3 470

49,C-0 2?9330.
c~ltor grn~. .7,7C0 7,7'0

PH (1)

(e) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART A-NSPS

P2uoz f-r -- , I fra ;-a

sucrs J
r-g.'ikj (;ournd on

pud)of terT

17.630 7.730
27.630_ 13,330
4.3:0 1.7-O

T '- I ao¢cco so o,c~oc" a7J 210,60 21O.330
TSS 0.60 23E0,33:0

I Wtn t!e roj of 7.5 t2 10 Dzt nil L-r_-._
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SUBPART A-NSPS

Maximum MaximurPollutant or ltant property for any I for month
day average

mg/kkg (pound/bIlx
pounds) of berylliu

" sawed or ground

Beryllium ......................... 350 1,
copPr_.__............=- 540 2
Cyanide ............................ 85 2
Fluorid ................. 25.000 1 O
Oil and grease........... ....... - 4,200 4,2C
TSS ................................. 6.400 5.1C
pH . (............

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(fj, Inspection/testing water.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(g) Spend degreasing solvent.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.14 Pretreatment standards for
existing sources [Reserved]

§ 471.15 Pretreatment standards for new
sources (PSNS).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7,
any new source subject to this subpart
which introduces pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works must
comply with 40 CFR Part 403 and
achieve the following pretreatment
standards for new sources: The
limitations for beryllium, copper,
cyanide, and fluoride are the same as
specified in § 471.13.

§ 471.16 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the.degree of effluent
reduction attainable by application of
the best conventional p6llutant control
technology (BCT): The limitations for
TSS, oil and grease, and pH are the
same as specified in § 471.11.

Subpart B-Lead/Tin/Bismuth
Forming Subcategory

§ 471.20 Applicability; description of the
lead/tin/bismuth forming subcategory.

This subpart applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United
States, and introductions of pollutants
into publicly owned treatment works
from the process operations of the lead/
tin/bismuth forming subcategory.

§471.21 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best practicablecontrol technology currently available(BPT-).

m Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject

io to this subpart must achieve the
;o following effluent limitations for the
14 process operations representing the)0
0o degree of effluent reduction attainable
0 by the application of the best
) practicable control technology currently

available (BMT:
(a) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART B-BPT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of leadl/n/bts-
muth rolled with emul-

Antimony. ................. 67.0 30.0
Lead .................. 10.0 4.7
Oil and gease................... 470.0 280.0
TSS .............. .... 960.0 450.0
PH ............................... (1) (1)

Wi-in the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(b) Rolling spent soap solutions.

SUBPART B-BPT
Maximum I Maximum

Polutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (poundlbillon
pounds) of lead/tinlbis-
muth rolled with soap
solutions

Antimony ............. ... 120.0 55.0
Lead 18.0 8.6
Oil and grease ....................... 860.0 520.0
TSS ........................... 1,800.0 840.0
pH ................... (1) ()

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(c) Drawing spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(d) Drawing spent emulsions.V

SUBPART B-BPT

i aximum MaximumPollutant or poIutant property for any I for monthly
day I average

rag/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of lead/tnlbts.
muth drawn with emu$.
skins

Antimony ........ .. 48.0 21.0
Lead.. ....... 7.0 3.3
01 and grease . 330.0 200.0
TSS......... . 630.0 330.0
pH ....... ... . ... .. . ..... (1) (')

'Athin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times

(e) Drawing spent soap solutions,

SUBPART B-BPT

Maximum Max mum
Pollutant or pol'ulant proporty for aryI for monttl

dafay I aveagel

m3Mkig (o aund/bon
pound3) Of lead'trdha.b
muth drawn with s0wp
solut om4

Antimony 21 0 tO 11
Lead ... 310 1 5Oilan;;grease ..... 1l,'00 W

pH . r

Iwithin the rango of 7 5 to 100 at all tmou,

(f) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling wa!er.

SUBPART B-BPT

SMaximum I MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any T for mntlhly

da/ [average

mg/kg (poundbill'on
pcunds) of leadltfbia.
muth heat treated

Antimony -r - ;.Z200Lead.................... 740 350
Ol and grease ... ...... 35.C00 21.000
TSS ....... .. , 72,000 34,000pH ... . . ... . .. .... . ( )( )

Within the rangE of 7.5 to 10,0 at all times

(g) Extrusion press hydraulic fluid
leakage.

SUBPART'B-BPT

Maximumr Matmum

Pauluant or pol'ul~a'rt property for any 1 for monthly
. , . average

mglkkg (pcundlb."+on
pound3) of lsodltelbl3-
rruth extruded

Antimony . F 140-Lead_.....,. 21 10
Ol and grease 9..3 530
TSS.. .- .. . 2.000 11C0
pH (.... , ) ()

SWthin the range of 7 5 to 10 0 at all ,MC

(h) Continuous strip casting contact
cooling water.

SUBPART B-BPT
masirrum t.laxinrurnl

Pollutant or pollutant propory for any one far mMnhly
dayI axeraga

rnjrkkq (plund/blIanon
pounds) Of lead/t,rnm -
Muth cast by the Con-
trnuous stip mothod

Ant-mrry 250 IOtLead 40 (10
Ol and grease....... 00 12o0
TSS... ................... 4100 000
pH ............ ... 1 ')0 aA

' Wthan the range Of 7 5 to 100 at all twose

8142
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(i) Semi-continuous ingot casting
contact cooling water.

SUBPART B-BPT

Pollutant or pollu ant property for any one for monthly
Ia overage_

Wglhkg pinfto
pounds) of leadltt/bis-
mth ingot cast by tt*
semni-continuous method

Antimony 84.0 38.0
Lead 12.0 5.9
Oil and gr 5910 350.0
T ------ 1.zo 0 570.0
pH (1 (')

W&-in the rage of 7.5 to 10.0 at en times.

0) Shot casting contact cooling water.

SUBPART B-BPT

I mao 1 1,12,mum
Pollutant or pollutant property for one for monthL'y

zay erage -

mg/Ikkg (poundl:I-Mn
pounds) of lead/Winbs-
muth cast

Antmo y 120.0 54.0
Lad 18.0 8.4
O"3 and 840.0 500.0
TS5 1.700.0 820.0pH (')! (3)

V.'the the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at a times.

(k) Shot-forming wet APC blowdown.

SUBPART B-BPT

Pollutant or pollutant property for aone for month'y
average

mgtkkg (pourdl/bon
pounds) of led/tibs-
rnuth shot formed

Anftimorry .20 .10
Lead .00 .00

;and g 1.70 1.00
TSS 3.50 1.70
pH (2) (1)

Wflhin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at al time.

(1) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART B-BPT

SUsPART B-BPT SUPART B-BAT

r2z-(x.r.-n I 1 1~-~ P'auaw ' e .arsn
Po~stant or p:ozznt PrCPzrly fur try cna ft . j PC:: aI or prvc-/ f I a for rrzcntt

I dazj 1 oCtVa2 1-y ajera s

f.3) !L-. .L n

Atnsnny l9.C-Lo 8.2r

03 rrd gw 13C0 78.0:0T55 2 -".0"C. I 1..C 2

I'"tt, the ransp cf 7.5 to 10.0 t C3 r.-c.

(t) Swaging spent emulsions.

SUBPART B-BPT

Po0uant co p,,,t YI] l3etmy I fr ¢

W-I (da I (9rl

Threshllbenodichrge of proces

Anuateny Kinol2ns
Lead__________ .7n An
01 and Sg-ieso 35.00 21 C*3
Tss 73.0) a5.
PH1 (1) )

'Within the rne of 7.5 to 10.0 11t nil tm~

(o) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge of process

ivaste;':ater pollutants.
(p) Miscellaneous nondescript

wastewater sources.

SUBPART B-BPT

I ~ I

paursi ci ' hed Mnls-
Sion

67.01 -0,.0
Lc

4  
10 4.7

(b) Rolling spent soap solutions.

SUBPART B-BAT

PCnu!2'zd or PC%?.rt portj-I fzr cry I for mr&T1±~
day erage

pctinds) of loadllib-
truth rottad W-.Za n~p

120.0 55.OA -rlc= ! 18.01 8.

(c) DravIng spent neat oils.

There shall be no discharge of process
wasterrater pollutants.

(d) Drawing spent emulsions.

SUBART B-BAT

Pc~.tn cr p.utan1 f f ny I for rrc-nth
dy Iancr;e

;>--r&) of LedirJt,-.
rri dragn with enm:3.

Ar:-" on7y 43.0 21.0

Lead 7.0 3.3

Po%ant or r,"utant prmcrtj far e r1 fpopsrolosI &- y (e} Drawing spent soap solutions-

pud)of LfzafnJtz-
nwsh fI-

Ant~mory 171% 71
"Lead a 4 12
Oi and grcazo , 1,0- 70
TSS 2400 1.1C-3

I ,.tn to r=,of 75to I 00 ot r..

SUBPART B-BAT

P ct~r pattutzr prcpcrty for any I Ifor tr lyI

pounds-) ci Lrhe
totrh drawn wt =

21. 10

ma ,n I Lla,6rnum § 471.22 Effluent limitations representing i
Po!futan or polutant property for antr mrr the degree of effluent rcducUon attainable

y average by the application of tho best available (f) Extrusion press and solution heat
technology economically achievable (BAT). treatment contact cooling vater..

mglkkg (poundlb'icn
pounds) of fecdllrrz- Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30- SUBPART B-BAT
muth alkgne donned 125.32, any existing point source subject I

Anti=oy 1.700 78o to this subpart must achieve the Pc=: ntp=rc pt1-. I- . for nsir1=
Le~a~ 5 120 following effluent limitations
Tm d ge 15.03 700 representing the degree of effluent
pH (() () reduction attainable by the application -of) o t.nJb -

Withn the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at al times. Uf the best available technology M-" 1==d

economically achievable (BAT): !.-3 220

(m) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater. (a) Rolling spent emulsions. - "---

......... l m [ I .....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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(g)~~~~UVC Exrso prseydalcsli

(g) Extrusion press hydraulic fluid
leakage.

SUBPART B-BAT

Maximum I MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of lead/tin/bis-
muth extruded

Antimony .......... -. ... 140 6
Lea ... ....... ....... . . ... " 21 10

(h Continuous strip casting contact

cooling water.

SUBPART B-BAT
Maximum I Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of lead/tin/bis-
muth cast by the con-
tinuous strip method

Antimony . ....... .... 2.90 1.30
Lead .. .......... ... .40 .20

(i) Semi-continuous ingot casting

contact cooling water.

SUBPART B-BAT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly
day average

Anioy8.40 3.80Lead. ............ 1.20 .60

(j) Shot casting contact cooling water.

SUBPART B-BAT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any 1 [ for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of lead/tin/bis-
muth shot cast

Antimony . 12.0 5
Lead ........ .............................. 80

(k Shot-forming wet APC blowdown.

SUBPART B-BAT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of lead/tin/bis.
muth shot formed

Antimony... .. . .0 .00
Lead ........... ....... . .00 .00

(l) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART B-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of tead/tin/bs.
muth alkaline cleaned

Antimony..... .............. 1.700 780
Lead . ...... ............. 250 120

(m) Akaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART B-BAT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of lead/tin/bis-
muth akaline cleaned

Antimony......................... 1.9001 830
Lead. ........................ 270 130

(n) Swaging spent emulsions.

SUBPART B-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant Property for any I for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of lead/tin/bis.
muth swaged with emul-
sions

Antimony.... ................ 5.10 2.30
Lead - -.. . .................. . .70 .40

(o) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(p) Miscellaneous nondescript
wastewater sources.

SUBPART B-BAT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of lead/tin/bis-
muth formed

Animony ..... ................... 1701 75
...... 25 12

§ 471.23 New source performance
standards (NSPS).

Any new source subject to this
subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards: The
limitations for antimony and lead are
the same as specified in § 471.22. The
limitations for TSS, oil and grease, and
pH are the same as specified in § 471.26.

§ 471.24 Pretreatment standards for
existing sources (PSES).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7
and 403.13, any existing source subject

to this subpart which introduces
pollutants into a publicly owned
treatment works must comply with 40
CFR Part 403 and by 36 months after
promulgation achieve the following
pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES): The limitations for
antimony and lead are the same as
specified in § 471.22.
§ 471.25 Pretreatment standards for now
sources (PSNS).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7,
any new sources subject to this subpart
which introduces pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works must
comply with 40 CFR Part 403 and
achieve the following pretreatment
standards for new sources: The
limitations for antimony and lead are
the same as specified in § 471.22.
§471.26 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technoloyg (BCT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent
reduction attainable by the application
of the best conventional pollutant
control technology (BCT):

(a) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART B-BT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any i for monthly

'day average,

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of leadfltn/bis.
muth rolled with emul,
s!ons

00 and grease ............. 470 280
TSS ............................ 960 450PH ............. ( "!1

I Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times,

(b) Rolling spent soap solutions.

SUBPART B-BOT
SMaximuma Maximum

Polutant or pollutant property f any I for, monthly

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of lead/lIn/bils.
muth rolled with soap
solutions

0I and grease ......... 880 1 ;20T S............................................... 1l8 00 00pHt........................I.................. (I ) (1)
'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(c) Drawing spent neat oils,

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.
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(d) Drawing spent emulsions.

SUBPART B-BCT

Maximum I Maxim=
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I fo montJly

day average

mg/kkg (pound per b7:on
pounds) of leadltin/is-
rnuth drawn wth ennt-
sions

ad and greas 0 301 200
TSS____________ M8 330pH (3) (3)

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at al tfimes.

(e) Drawing spent soap solutions.

SUBPART B--BCT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day average

mglfk.g (pound per bllon
pounds) of lead! in/lb:-
muth drawn with soup
solutions

Oil and grease 150 90
TSS 310 150
pH (3) (3)

'Withn the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at al times.

(f) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART B-BCT

I Maximu= I fMaxlrnurn
Polutant or Pollutant prope for any I for monthly

day average

mgfldrg (pound per Ibllon
pounds) of lead/tinlb.s-
math drawn with emu-

Oil and greas 3,50D -.100
Tss 7.200 3.400pH (3) (3)

'XV" the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at an tirnea.

(g) Extrusion press hydraulic fluid
leakage.

SUBPART B-BCT

IMaximumn I Maxknurn
Pollutant or pol'utant property fray1 Ifor monthly

mgfkltg *(pound per b7on
pounds) of lead/linlbis.
muth extruded

Of and grease - - 990 590ISS 2,000 980s
pH (3) (1)

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(h) Continuous strip casting contact
cooling water.

SUBPART B-BCT

Maxrum I fM.axnum
Polutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day !average

mglkkg (pound per b.'on
pounds) of [ead/tnfbrs-
muth drawn with ernul-
sons

oit and gras.. 1 o

SUBPART B-BCT--Continued SUBPART B-CT

Pollutant or pollutat praprt ray I fur =V13 P'utl or re!%=rt Property fo iyI far n-anl*l
- ' d ay . Cf.- Pa Ter-

TS 41 20pH (') (3)

'tiusn the rana of 7.5 to 10,0 at a t=3.

(i) Semi-continuous ingot casting
contact cooling water.

SUBPART B-BCT

Polutant or poutant prprj tcf=1 Jt n*' fc z:-

r3t'34 (P-"4 r p -n
pcunt) cl 1=t4tst
mr~fh lnnt ccz1 by to

o and Grcaso53 05
Tss 120 57pH (3)" (3)

W'Wth'n the ruso of 7.5 to 100 atal L0 n

U) Shot casting contact cooling water.

rnglk.rg (pc-nd persi o
P=&~d) oftd ints
rrutrh etz na cfounad

755 8CGOa 13.000

Me m rnof 7.5 to 10.0 at 0 0.-nca.

(n) Swaging spent emulsions.

SuBPART B-8OT

1f~~m tnu

;mmxd3) of rfangntzs-
rnu3, sw-gd wflh einul-

cl ard ST IF 35 21
TSS 73 as

3 V.Z* mrao rof 7-5 to 10.0 at 0l 6v~un.

SUBPART B-BCT (o) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge or process

Pollutant or polutt prprty far an I fer rastewater pollutants.
=I ' (p) Miscellaneous nondescript

, .n--% wastewater sources.

H (3)1 (C )

V'thn the ranao of 7.5 to 10V et a.3 t.r=

(k) Shot-forming wet APC blowdow.

SUBPART B-BCT

Pceutant cr ptliutant property far an fi..~
- aCy mvcp~

m3Ikk3 (pa=.'d Mc t :s
P=.ui:) of f=Vt:o

h .' i-lt f=re_

1O i a n d g re a so 2 0 .1 0
TSS 40 .20pH (3)! (3)

I Wth.n the raano of 7.5 to 100 at l:l tatrz

(1) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART B-CT

SUBPART B-BCT
I tnaso i lta&Tu

! day e -rae

n,".'rkg ( pu.d p- .-n

pund) of edftnlbth
=11h f=rnrd

c3 ard T 1.2c0 70
Iss, P-C]VC
PH (3) 1 (1)

I -a to ranso of 7.5 to 10.0 at 03 TAn,.

Subpart C-Magnesium Forming
Subcategory

§ 471.30 Applicability; description of the
magnesium forming subcategory.

This subpart applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United
States. and introductions ofpollutants
into publicly owned treatment works
from the process operations of the
magnesium forming subcategory.

.'.ni I(.an- § 471.31 Effluent Ilmtations representing
Pollutant or pozt p,,;etty f an-/  I r" 1' -7 the degree of effluent reduction attainableic1 I by tho application of the best practicable

m (p---J r b=- control technology currently available

perd)of faIIUhfto.- (BlPT).
r .r.,: I Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-

01 and Trease ... . 1IC 7g.:o 125.32. any existing point source subject
TSS 25 .0 12800 to this subpart must achieve the

(I ) (3) following effluent limitations for the
, , the mn o of 7.5 to 10.0 at a tmn-a. process operations representating the

degree of effluent reduction attainable
(m) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater by the application of the best
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practicable control technology currently
available (BPT):

(a) Rolling spent emulsions.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.
(b) Forging spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.
(c) Forging wet APC blowdown.

SUBPART C-BPT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pllutant property for any 1 for monthly
day • average

Chromium .........................
Zinc .................
Ammonia .......................
Fluoride..........
M a g nesium . ","
Oil and grease ................
T..
PH ... :::............

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of magnesium
forged

120,0 48,000
390,000 160,000

35.000.000 16,000,000
16,000.000 7,000,000

550.000 240.000
5,3000,00 3.200,000

11,oo000 5,200,000
()(I)

'Within the range Of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(d) Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART C-BPT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or polutant property for any I for monthly
day average

Chromium ......................
Zinc ................. ...............
Ammonia ............
Fluoride ..........................
Magnesium .............
Oil and grease . ................
ISS ........ .....................
PH ...... ,.... ......... . ..... .......

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of forged mag-
nesium heat treated

2.800 1,100
9,200 3,900

840,000 370.000
3&0,000 170.000

13,000 5,.80
130,000 76,0OO
260,000 120.000

e) (')
* Wlhln the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(e) Forging equipment cleaning
wastewater.

SUBPART C-BPT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day 1 average

mglkkg (pound per billion
a pounds) of magnesium

forged

Chromium. . 710 290
Zinc .................. 2,400 990
Ammonia ............................ 220,000 95.000
Fluoride ......................... 96,000 43,000
Magnesium................... 3,300 1,500
Oil and grease ....................... 32.000 19,000
Tss.5.......................... .. . . ...... 68,0o 32,oo
p .. ...... ...... ..')1 .)

3 Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(f) Direct Chill Casting Contact
Cooling Water.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(g) Surface treatment spent baths. following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent

SUBPART C-BPT reduction attainable by the application
Maximum Maximum of the best available technology

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly econoniically achievable (BAT):
day average (a) Rolling spent emulsions.

mglkkg (pound per bilion There shall be no discharge of process
pounds) of magnesium
surface treated wastewater pollutants.

Chromium........................ I 200 84
Zinc .......................... 680 280
Ammonia..., .............. 62.000 27,000
Fluoride.................-- - ... 28,000 12,000
Magnesium_ _ I -950 420
Oil and grease. ...... 9,300 5,600
TSS ......... , 19,000 9,100
pH (') (')

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

[h) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART C-BPT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
da average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of magnesium
surface treated

Chromium-__.... . 7,800 3,200
Zinc ....... 26,000 11,000
Ammonia....... Z400. 2 ,000 1,000,000
Fluoride _' ...... . 1,100,000 470,000
Magnesium ..._......_ ...... 36,000 16,000
Oil and grease. -....... 350,)00 210,000
TSS. ......... ,....... 730,000 350,000pH.... ..... ] (') l (')

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(i) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(I) Sanding and repairing wet APC
blowdown.

SUBPART C-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of magnesium
sanded and repaired

Chromium.--- - 190 77
Zinc ........... 620 260Ammonia .... _ 57,00 25,000
Fluoride ...... -.-- 25,0OO 11.000Magnesium - ------ 880 390

Oil and grease. ...... 8,600 5,100TS..,........................ I, 1800 8,300
l (3) 8,300

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(k) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.32 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best available
technology economically achievable (BAT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the

(b) Forging spent lubricants,
The shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(c) Forging wet APC blowdown,

SUBPART C-BPT

Maximum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for an' 1 for monthly

day avetago

mg/lkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of magnesium
forged

Chromum .... 98.000 40,000
Zinc ...................... 270,000 110.000
Ammonia ............... 35.000,000 10,000,000
Fluoride ......................... 16.000,000 7,000.000
Magnesium .................. 1810,000 00.000

(d) Forging solution heat treatment

contract colling water,

SUBPART C-BPT

o Maxlmum Maximum

Polutant or polluant property for any I for monthly
day averago

nglkkg (pound pet billin
pounds) of forged mag.
ne-sum heat treated

Chromium . ........ ......... 230 95inc, ......... ... ............ . ..... ...... 6502 0

Ammonia. 84.000 07,000
Fluoride .............................. 0,000 17,000

agnesium .......................... I 440 - 190

(e) Forging equipment cleaning

wastewater.

SUBPART C--BPT

M aximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for an 1 for monthly

da overage

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of mgnozum
forged

Chromium .. ............... 60 24
Zinc . ................. 170 60
Ammonia ................................. 22,000 9.500
Fluoride ................. 9,600 4,300
Magnesium ......... .... . 110 49

(f) Direct chill casting contact coolihg
water.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(g) Surface treatment spent baths,
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SUBPART C--BPT

&Iaizzurn M .axh-narn
Polutant or polutant property forfany 1 for month:y

Ia I aveaga

rnglkkg (pound pca b:on
pounds) of mragnes:'n
surface treated

ChLrorin 170 I 70
Zno________ 470 200
Arnmola 62,0001 27,000
Fluorid 28,000 O12000?,Iagnes=-. 3201 140

(h) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART C-BAT

Ma.-mrrn fMammrrn
Po!lutant or polutant property for any I for nonthLy

Ay 1 W"ge

mg/kkg (pound per b:ons
pounds) of magnes:,rn
surface treated

Chron mn 650 270
Zinc 1.800 740
Amrmnia 240.000 100.000
fluoride 110.000 47.000
Magnen. , 12 530

(i] Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

{] Sanding and repairing wet APC
blowdown.

SUBPART C-BAT

,'Maxrr= I Marlmum
Polluant or pollutant property foIn for nnlhly

dy averaga

mg/dg (pound per bl-on3
pounds) of magnes:.
sanded and repasred

Chomam 10 64
Zinc_____440 I0
Aunon~a - 57.000 25,000
Ruoride 25,000 11,000i.gneu tu .... 00 I  10

(k) Degreasing spent solvent.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.33 New source performance
standards (NSPS).

Any new source subject to this
subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards: The
limitations for chromium, zinc,
ammonia, fluoride, and magnesium are
the same as specified in § 471.32. The
limitations for pH, total suspended
solids, and oil and grease are the same
as those specified in § 471.36.

§471.34 Pretreatment standards for
existing sources (PSES).

Except as provided in 40 CER 403.7
and 403.13, any existing source subject
to this subpart which introduces
pollutants into a publicly owned
treatment works must comply with 40

CFR Part 403 and by [36 months after
promulgation] achieve the following
pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES): The limitations for
chromium, zinc, ammonia, fluoride, and
magnesium are the same as specified in
§ 471.32.

§ 471.35 Pretreatment standards for ncw
sources (PSNS)

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7,
any new source subject to this subpart
which introduces pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works must
comply with 40 CFR Part 403 and
achieve the following pretreatment
standards for new sources (PSNS): The
limitations for chromium, zinc,
ammonia, fluoride, and magnesium are
the same as specified in § 471.32.

§ 471.36 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the be.t conventional
pollutant control technology (SCT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent
reduction attainable by the application
of the best conventional pollutant
control technology (BCT):

(a) Rolling spent emulsions.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.
(b) Forging spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.
(c) Forging wet APC blowdown.

SUBPART C-BCT

Polutant or p-!%rLznt p.o y t I for rn-:n I

rr3, ' p'. Fr t i:n
pzazils) ct nr.27un

0) and greaso 2.X0 2.0.:
rss 4.c*:-:-.CH ....... ')1 C')

3t;lthl the rno f 7.5 to 10.0 at Cfl Lm1.

(d) Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART C-BAT

S.c.. ..nt or p'..Lr.. t pmccu. .i fo r -mn I 7, 1 -r

pH ~d I '! '
M303 (P-qd For t="n

astof fw: er.a.

03 and grease O~Z) C's:3

3Vrttam, the =ago of 7.5 to 10,0 at 0i Lsaa.

(e) Forging equipment cleaning
wastewater.

SUBPART C-BCT

F.. -z r C:-:- r=-Ty fr 1-41 1 f=

C war.d Gf 1.rco 1,50

W.!L ta rz a of 7.5 t MO t2 L-Cs

(I) Direct chill casting contact cooling
water.

There shall be no discharge of process e
wastewater pollutants.

(g) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART C-BCT

F,.f.zi or,.F r" c r'I tar0. uny f ar mo-t-

rrgJ! (d*r )
pC'-tx&) of rrorararaun

cl -,-. caaao 4,701 4.7C0

, Lfo rc- 3 of 7.5 to 10.0 -n t t -a.

(h) Surface treatment rinsewater

SUBPART C-BCT

Po7 ft1 ar:~ Frco rry L'r cay I Tfo or! r;f

mr.Vk'k fpcurd For tF2arx
PC-&r~) C, mo-en-
esrfao tra 1d

cl cr's C:a-ZQ 1O.000 18CCO
.TSS 27.CCO 21,000
PH I ()1 ('1

'W' nl tlo ra.3 of 7.5 to 10.0 ot n trnz-.

(i) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(Sanding avod repairing wet APO
blowdow.

tUEPART C-BCT

PltaiCZ Fa. r' cefTr far cafI for rr-=aliy

mgJ'-gq (poud r L
Fta)of

cand:ad s;ad rpaxed

CC7rc~o 4.3-M3 4,000
753-- 6.4:0 5,100

(k): Degreasing spent solvents.

There shall be no discharge of process
w.astewater pollutants.
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Subpart D-Nickel/Cobalt Forming
Subcategory
§471.40 Applicability; description of the
nickel/cobalt forming subcatetory.

This subpart applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United
States, and introductions of pollutants
into publicly owned treatment works
from the process operations- of the
nickel/cobalt forming subcategory.

§ 471.41 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations for the
process operations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best
practicable control technology currently
available (BPT):

(a) Rolling spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(b) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART D-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day Iaverage

mgfkkg (pound per bilion
pounds) of nickellcobalt
rolled with emulsions

Chromium __ 660 270N;Cke .- 2.90 1.900
Fluoride. ................... 89,000 39,000
O1 and greado...............] 30000 18.000
TSS ................................... . 61.0001 2 000

WithIn the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tines.

(c) Rolling contact lubricant-collant
water.

SUBPART D-BPT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant prerly for any I for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound per bilon
pounds) of nickel/cobalt
roiled with contact lubri.
cant-coolant water

Chrom am..n 5.900 2.400
N,ck ................... 26.000 17.000
Fluoride ...................... 800,000 350,000
OC and grease . ............. 270,000 160,.00
TSS . . ..... ............... 550,000 280.000

Withn the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(d) Rolling solution heat treatment
contact cooling water

SUBPART D-BPT SUBPART D-BPT

Maximu I axmm ?.Iax m axrnPollutant or pollutant property fo ny il for monthly Pollutant or pollutant property for any I fomntl
I a vrg da, oerg

mg/kg (pound per billioD
pounds) of nickel/cobalt
heat treated

Chromum _I .00 .0

Fluoride . 16.00 7.20
Oil end grease. ....... 5.40 3.30
TS _ | 11.00 5.30k
pH ... 1') (

"Within the range o1 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(e) Tube reducing spent lubricant.
There shall be no discharge ofprocess-

wastewater pollutants.

(1) Drawing spent neat oils.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(g) Drawing spent emulsions.

SUBPART D-BPT

IMaxtimumi MaximumPollutant or pollutant proprty forany1 ] for monthly
| da" I average

mg/drg (pound par biliorv
pounds- of nickel/cobalt
drawn with emulsion

Chromium.... 42 17
1so 120

Fluoride --... . 5700 2.500
Oil and grease..... 1,900 1.100

S 3,90m 1.800pT ...... .... . ... I..,.o........ ..... ..... . t')] 1. o()

'Withn the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(h) Extrusion spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.,

(i) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-BPT

mg/lkkg (pound per billion
pound3) of nIckel/coball
forged, extruded, or
preased

05 22

240 1G0Fuoride ....... 7................. 7,400 0.00
Ol and greaao........... ....... 200 1,00D

PH (') (,)

Within the tango of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(k) Forging equipment cleaning
wastewater.

SUBPART C-BPT
]Maxtmum ] a.timum

Pollutant cr po!lutant Popol for ny T I fo, monthy

m DJO (Mound per billion
pound3) of n!ckclfcObalt

forged

Nickel-...... ... ...... 3.t00 [ ,100
Fluo'd . . . . 97,1000 43.O00
Oil and grease--......... 33.000 20.000

pH . .. ... ..... . C ') (')

V With:n the rangs of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tma3.

(1) Forging die contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-BPT
Mal,!imum I Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for arrj I I for monthly
"ty Ieveraga

mglkkg (pound pot billion
pounds) of nIckl/cobilt
forged

Ncket ......... .. .. 2.4 1.00
.... ....... 75.000 03,000

0;1 and greaso . ............ 26.000 10.000

TH ....... ............... t 0. at (o (l2 .).
IWithin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tVmo3.

fMaximum Maxidmum
Pollutnt or polutant property foranyI for monthly (im) Forging/swaging spent neat oils.

da average There shall be no discharge of process
mg/kkg (pound per billion wastewater pollutants.

pounds) of extruded
nlckelfcobalt heat treat. (n) Stationary and direct chill casting
ed contact cooling water.

Choiu ................. I 37 Is1
Nickel. 160 110
Fluoride 5,000 2,200
OJl and grea . 1,700 1.000
TSS 3,400 1.800
pH ....... (1) (1)

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(j) Forging, extrusion, and isostatic
press hydraulic fluid leakage.

SUBPART D-BPT

Maxinum I ,flrmum
Pollutant or pol!utant property for arry I for ontanhly

day average

mg/kkg (pound pet b.Illn
lba) of nlckel/cobalt col
by the ebtonary or
d tent chill mothd

Chromium ......... ................ 7,800 ,00
, ............... " .o ] 23.000

Fluokide ....................... 1,100.000 470,000
Oil and grease....................... 360,000 210.000
TSS .........................- 730.000 050.000tH ................. .a .of .. 0 at l ) (l)

I Y.Fthin the range of 7.5 to 10 0 at all times.

I
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(o) Casting/vacuum melting steam
condensate.

SUBPART D-BPT

I.a~ n=u I 1l2*urn
Po'utant or polutant propety for any1 for 

mornt
t  

y
I day average

rngflg (pound per bon
pounds) of ndckelcoba't
vacumn mc!ted

curomiun _ 74 30
Nickel_ _ 320 210
Fluod 10.000 4.400
Oi1 and grease 3.400
rSS . 6,900
pH- (1)

'VWrh! the range of 7. to 10.0 ats almes.

(p) Metal power production
atomization wastewater.

SUBPART D-BPT

2,000

(1)

Pollutant or polutant property for any I for montitLy
day avera93

mglkkg (pound per b"on
pounds) of rdcke1lcobat
metal poer

Ci-romiuni 1.200 510
ckel 5.500 1 3,60

Ruode 170,000 75.000
Ol and grease 57,000 34.000
5S 120,000 55.000
pH (1) (1)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at al times.

(q) Annealing solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-B PT

im, um Maximum
Pol"utant or polutant propery for any I for mont hy

day crverage

mglkf.g (pound per ban
pounds) of ri'ckclcobat
annealed

-chromium 2,000 820
Nickel 8.800 5.00
Fluoride 270,000 120.000
O and grease 91,000 55.000
s.sI 190.00 6,00

pH () (')

Witlfn the rangs of 7.5 to 10.0 at aUl timrs.

(r) Wet APC blowdown.

SUBPART D-BPT

- /anmum Marcmnum
Polutant or polutant property for any I for mornthiy

day overage

rgfkkg (pound per blLon
pounds) of rfaketfcob-tt
fon'ed

chroiurm 110 45Ncel_________ 430 320

Fluoride 15,000 6.00
Oil and grease 5.000. 3,00
TS I 10.0O 4.900
pH () (')

Whin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(s] Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART D-BPT

Po''utant or p ..U1 ..t agf 1.7. I r.,

Pa'ff±) ci~of
vzufm t=!-d

tMckci 1.702 1.1C3
Fluo'1351.8 23"X:3

03 and gcz, 702 0.
TSS 5'C031 17,.1
PH (1) (1)

I ' tt-n tho ran:. ci 7.5 to 10,0 ct L ] T.

(t) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART D-BPT

Po~utzntr po"ss t nicity i I dz-j rm.t~I l: I -'T p

rr/I,.)g (p.mi , p07 .-.

pv.n'±) of r.]' mt"1
rVzTf= trc=nd

Ctom un . 4.7C3 t.2 3
il:ckli 20.03 13.0:03
Fluorldoa D0.C-2 3 0.0
0 an dgrc=n 210.C:3 12.0.:0

TSS4C12.3 210.C:0
PH (' '

I Vlh~n ths rao of 7.5 to 10.0 at cl t-rnO.

(u) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART D-BPT

SUBPART D-BPT

ZED~u I CL

76.rC0 34.CCO
Oi c1:1 M6CCO , 15,003O
TOs 52,0 ZS.CCO: (9 (1)

k th-an r7 2of 7,5 to 10 0 at a-0 L-c-.

(x) Ammonia rinse wastewater.

SUBPART D-BPT

P . :dI vale= 530. 10==

PC3rzrt f c r Fcrcy fttay I f.r r10 n.±l0

pa'.x du) of r (kelcaitz
tr(Sw /r n we u rnt:a
R --Tcn

1~cl0.0 200
630.0 4100

Cl adCanjC!Cs' 310.0 I100
YE'S C40.0 310
pHi (1) (1)

*Wius,- t rc-rts of 7.5 to 10.0 at a0 LrcaO

(y) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART D-BPIT

Poutcnt or p:iuiant pc;crt/ any I cz rrF nu tAWUl7=1
a: a'.tscgpr:e~r (--r ezp 1ca fari ranyl.1

IdI average-
er]f3 (c:. 'z ,.n
p=..) ci r c. t
a'ZEn. c!=a:if

hrojurn 130 5AS
i±.l____________ 5160 Z3 0

ord. ..... 1,. 0 8100
I andg rcazo ] 6100 3700
ss 1.-0 V.20
H (1) (,)

' Wathin the no of 75 to 10.0 at 0 Ur=-ZO

(v) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART D--BFT

rm g= ~(,, (t)ar

-ur Stof rngo!dacfaat
Sv'sd atcT D

440 123

F013 253r.30

.TSS 130 2,)

I Wft. a t.2 r.3 3of 7-5 Co 10.0 at a.1 C tims.

(z) Steam cleaning condensate.

SuBpART D-BPT

po%=an or p:!Vuina rP;-TV a n 137 rr371' j .zizr I!cr.
day '.-acge c~tlr ;:%='-t rxcCrtyf-. 13 af1 f-r maroh~y

,a. .tr ) i r--kcif:c:)

Ctoo.. .. . 2.03 002)e
013 and granos SD232 OC.3

TS5 3:.31:2 071M:

IVahn the raro of 7.5 to 10,0 at 0 -rx.

(w) Molten salt rinsewater.

spzar. ci Lck Catn

_________'__ 10.0 42
___. . . 45.0 23

1,40.0 6100
CI c ":l ac .. 4300 2M2.

.3 .-. n C _ _ 6f0.0 t 410 a0

(aa) Hydrostatic tube testing
wastewater.
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SUBPART D-BPT

Maximum MmaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound bill:on
pounds) of nlckel/cobalt
tube tested by the hy-
drostatic method

Chromium.......... ... 590 240
Nckel.. ................. 2.600 1,700
Fluord............-.............. 80.000 36.000
Oil and grease................... 27,000 16.000
TSS . .... ............. 55,000 26,000
pH . .............. (') (')

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(bb) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge ofprocess

wastewater pollutants.

(cc) Miscellaneous nondescript
wasterwater sources

SUBPART D-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound billion
pounds) of nickel/cobalt
formed

Chomum .... .... 26 11
Nickel ..-.............................. . 110 74
Fluoride .................. 3.500 1,500
0.1 and greaIe......... 1200 7C0........................... ...... Z 2400 ~ 1,100

pH -........................ ....... ( )
Wtlhin the rangeof 7.5 to 10.0 at all times

§ 471.42 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best available
technology economically achievable (BAT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpartmust achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent
reduction attainable by the application
of the best available technology
economically achievable (BAT):

(a) Rolling spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.
(b) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART D-BAT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly
day average

rng/kkg (pound per blion
pounds) of nickel/cobalt
rolled with emulsions

Chromium .......... 550 220
Nickel ................ .. .. I 820 550
Fluoride ... ................... 89.OO 000

(c) Rolliig contact lubricant-coolant
water.

SUBPART D-BAT SUBPART D-BAT

Maximum Maximum Pollutant or pollutant prop-urty foryn 1 for montPollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly ay oveage
day 'average Iday Iaverge

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of nickel/cobalt
rolled with contact lubri-
cant-coo!ant water

Chromium._ . 500 200
Nickel__. . 740 500
Fluorde.._- 80,000 35.000

(d) Rolling solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-BAT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for ay nthly
day I averago

mg/kkg (pound per hilton
pounds) of rickel/cobalt
heat treated rolled

Choiu ----. 00 .0o
.ike0O .00

1uoride.... ' .60 .70

(e) Tube reducing spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(f) Drawing spent neat oils.

There shall be no discharge ofprocess
wastewater pollutants.

{g) Drawing spent emulisions.

mg/kkg (pounrd/bllion
pound.) of nlckel/coball
forg.d, oxhudcd, or
prcsod

Chromium..... . 40 10Nickel . 69 40
Fluoride . .............. .......... 400 ,300

tk) Forging equipment cleaning
wastewater.

SUBPART D-BAT

MaxImum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1I fa monthly

day averoga

mgikkg (pound/bill:on
pound-) of nIckel/cobalt
for gd

Chrorum .......... ..... ...................
N~~e .... .. ....... 9D Go

Fluorida ............ ..... 0.700 4300

(1) Forging die contact cooling water,

SUBPART D-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant proporly, for I monthlyday7 overage

mglkkg (pound/billion
pounda) of nlckel/cobal
forged

Cromium ........................... 7 50 I .39
Fu ld ................. ........ .... 7' 00 3.3!00

SUBPART D-BAT (m) Forging/swaging spent oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

Maximum Maximum wastewater pollutants.
Polutant or pollutant property for any I for monthlyday average (n) Stationary and direct chill casting

contact cooling water.
mg/kkg (pound/billionpounds).of nickel/cobalt SUBPART D-BAT

orawn with emuLs:on3

Chromilum. 35 14
Nickel ............. ..... 52 35
Fluoride .... I . 5,700 . 500

(h) Extrusion spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(i) xtrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-BAT

M.axlmurn ?.larlrum
Pollutant or pollutant proporty for any I for onlly

day average

rg/kkg (pound/bill on
pounds) of ni!ckollcobal
cawt by the stationary or
d0rect chil mthod

Chromium................ ... .. 660 270Nickel ...................... 9 0 (;60

Fluoride .......... ........ 110.00 47,000

[o) Casting/vacuum melting steam
condensate.

SUBPART D-BAT

Maximum MaxImum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly Maximum Maxtmum

day average Pollutant or pollutant property forny fortt monthly

mgtkkg (pound/btlllon
poundo) of nIckel/cobilt
vacuum molted

Chromium... 62 25
Nicke ...... .... 92 02
Fluoride . 10T.000 4.400

Chromium .......... 31 12
Ni 46 31
Fluoide ........ 5,000 2.200

(j) Forging, extrusion, and isostatic
press hydraulic fluid leakage.
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(p) Metal powder production
atomization wastewater.

SUBPART D-BAT

Maximum .Mafmurn
PolIutant or po!lutant property for any 1 for mont ly

day av,'eraa

mglkkYg (pound. per t"Mon
pounds) of nrkcI/cc".'t
metal po.wder atom.zed

Cronum 1.100 40
.ckei ,1,600 1 .100

Fluoride- 170.000 75.00

(q) Annealing solution heat treatment

contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-BAT

Maximum Mavnmm
Pollutant or pollutant property for rny 1 for monthly

dafy Iaverage

mglkkg (pound per b En
pounds) of riclcob-1t
annealed

Chmrmum_________ 7 69
N2ke50 170

Fluoride. 27.000 12.0

(r) Wet APC blowdown.

SUBPART D-BAT

Malmum Mimu.
Pollutan or poIlutant property foran 1 for montihy

da average

mgtkkg (pound per b 'on
pounds) of rc6ke1fcobalt
formed

Cbrom:uni 931 38
Ire . - 140 93

Fluoride 15.000 6.600

(s) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART D-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or po!utant property for an 1 for monrth

mglk.g (pound pIr bcn
pounds) of roketlc b,.t
surface treated

Ctvormarn. 3201 1"0
N:&el 470 320
Fluoride 51.000 23.000

(t) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART D-BAT

M.Aamum Mairmn-n
Poutant or po't.Itant property fory 1 for month'

day average

mgfkkg (pound per b i.on
poundsba) of mcudelf
cobalt surface treatcd

chrorium. 390 160
u.ce 630 .90

Fluoride- 3.000 28.OD0

SUEPART D-BAT

Pc,,ck1 C , 17.0 110

F,,:neo ls,.:. O 61800

(v) Alkaline cleaning rumsewater.

CPc:rlam 1C 0100

(v) Alaie clani rinsewater.

SUBPART D-BAT

Pa" oat or Pz . . .. . fv I 1fI

p~)of r kc!lect ,I

OuCCm111 75
____._____ ] c270 10D

Furndz Z0.Cz3 SCOt

(w) Molten salt rinsewater.

SUBPART D-BAT

P&!Vlanlor po'~uart pccrty fcr ry I :Ir m=r.erJ

(y) ammia /rinseo stenturicns

SUBPART D-BAT

Po'j3 atr1:.. tnIpaty'r. fercot I''1|f .'2

l "13 m.J F" "rcI'

pe.e: ) Cf r,.e~fc 'r 1.

FR do ....................] OIO.', 4100'

(x) Sami gring spen s aten.

SUBPART 0-BAT

P'uzan or P:"i.Zrnl p:-,-; tc feer I fe rr=rIt'y

&ue C0.=:3

(y) Stam clearning conensubate .

SUsPART D-B.AT

F";:'%43 . ...... .. 1,4 und per .

of mckctccbal~t

-as as5
11:0 6

(aa) Hydrostatic tube testing
wastewater.

SUBPART D-BAT

Pc=-Iz or Vp: ,an pf-CCrr f!r err I for mrtn4

grrbDeea (setol d per n ts m

Lo shald by t fhay-

501 201
74 a0

F-na8,000O 3.600

(bb) Degreasing, spent solvents.
There sbaill be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(cc) Miscellaneous nondescript
wastewater sources.

SUBPART D-BAT

P Cr,=1 o Ir for m rrr'0,9

§ 41.4 Ne surc peformance
standrds (SdS)

suhpartof acf fo ccw: I

§47143 New source performance
standards (NSPS).

Any newr source subject tor this
subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards (NSPS):
The limitations for chromium, nickel,
and fluoride are the same as specified in
§ 471.42. The limitations for pH, total
suspended solids, and oil and grease are
the same as specified in § 471.46.

§ 471.44 Pretreatment standards for
existIng sources (PSES).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7
and 403.13. any editing source subject
to this subpart which introduces
pollutants into a publicly owned
treatment works must comply with 40
CFR Part 403 and by (36 months after
promulgation) achieve the following
pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES]: The limitations for
chromium, nickel, and fluoride are the
same as specified in § 471.42.(u) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

o o . _i -= .... 
. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .

r
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§ 471.45 Pretreatment standards for new
cources (PSNS).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7,
any new source subject to this subpart
which introduces pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works must
comply with 40 CFR Part 403 and
achieve the following pretreatment
standards for new sources (PSNS): The
limitations for chromium, nickel, and
fluoride are the same as specified in
§ 471.42.
§ 471.46 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32 any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent
reduction attainable by the application
of the best conventional liollutant
control technology (BCT]:

(a] Rolling spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(b] Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART D-BCT

Maximum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of niekel/cobait
rolled with emulsions

01 a ................................ 1n greas 15,000

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(c] Rolling contact lubricant-coolant
water.

SUBPART D-SCT

Maximum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property forday I foramonthly

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of nlckel/obalt
rolled with emulsions

Oil and greses:... _.......... 13,000 13.000
TH .......................... .0 18,000

I Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(d) Rolling solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-CT
Maximum I Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day averaga

mg/kkg (pound per b3blon-
pounds) of nlckel/cobalt
rolled with emulsions

Oil and greae_.................... . .30 .30TSS ............. . . .401 .30

SUBPART D-OCT-Continued

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or Poutn property dorary aeragothl

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(e) Tube reducing spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(If Drawing spent neat oils.
There shall be'no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(g) Draiving spent emulsions.

SUBPART D-BCT
Maximum a~uPollutant or pollutant property for any foxmumly

day averg

mg/kkg (pound per bron
pounds) of nickel/cobalt
rolled v.ith emulsions

0,1 and grease-................ 950 950
TSS. 1,400 1.100pH ... .. . V() (1)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(h] Extrusion spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(i] Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-BT

Mtimum aximum
Pollutant or pollutant prop ray I for monthy• (Lay Iaverage

mg/kkg (pound per I':rn
pound-) of n!ckel/cobalt
rol:ed with emuls!ons

0.1 and grease . 830 830TSS ..... 1,200 1,0oo
pH() ()

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(j) Forging, extrusion, and isostatic
press hydraulic fluid leakage.

SUBPART D-SOGT
Maximum Ma.ximum

Polutant or pollutant property foranry 1 formonthly

mg/kkg (pound per b;iron
pounds) of n.ckel/cobatt
rolled with emuls:ons

Oil and grease ...... 1.200 1.200TSS............... . 1.900 I 1,500
pH .. .. J (,) (,)

1 Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tinm

SUBPART D-BOT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant properly fo na0 for manthly

F day Iaverage

mg/kkg (pound/bl!an
pound;) of reckol/coball
forged

01 and greae .... ....... 10,00 1,000
TSS............ 400 2,00

3 Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(1) Forging die contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-O0T

Maximum JMastmum
Pollutant or pollutant property for ny I for monthly

mglkkg (pound/bT!on
pounds) of nlckellcobalt
forged

0.1 and grea........................ 1,300 1,300
TSS.. ............ ' 1,950 1100

Within the range of 7.1 to 10.0 at all tImes,

(in) Forging/swaging spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(n) Stationary and direct chill casting
contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-OT

Maximum MaxImum
Pollutant or pollutant property for y1 foar monthly

mg/kMg (pound/b'on
pounda) of nlckal/cobalt
cast by the stationary or
direct chiU method

Oil and grease ................... ' 18,000 10.030
TSS. ............................ 27,000 21.000
PH (1) ()

I Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tlinea.

(o) Casting vacuum melting steam
condensate.

SUBPART D-BCT

Maxmum MaximumPo!lutant or pollutant prory far any I for monthly
day average

rag/Pg (pound/b.l!on
pounds) of nlckcl/cobalt
vacuum melted

Oil gre ................. 1.700 1,700
.............. 2.00 2.000

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all imes.

(p) Metal powder production
atomization Wastewater.

(k) Forging equipment cleaning
wastewater.
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SUBPARrD-BCT SUEPART D-CO Sua5PART D-BCT

Pollutant or polu prcety 1o n o ot~ ~ alo .r ~t 4tyI ! t~~~ C tC f~~ r~cj fra~I frror~I sy a'.ers I Ildvy

mglkg (.poundmbgo
ponds) of recellcaIt
metal powder, atomized

a-land grease 23.oo 28.000
7[S5 43.000 34.010
PH - (3) 1 (1)

'Witdrr~'ern-eof'7;5to 10.0 at all times.

Cq) Annealing solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART D-BCT,

MafIum I fMaimum
Polutant or .pOuPtantproperty for ary I for mot~ y

-day mauzaa

mg!k1.g9 4poudif'7on
po d,-) of rncttetlcobatt
annealed

Oland ge-4.60h8 4,6MZ
". 5,500

pt-P ( (1)

Witiin thLraene of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(r) Wet APO-blowdown.

SUBPART D-BCT-

Pblufant or pd!utaft propertZ for ayI I or mooty

mgmkg (COXWEm-on
pounds) of nW.ellcobah
formed

01 and greDse 2.0 2,500
Tss 3.800 3.000pH (1 '1

klithin, the range of 7.5-to 10,0 at all times,.

Cs) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART D-BCT

P="-) Cl r"Ac Vtfa1
Qokz.r ce-zr-ed

Cor c .10.0 3100
T2S . . .o 3TOO

PHI V't
V.-n the raneo, of 7.5 Em 1C.0 af-o34-rz-

(v] Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SusPARr D--BCT

t.2 . L,'-' ItL'--n-
PC !:thtnl or p:.o1 p or f00 oyl fa.

(w} olte sal r :n ewt r.e

TSS a n01 55

PH ('3 ('3

I =:dtn r-oo;a c 7:5 to 10.0 ot C_1 Cm=--

( Molten salt rinsewater.

SUBPART D-BCT

PH!0 (p1)d ~

z Withi c.o rono, ci 7 S to 100 al 0 L-rzs.-%

(x) Ammonia rinse wastewater.

SUBPART D--BCT

I M ar~n I fI s.r-nr,Maximum I ?&rmm P0:utart cc:rtzm Icrt fo r s lrz
Mofutant or pol utant property for an1 for monthly __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ _

Ia averag3

mgfkkg ( d!on
pounds) of rick.cacolm01
surface be ted

- aOd grease 8*600 8,600
Ts- 13. 10.CO
P1-I1 () (')

Withim the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(t) Surface treatment rinsewater."

SUBPART D-BCT
Ma-xum 1.hemum

Po.utant or pollutant propert fr an1 for m:nth/y
da average

mglkkg (pound b :-on
pounds) of :ckef/cobnt
surface treated

01 and grease - 11,000 11,030
Tis 16.000 13.000
pH (') (')

V.i*t,-n the range c 7.5 to 10.0 at all tres.

(u) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

PH - -- - 1420 1 41)

M th, n Vlu rz 5oa c 75 to 100 at c3 Lnra

(y) Sawing/-rinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART D-ECT

F-C12os or pc:,tonlt ;,C;:rtj c am I f:1 rr-nttc~y

CT :'-

.n.M-ao I io'on t.%- -o

13 C:Ji31' Tapt- ..... ZC ::~ :-- *',j)1 (3)

zSteam clran 75 to 100 at nens.

(z) Steam cleaning condensate.

P4.s&) Ct r rcka t

-JS 200.0' MUD.

PH ) Vf)

IW V ~.r ing p 7-5 t o 10. 0 a 10 t emi4m.

(aa) Hydrostatic tube testing
wastewater-

SuBPARr D-BT

T a ........ a r 1 .O lo1s 0

[dy

sbc e) of caseccovns

v,-as terate' bo]tu t fts-

(bb) Degreasing spent solvents.
Therc-shall be no discharge of process

rwasterwaterpollutants.
(cc) Miscellaneous nondescript

wastewater seurce&~

SjaPAr D--BCT

of~~~ ,c:;- .-,-r2 fc.y' --r ,

Subar E-PrciusMeals IPFmings

I brc t oorI far

l;U penrd Per F,-. en
pcmzdz) of e±0:fICtt

ci -,.I ~ Ezo6 zO 530.0
Tsm EfO0 7M0,

Subpart E-Preclous Metals Forming
Subcategory"

§ 471.50, ApplcablItdescmpUoaottha
precious metals forming subcategory.

Thin su5part applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United
States. and introductions of pollutants
iro publicly ownedi treatment works
from the process operatio'ns bf the
precious meals forming suh-at- gr.

§ 47T5 Etluelim Imlttlon.represe.tg.
thade~gre o cffluen rcdu1o rr=-,be
by the application of the best practicable
control technology currently avallabre
(BPT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32. any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations for the
process operations representing the
degree of eluent reduction attainable
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by the application of the best
practicable control technology currently
available (BPT):

(a) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART E-BP-T

Maximum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day average

g/kkg (pound per biWon
pounds) of precious
metals rolled with mut-
eons

Cadmium .... _......._ _. 120 I 54
Copper............ ... ..- 680 86

Cyanide ... _ __ _ _0,. 1 43Silver ............ 160 61
Oa and grease........ . 7.200 4,300
TS ............. , 15,000 7.000H.. . .. . ... (') (2)

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(b) Rolling solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-BPT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly
day avemage

g/kkg (pound per bilon
pounds) of rolled pre.
cious matals heat treat-
ed

Cadmium ....- . -- , 2,400 I 1,100

Copper-...... ........... 13.000 7,000
Cyan.1e..............I, 2,000 840
Silver.......................... , 2,900 1,200
Oil and groaso -....... 140,000 84,000
TS ......................... , I 290,000 140.000PH .... .... ........ . . : . .I ' 1 '

within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at ail times.

(c) Drawing spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(d) Drawing spent emulsions.

SUBPART E-BPT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly
day I average

g/kkg (pound per billon
pounds) of precious
metals drawn %ith emul-
sions

Cadmium ........................... 72 - 2Coper...... .. ..... . I 400 I " 210
Cyanide ....................... I 62 26Silver ................. .. . ... 87 J 36
Oil and grease ............... 4.300 2,600TSS ........................... ..... . 0.700 4,200
pH .() ()

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(e) Drawing spent soap solutions.

SUBPART E-BPT

Maxjmum I Maximun
Pollutant or poitutant property amor ay 1I for monthly

dayl average

mglkrg (pound per billion
pounds) of precious
metals dravn vth soap
aoutiona

Cadmium. - .. 2.40 1.00
Copper ................ . 13.00 6.90Cyande ..... ... . 2.00 .80
S:, r . ........ 2.80 1.20
Oil and grease.... . . 140.00 83.00
TSs . ... . 280.00 140.00
P(

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tims.

(f) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound per bili!on
pounds) of extruded pro-
clous metals heat treat-
ed

Cadmium .... 4,700 2,100
copper__ .26,000 14,000
Cyanide . .. .. 4,000 1,600
Silver ... 5,600 - 2.300
Oil and grease- - -. 270,000 160,000
TSS _ __ .... 560,000 270,000
pH ... (1) ()

Vithin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all time.

(g) Semi-continuous and continuous
casting contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-BPT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property Tor any 1 fr monthly
day average

mglkkg (pound, per bill!on
pounds) cast by the
sen-conitnuou3 or con-
tinuous method

Cadmium-- . 3,80 1,700
Copper............... ..... 21.000 11,000
Cyanide ---.....- 3,200 1,300
SIver ...... . 4.600 1,900
Oil and grease.. . J 220.000 130,000
Tss ... 460,0100 220,000pH-- J (1) (1)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all timee.

(h) Stationary casting contact cooling
water.

SUBPART E-BPT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

mgkkg (pound per biion
pounds) cast by the sta-
tionary method

Cadmium-___.J 1.40 J .110
Copper_.... . . 7.90 4.20

Cyande . .1.20 .50Silver.-. - - - --.. 1.70 .70

Oil and grease---... -........ 83.00 50.00
hS the.range.o7.5 t.0 a 170.00 I 8100

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(i] Direct chill casting contact cooling
water.

SUBPART E-BPT

Maximum Ma rumPollutant or pollutant property for ay I for monthly
day ovcra"

mglkg (pound per b.!lion
pounds) of Pfciesn
meltl cast by the dfect
cKl mothod

280 1"0Coper ............... ,600 0,10

Cy d.......... 240 o
S4...... 0 34 140

11 and grease .................. 16.000 9,800
H4....................0......... ,0 16.000

Vithln the range of 7,5 to 10.0 at all lmo,

(j) Shot casting contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-BPT

Maximum Moymum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any1 fat nronthly

day averag

mg/kkg (pound pet b!lon
pounds) of prosloua
meta shot cast

Cadmium....... ....... 300 110
Copper - .......... 1,700 090
cyan.nde........ .................... 260 110
S;lvsr.......... 370 150
03 and grcaa.............. 10.000 11,000
T5S...3............. 07,000 17,000

AWith:n the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at al times.

(k) Casting wet APC blowdown.

SUBPART E-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day averago

mglkkg (pound pet biUllon
pounds) of prcc!o,jo
metals coal

Cmlm................,..... 20.0 6.0Cad'm!um- - ... .

Copper... .... :......... 110.0 59,0
Cyanrdo.... ......... 17.0 7.0
Siver. .................. 24.0 10.0
oil and gr1ae0.......... 1,200.0 700.0
TSS .............. 2,400.0 1,100.0PH ... .0 (9

'Within the rang- of 7.5 to 10.0 at all Uas.

(1) Metal powder production

atomization wastewater.

SUBPART E-BPT

Maximum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property fra 1 far msnth:ynvctogo

.mg/P1g (pound pet b:llon
pounds) of ptccoua
mota13 po.vdcr wet
atomized

Cadmium ..... ..................... ........ - 2.300 1,000
CoPPer.. .............. 13,000 0,700
Cyan'do............... 1,900 00
Silver................................... 2,700 1,100
Of and grease ......... ......... 130.000 80,000

I
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1.4maanum M aximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day avera

TSS 270.000 130.000
pH (0 (1

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(m] Metal powder production ball

milling wastewater.

SUBPART E-BPT

Ma ximnum Mardnurn

Pollutant or pollutant property for any1 I for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound p E bn
pouns) of precious.
metals powder wat ball
rm.lad

Cadmnum 7.400 3.300
Copper 41.000 22.00
Cyanide 6,300 2,600
S,3ver 8.900 3.700
0 andgrease 430.000 260.OO

TSS890.000 420.000
PH (9 (9

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(n] Pressure bonding contact cooling

water.

SUBPART E-BPT

SUBPART E-BPT SUsPART E-BPT

?.or~~~~npern a .3xr P02.tx!orp'aft property te .ryI fr rnr~ottil
Poeutant of pe'UbAnt PropertY for mny 1 Ifor Irnydy ~r~

I~ I C4 Imcfc'

p.d) of rons

Cdrum...... . .... 53 23
Coppr 2,23 1ea
c -a 45 19

0T and grians 6.103 10VZ
T556.403 3.00.3

PH (91 (7

'Within the rasse of 7.5 to 10.0 at oil t=3

(q) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART E-BPT

trrJqcq (Sotx4 per L-Mon:
rowrd-') of prec=t
rr- 21 and bans oreist
,.a;.'---d pcr to tor.-r.g

Cal:L -'- .. 1.20 510
Ce-rf 6.0 3,400
cy= O GL9 30 410

0] and Crtn E3.CCO 41.020
TrSS _ 14S.CO 8.0CCO
pH ') (1)

WItorniof 7.5 t3 10.0 ala.0 trrnS.

(u) Tumbling wastewater.

SUBPART E-BPT

MIcnrwn IM==as -Astr M.axinsan
PO!"utat or pe-ulant pnoperty o n I for rnorrty PG.xr r pcZ =q~r propert o r for isonthty

m a ocoa d5I vera

Cadntwn 970 4:3
Copper 5.400 2E 00
Cya.|d &80

03 and Geaso 57.000 04,0213
T55 120.02 e.C0~
p ith'c o (3 ' -(4'3

'thn tho rosa° of 7.5 to 10.0 at a.l t -r d3.

Pollutant or pollutant property f any 1 for,,ot'y (r) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.
cday avag

mglkkg (pound per hVron
pounds) of precous
metals metal and bass
metal pressure bonded

admoumn 28 13

Cyaide24 10
S4 14

01 and grease 1.700 1,000
TSS 3.400 1.600
pH (9 (

'Within the range of 7-5 to 10.0 at all times.

(o] Annealing solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-BPT

Mxmm Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day aerago

mgfkkg (pound per b Fion
pounds) of precious
metals annealed

Cadmium... 3.400 1.500
.opper19.00o 10.000

Cyanide ,2900 1.200
Ser .. 4.100 1.700
01 and grease 200.000 120,000
T*SS_ _ 410.000 200.000
pH (9 (0

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(p) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART E-BPT

ing!Mgt (pcur ., e:b-o
F-b~d) of Preccus
rneiaiu tarled

Ccia'n ..... 30 17'0
C.,pper 2,200 120

: 3 30 140
S.'ro 470 20
C and G'can 23.CC0 14,CC0
"ss 47.CC0 22.CCO

pH (1) (1)

IWt to rx-- of 7.S to 10.0 at a.3 b-.

(v) Burnishing wastewater.

SUBPART E-BPT

M u l nrm
?Aai.~um P..atmt PCou"nt or pcrran poprt for any1i for n-srthiyl

Pouuutant or ponutant property for ay1I for rrzasLy 3,1r Ipcul V=73 I 'veI=P

rmIkkdg (.o'inl per b..on

pourrb) of p003u3

Coppra73 0.70 e=

Cyancdo 1.10 .40
S r 143 £o
03 and Greo 70.0 44.003

-5 150.00 7MOOpH (')! (')

I 'rthr th ranp of 7.5 to 10.0 at al t~ncs.

(s) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART E-BPT

C0 a2 Gacn

st r o of 7.5 to 10

OVM3 (poun per tTn
pCur4dz) of Preocu

49.C0O 26CC'
7,S0o 3.1CO

11.CC0 4.,0
510D ) . 310.C0

1.100.800 500.00C') C ')

at a3 fnes.

(w) Sawing/Grinding Spent
Emulsions.

SUBPART E-BPT

I M. - I L.'-i-xn I I -Gq
d | o",ro"a = ea0

m3ft9 (p-4 p,. ::fz
pz,.a&) of Prco-
rrnlzs ''eaCeannd

Cadm um .2,-3 1.0a,.

c 'do I ,.0 OC,
SIZZNr 2.800 1.=-'3
Ot and Greaw 140.0003 83.00-0

PH ('1C)
V ,thin tho rnna of 7.5 to 10.0 at alz L-z-rn.

(t) Pre-bonding cleaning wastewater.

rm3ThdI' (pcUnd Per brls
pourd) of precis
me:z sawed or ground

C.ru ,2.10 ..0
11.0 6.10
1.80 .70
2.50 1.C0

I and Gxeaw - 120.0 7M.00
S 250.C 120.00

(1) (1)

VWm tl.o ranoo of 7.5 to 10.0 a a3 tn-.ea.

(x) Degreasing spent solvents.
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Inere snal be no discharge of process (e) Drawing spent soap solutions.wastewater pollutants SUBPART E-BAT
§ 471.52 Effluent limitations representing Maximum Maximum
the degree of effluent reduction attainable Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly
by the application of the best available average
technology economically achievable (BAT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent
reduction attainable by the application
of the best available technology
economically achievable (BAT):

(a) Rolling Spent Emulsions.

SUBPART E-BAT
Maximum IMaximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthlyday average

mglkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of precious
metals rolled with emul-
sions

Cadmium............' 7.21 2.9

Copper .............. 46.0 22.0
Cyanide............ 7.2 2.9Silver ............ ....... . ........ ..... 10"0t 423

(b) Rolling solution heat treatment

contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-BAT

mgI/kg (pound per billion
pounds) of precious
metals drawn with soap
solutions

Ccdm~um _ _ 140 .60
Copper- 8.90 420
Cyanide ........... 140 .60
Silver zo° .80

(f) Extrusion press and solution heat

treatment contact cooling.

SUBPART E-BAT

Maximum I Maxmum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any T I for monthly

da verage

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of extruded pre.
cous metals heat treat-
ed

Cadmium ..... I 270 110
Copper.-- --1,800 840
Cyan ide.- - - 270 110

Sivr............................. 400 160

(g) Semi-continuous and continuous

casting contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-BAT
Maxinun Maximum Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any I for mntly Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of. rolled pre.
cious metals heat treat.
ed

Cadmium . .140 5
Copper .............. ........ I 900 430
Cyanide. .. 140 56
Slve ...... .... 200I 84

(c) Drawing spent neat oils.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(d) Drawing spent emulsions.

SUBPART E-BAT

Maximum I MaximumPollutantor pllutant property fordan~y 1 for monthlyag
da average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of precious
metals dravm with emul-
sions

Cadmium ....................... 4.3 1.7
Copper........ ...... .- 27.0 13.0
Cyande.. 4.3 1.7
Silver............. 6.2 206

mg/kkg (pound per bleon
pounds) of precious
metals cast by the seri-
continuous or continu-
cus method

Camum _ - 220 so

Copper... 1.400 680
COyanide .... 220 0Wer.--.. 320j 130

(h) Stationary casting contact cooling

water.

SUBPART E-BAT

SMaximum IMaximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for amyT formonthly

I day avrg

mglkkg (pound per blion
pounds) of precious
metals cast by the sta-
tionary method

Ca.dmrfum ...... .. .80 .30
Copper .................. I 5.30 2.50
Cyanide .. ......... I .80 .30
Siver .... . 1.20 .50

(i Direct chill casting-contact cooling
water.
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SUBPART E-BAT

SMaximum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property Ifor ny 1I for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound pot bill!on
pounds) of precious
metals cast by the drect
chill method

Copper .............................. 1,000 600
Cyanide........... 160 65
Slver......... ..... 240 g0

(j) Shot casting contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-BAT

Maximum I Maximum
Pollutant orpolutent property forn I for monthly

'dy average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of precious
motals shot castCadrnur ... 1oo0 I .1

Copper- ... 110.0 Z4.0
Cyande.....- ... . 18. 7.1Sler.-- 20...... . 200 1.

(k) Casting wet APC blowdown,

SUBPART E-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

S day averago

mg/kkg (pound per bW!on
pounds) of precious
metal cast

Can ...................... ...... 1.20 .60Copper ....................... 7.50 0 .60,

Silver..-.......... 1.70 .70

(1) Metal powder production
atomization wastewater.

SUBPART E-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for ary 1 I for monthly

day Iavorago

mg/kg (pound per b Ilon
pounds) of precious
metals p der wet
atomized

Cadmium ..................... 1,300 630
Copper ................... ......... I 8,500 I 4,100
Cyanide .................. . 1,300 630
Silver .................................. 1.900 00

(m) Metal power production ball
milling wastewater.

SUBPART E-BAT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
clay Iaverage

mglkkg (pound pert billion
pounds) of pcious
metals powder wet bll
milled

Cadnum.............. 43 17
Copper.. -............ . 800 1300Cyanide ........... ......................... 1 430 170
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SUBPART E-BAT

Maxmum Maxmumt.amxrvn ?42rsr_'n
Pollutlant or po~ulltn property fo n or amLontWly polant or polltant precry f I n for iramil4

dy average day" MIrI

Silver -_ 630 280

(n) Pressure bonding contact cooling
water.

SUBPART E-BAT

m.3419g (P- PCr zI
FP-1s) C-1 Fx=

rnczs tnjuscrcr-

Copp.- 4.70 2.20
Cace.70 .20

S10r 1101 40c~~~~d ~' .. ........... 123o

Modmumn MI xrrumPollutant or po.lutant property fo 1 for montsly
dayo average (s) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUtooar =..RAT
mg/kkg (pound per b:on

pounds) of precdous
metals and base metal
pressure bonded

Cadmium - 1.70 70
Copper 11.00 5.10
cyanide 1.70 .70
Silver - 240 1.00

(o) Annealing solution heat treatment

contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-BAT

Maxirnum 1 M
,
.Ias

m um

Polutant or pollutant p1pey for any 1 for monthy
lay av ge _

rg/kYg (pound per b-.n
pounds) of precious
metals annealed

Cadnfwm- - 200 80
Copper 1=0 610
Cyanide 200 e0
&Iver - 290 120

(p) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART E-BAT

Mlaximumn LIasnuan
Pollutant or pollutant property for anyi I for monthly

day Iaverage

mglkkg (pound pr bon
pounds) of precious
metals surface treated

cadnfium 31 12
copper 200 95
Cyanide 31 12
SL-ver 45 19

(q) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART E-BAT

MaxiLmm Maxmum
Pollutantl or pollutant properly for ny 1 f"'r monthy

dtay average

mg/ktg (pound per b..on
pounds) of precous
metals surface treated

Cadm•um_ 570 230
copper- 3.600 1.700
Cyanide 570 23D
Slver_ 2 340

(r) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART E-BAT-Continued

........__--_...._ (x) Degreasing spent solvents.
ol.oap-a I M.crw- There shall be no discharge of process

day o,-M wastewater pollutants.

Ir3fkkg (p,-=4 pcr n
rvods) C, Vc-Tz

Cadmum 10 95
cc M30 4Z20

Cysoo .. 140 S
savr____ 20 83

(t} Pre-bonding cleaning wastewater.

SUBPART E-BAT

§ 471.53 New source performance
standards (NSPS).

Any new source subject to this
subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards (NSPS]:

(a) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART E-NSPS

1 14I M n PC--,all ofmrzam forrr I f or
Pollutant or polltant prepctj frcayIIfr wt=:!zly 1aI day I c -.cra2

rr~fts~ (-ond Pcr Z.
P2-&) of F,-c
=Uta and taco3 fr"ls

C!=.aod pr=o to to;&.3

Car~r_2101 82COPP .. I.S) ca =
Cyanxie 210 82

(u) Tumbling wastewater.
SUBPAnT E-BAT

mijJkk! (po=d ;e- b2ton
peur) of prscxiu

7.2 2.9
. 46.2 22ZO

cy -. - - - 7.2 Z9
s 10.0 4.3
Cs ad Gre --o 250.0 3 0.o

76654.0 420.0
PH V) ')

I , -t tha ra p of 7.5 to 10.0 at l tSrras

(b) Rolling solution heat treatment
noacr n I *-x mn contact cooling water.

Pcnftnt r o! ral popty for any 1I for nnl
I day 1 M-'=3

m3419~k (poun FOS tl f
pcuftds) Cf Vc-ous

8 3 r 05,

coPPcr 570 270
Cyanide e....... 3 35

(v) Burnishing wastewater.

SUBPART 2-BAT

Po~ulant or povtlzt prop-ctj o am fr y

m31)ig (pound pca ~zan
PCX,&s) Cf PC~u3

Cadm-rum_______ _ 5101 1210
Copper =329 SO3:
Cyanide 510 210

Nolvr 753 1

SUBPART E-NSPS

Po!utant or ;=--itprll: o n for rrrl'yI
day vra- s

n-gtt'g (Pound4 p-- t;'on
pcu7d3) of rosed pro-
c=u r.a 3 hzuat trw
ed

140 56
GTga . S3lO 430

Cyads ~140 56

p11 ... .t)} (2)

'W a o r,--33 c 7.5 to 10.0 at a3 t a --

(c) Drawing spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

vastewater pollutants.

(d) Drawing spent emulsions.

(w) Sawing/grinding spent emulsions.

SUBPART E-BAT

pis-nz Max==m
Pc:a. r1 or pZ~r cr ri~ 7~sr for ma~n~I

d, I aoerag

rJkkg (scrx per 1:MrK
F &-d) of Fi eccus
-r4!fl3 =Ned or Ground

CcC .70 3.701.20 
so0

1.80 .70

8157
8157
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SUBPART E-NSPS

M.Md;um I M=m,
Pollutant or pollutant property foran 1 for ml

dy average

mg/tkkg (pound per billion
oinds) of precious

metals drawn with emul-
sions

4.3 1.7
Copper ...... 27.0 13.0
Cyanide-.........- . 4.3 1.7
Ser ... 6....... 62 2.8
Oi and greas e . 210.0 210.0
TSS .......... .32O. 26O.0

I Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(e) Drawing spent soap solutions.

SUBPART E-NSPS

Maximm MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly
day I average

mgIkkg (pound per bIsrion
pounds) of precious
metals drawn with soap
solutions

Cadmium ......... .... 1.40 .60
Copper ........................... I 8.90 4.20cyanld ........ ..-- - I I.O I .60
Silver ................. 2.00 .80
Oil and grease- --.......... 69.00 69.00

100.00 3.00pH . . . ... ] (1) ()

'Wthin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(f) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling.

SUBPART E-NSPS

(h) Stationary casting contact cooling
water.

SUBPART E-NSPS

(1) Metal powder production
atomization wastewater.

SUBPART E-BPT

Maximum I Maximum eI)",fxinum 1 x MimumPollutcnt or polutant property forany for monthly Pol"u!lont or c!t.ant prOperty -fo n I for mrnthty
I - day average 1 lay 1 everao ,

mg/kkg ,pound per billion
pounds) of precious
mctls cast by tft sta-
tionary method

Cadmium- - - ,. .80 .30
Copper-.. 5.30 2.50
Cyaide .. 80 .30
Silver .1.20 .50
Oil and grease .......... 4200 42.00
TSS ! 3.00 50.00

H - .. (') (t)

SWthin the sanga of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(i) Direct chill casting contact cooling
water.

SUBPART E-NSPS

mg/kkg (pound pot t Iron
pounds) of procious
mctala powder wet
atomized

Copper----- ---- 8,500 4,100
Cyanide 10300 30
Sver . ....................... 1.900 600
Oil and g 67.000I 7,000
TS........................ _, 100.000 00.000P44 (1) (1)

Within the vongpato 7.5 to 10.0 at all timos,

(m) Metal powder production ball
milling wastewater.

SUBPART E-NSPS

Maximum zMrmmum MaxImum I MaximumPollutant or polutant property f1 farrt | for monthly Pollutant or pollutant property for ca 1 | fot monthly
I day verage day overage

I n-,oJ'gkg (pound per billion
pounds) of precious
metals cast by the direct
chill method

Cadmium-- 160 65Copper- - . ..-- 1.000 Soo

Cyanide . .,.. .. --.- 160 I 5
lver... ...... .. I 240 98

0i and grease. .-- I 8,200 8,200

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

mg/kkg (pound pot billion
pounds) of preclou3
motals pIder wet baI
milled

Cadmium.......................... 430 170coppe..... ....- , 2I 0 1'°°I ,,00
Cyanio.......................... 430 170
Silver.-- ---- -----. 630 2 0
Oil and grease................... 22,000 22.000
TSShin the... ... 5t. 1 33,0 ol 000pH -. - -...... .... - .... - (1) , (1)

I Wthin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tmc&

Maximum I Maximum (I) Shot casting contact cooling water. (n) Pressure bonding contact coolingPollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly water.
I day average SUBPART E-NSPS

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of extruded pre-
cious metals beat treat-
ed

Cadmium ..................... 270 110
Copper ....................... .1.800 840
Cyanido.......................... 270 110Silver .................... . .. 400 160
Oil and grease..... 14,000 14,000
TSS ........................ ....... 21,000 16,000PH ..... . .... . . .. (1) I (1)

' Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

fg) Semi-continuous and continuous
casting contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-NSPS

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or polkitant property for an/ 1 lor monthly

day average

mgrkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of precious
metls cast by the semi-
continuous or continu-
ous method

Cadmium ................... 220 9o
Copper .... .......... ......... 1.400 680
Cyanide .... ............... .. 220 s0Silver ....... .............. ..... I20 130
Oil and grease..................... 11.000 11.000
TSS ........... h an....e o ........... 17000pH .............. ......... " (1)! 13,0()

I Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

P Maximum t Maxmm
ol rpollutant Property for any formonthlyday avrg

mg/kkg (pound per biiion
pounds) of precious
metals shot cast

Cadm~um ..... 18.0 I 7.1

Copper.. .I 110.0 54.0
Cyanide.. .... I 18.0 7.1
Silver...... _ 26.0 11.0
Oil and grease ... 890.0 890.0
"I SS - - - .1.300.0 1 I.100.0
pH - -.- 1J (1)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at alt tfes.

(k) Casting wet APC blowdown.

SUBPART E-NSPS
Maximum Maximum,

Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly
day average

mgl kg (pound per blon
pounds) of prelious
metals cast

Cadmium ~I 1.20 -50
Copper-... . .. 7.50 J 3.60
Cyanide .-- .. 1.20 1 .50Silver-m.............. 1.70 .70

Oil and grease -.......-. 59.00 59.00TSS.... . . ... . , 88.0Ol 70.00

pH .() (1)

I Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

SUBPART E-NSPS
lMaxlmum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for ar1 I for month
dy averagei

mg/kkg (pound per bilton
pounds) of precious
motals drawn wth soap
soulons

Cadmium ................... 1.70 JO0

copper ................... .......... 11,00 5110
cynie .................z 1.70 i .70

Slver2.......................... [ 2.40 1.00
Oil nd grease-.-..-......... 84.00 04.00

....... 13000 100.00
pH (1) (1)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tlmos.

(o) Annealing solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART E-NSPS

Maximum I Mm<'mum
Pollutant or pollutant property for y 1I for mont

day oyerago

mg/kPg (pound per billon
pounds) of prcIMous
metal3 annealed

Cadmium .................. ... ...... 200 0
Copper ........... ........... 1.00 ,10yanide .---- .. ] 6;0
silver ....... .... .... ........... I, ....... 290cI 12"0
Oil and grease ........................ ...... t .0OT0 10,000
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SUBPART E-NSPS--Continued

SMax nu,' M.a.krnPd.tant or polutant pro.erty I for r,:nt,
ford Yn 1 Io Z.nCras° day oagae

TSS , 15,000 12.000

pit " (3) (a)

I Withn the range of 7.5 to 10,0 at a! tEns.

(p) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART E-NSPS

foxrow ?.aone
Po3utant or po'.utant property for ary I for m~rrh.'

. day avrerog3

rglkkg (pound per E.ion
pounds) of pre-ous
,rass surface trerted

Cad.rsm.. - 31 12
pr- 200 95

Cyar~de 31 12
.%Ier_ 45 19

W and grease 1.600- 1.600
TS 2300 1.90

'Witta the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tfimes

(q) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART E-NSPS

SUBPART E-NSPS--cr tnued

V aez71'1n V__'

P zr ru 3 C 3 cl' 7-5 to 10.0 at C :r-- 3.

(t)-Pre-bonding cleaning wastewater.

SUBPART E-NSPS

yIv) tv! rr='/=

,u 210 8.

Oirrgraz ..... ! o.. O~~10 82

CH J and gm (. OC-

' tire ra m cl 75 to 10.0 at afl Lm~s

Polutant artant property tI 'c If 
r 

1
nnm

.T - & (u) Tumbling wastewater.
I_ da aero

mg/kkg (pound per bZ on
poundsl - of predacus
Mtaes surface trelted

570 230
Cop-e 3.600 1,700
Cyane.. 570 230
S-.er 820 340
0-3 and grease - 28.000 2.000
TSS 43.000 34.00
pH (1) (I)

'W'hin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at ael times

(r) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART E-NSPS

Poutlant or po.ta.t property I f I .for nntht!y
day avenog

rnglkkg (pound par bon
Pounds) 01 Pre*=cu
metals alkalare cleaned

C __- ___m _ 4.70 2.20
Ocysrde .70 .30
srlyr...._ 1.10 .4a
0 and grease--... 37.00 37.00
TSS,. 55.03 44.03
pH (1) (1)

'Wtun the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at an tim e.

(s) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART E-NSPS
?MA'ximurn Max'=wm

Porutant or po:utant properlty for any 1 for monrly/
day a;eraga

mng/I,. (pound per b=:n
pounds) of p4c-oua
metals nclkea cluned

Cadmiutm -140 55
CopPer-- 890 1 420

SUBPART E-NSPS

SUzPART E-NSPS

-,- , 1.0 .50

e ,, ..... 1.20' .70

CJ c"ad o........_3 8 1.0 6120
TSS.__ 0.ca TJ.cO

rH-- C P

[x} Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharse of processwastewater pollutants.

§ 471,54 Pretreatment standards for
exsting sources (PSES).

Except BS provided in 40 CFR 403.7 -

and 403.13. any existing source subject
to this subpart which introduces
pollutants into a publicly owned
treatment worksr' must comply with 40
CFR Part 403 and by [35 months after
promulgation] achieve the followin-
pretreatmenqt standards for existingsources (SES}: The limitations for

cadmim, capper, silver, and cyanide
are the same as specified in §471.52.

I.ia -razn i .,a r- § 471.55 Pretreatment standards for new
Po. .la or p '.ant F prt¢ Ift ca I fv r sources (PSNS).

Except asprovided in 40 CFR 403.7,
rt'3:;-g (z- aPa any new source subject to this subpart

Pr.-do) c ' F-- which introduces pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works must

cC3- a5. comply with 40 CFR Part 403 and
. . ..rda_ C3 20 achieve the following pretreatment

s1cr...- 1:0 50 standards for new sources (PSNS): The
e:1,-nd vo .... 4A:0 4-:4 limitations for cadmium, copper, silver,
TH ' 0C) , and cyanide are the same as specified in

§ 471.52.
V*'-n tho rO=- cf 7.5 to 10 0 ,t c3 u=

§471.55 Effluent l1mitatlons representing
(v) Burnishing wastewater. the degree of effluent reduction attaInab!e

by the application of the best conventonal
SUBPART E-NSPS pollutant control technology (ECT).

1 .- " .- Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
Po: .lart cu:.arrt pc.,n ,: c,, , 125.32 any existing point source subject

day ~ to this subpart mst achieve the
following effluent limitations

F CI PC,--= representing the degree of effluent
1r.--=3 r-th-:a reduction atta:nable by the application

ScID=- 210 of the best conventional pollutant
o3:,3 1 C :.: . control technology (ECT]: The

S ID 2to limitations for TSS, oil and grease, and
.. ad.4 Wi -!= pH are the same as specified in §47L51.

V;'.rn tho f3a 0 7-5 to 12.0 ct(3 tars

Subpart F-Refractory Metals Forming
Subcategory

§471.69 Appllcablity. description of tha
(w) Sawing/grinding spent emulsions. refractory metals forming subcategory.

This subpart applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United
States, and introductions of pollutants
into publicly ovned treatment works

8159
,o. . ... .. ..
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from the process operations of therefractory metals formino arrhpntanrrr SUBPART F-BPT SUBPART F-BPT

- I "MaxImum Maximum Maximum Maxlmum§471.61 Effluent limitations representing Pollutant or pollutant property forany1 formonthly Pollutant or pollutant property forany 1 for monthly
the degree of effluent reduction attainable d average d' Iaotago
by the application of the best practicable mg/tag (pound per billion mg/kg (pound per b.l;oncontrol technology currently available pounds) of refractory pound-) of refractory(BPT). metals metals power produced

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125,30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations for the
process operations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best
practicable control technology currently
available (BPT]:

(a) Rolling spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(b) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART F-BPT

Maximum , Maximum
Polldtant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

Nickcl ................
Columblum ......--

Fluoride..... .... .
Molybdenum.. . . ..
Tantalum.-....- - - -
Tungsten..... . .
Vanadium ., . -
O;3 and grease.-.-...---...

TS ....

mg/kkg (pound per bilion
pounds) of refractory
metals rolled with emul-
sions

2,300
230D
2,50,

71,000
Z500
2,500
2500
2.500

24,000
49,00

(I)

1,200
1.500
1,100

32,000
1,100
1.100
1,100
1,100

14.000
23,000

(1)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(c) Drawing spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(d) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART F-BPT

Copper-.. .......... 2,300 1,200
N!ckel._______ - 2,300 1,500
Columbum....... .. .. 2,300 1,100
Fluoride 71,000 31.000
Molybdenum ...... 2,400 1,100
Tantalum- 2400 1,100
Tungsten-..... 2,400 1,100
Vanadium 2400 1.100
Oil and grease-.... 24,000 14,000
TSS-... 49.000 23,000
p() ()

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(f0 Forging spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(g) Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART F-BPT
Maximum Maxmum

Pollutant or polutant property for any, I fprmontly

day aI rg

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of forged re-
fractory metals heat
treated

Copper. ...... 11,000 5,800Nickel .- - - - 11,000 7,400
Columbium, --- -12,000 I 5,300

Fluoride. 340,000 150,000
Molybdenum . . . 12,000 5.300
Tantalum ..... 12.000 5,300
-Tungsten... ....... 12.000 5,300
Vanadium ... 12,000 5,300
Oil and grease........ 120,000 69,000
TSS-. . . . 240,000 110.000pH .. . . . . . (1) I (1)

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(h) Extrusion and forging equipment
cleaning wastewater.

SUBPART F-BPT

Copper................- -..... .....Nickel . .. .... .... .....

Columbium ....................
Fluoride .......... ...........
Molybdenum .....................
Tantalum..... ......

Tungsten ........... ................
Vanadum ..........................0:1 and grease ..................
TSS .. . . ,...... .. .. ,

3.100 1.600
3.100 2,100
3.40D 1.500

98.000 43.000
3,400 1,500
3.400 1,500
3.400 1,600
3.400 1,500

33,000 20.000
67,000 32,000

(a) (I)

SWithin the range of 7,5 to 10.0 at all times.

(j) Metal powder production wet APC
blowdown.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(k) Metal powder pressing spent
lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(1) Casting contact cooling water.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(m) Post-casting billet washwatcr.

SUBPART F-BPT

MaxImum Maximum
Poliulant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day alt.crgo

mg/kkg (pound p-r bWll0n
pounds) of cast raftac.
tory metals billot wa.h~d

Copper....... 57 30
57 30

Columbium..... ...... 61 27
Fluoride 18... 1000 790
Molybdenum ..................... 61 27
Tantalum ............---.. 61 27
Tungsten.-......................... 61 27
Van ad;ur ......................... 61i 27
Oil and grease....................... 600 3,0

................ 1,200 00pH -...... . - ..... .... .............. ()

IMaximum IMaudmum • ui , wmr e range of 7.5 to 10.0 at alll timoo.Maximum m Maximum Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthi .

Pollutant or follutant property f nor any I for nrag (n) Surface treatment spent baths.

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of extruded re-
fractory metals heat
treated

Coppcr ..................................... 6.600 3,500
Nickel ..................... 6.600 4,400
Columbium ....................... 7.100 3,100
Fluoride .................... 210.000 91,000
Molybdncum ............................ 7.100 3.100
Tantalum .................................... 7,100 3,100
Tungsten .................................. 7.100 3,100
Vanadium .......................... 7.100 3.100
Oil and grease.. .. 69.000 42,030
TSS ....................... 140.000 67,000PH ........................... .... .. . z

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(e) Extrusion press hydraulic fluid
leakage.

mg/kkg (pound per bi:llon
pounds) of refractory
metals extruded or
forged

Coptler. .................. 7n0 420
800 530

Columbum. .............. 850 380
Fluoride . . . . 25.000 11,000
Molybdenum .......... 850 380
Tantalum ... .......... 850 380
Tungsten - ............ 0 sto 380
Vanadium ................ 850 380
O;l and grease.... .. 8,300 5,000
TSS.. ................. . 17.000 8,100pH ... .... ... .... .. .. ..

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(i) Metal power production
wastewater.

SUBPART F-BPT

Maximum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day ecv;rago

Copper ...............

Columbum ................
Fluoride ...-....
Molybdenum .............. ...........
Tantalum ..................
Tungsten ............................
Vanadium ............
Oil and Grease ....
TSS . ............. .......
pH .. ...... .................. I.. .. . .........

mg/kkg (pound per blTon
pounds) of refractory
moles surface trcatcd

24 13
24 1 9
26 12

760 340
26 12
26 12
26 12
26 l2~

250 169
620 250
(1) ( )

'I th:n the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all trros.

8160
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{o) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART F-BPT

Po:!utant or poutuant property for monfty

rna/lg (pound per bIon
pounds) of refractory
metals surface treated

C~ppr :23VC 0
-

O 120.000
r :2W, ! 150.000

Cc!nb,,jm 250.'r0" 110.000
Fl s, 7.2WCG - 3A-0000
hr,,olbd 250.G 0 " 0.0"0
T'atau 250.SW0- 110.00,

T--ten 250.00 110.000"
Vat nadcru 250.OM0 110.000

0" and Grease 2.400.000 1.500.000

pH (1) (9)

,'W-t'in the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all ims.

(pJSurfaqa treatment wet APG
blowdown.

SUBPART F-BPT

MwI. u, IlMaxahm
Pcoutant or pc-utacl Propety for any 1 fo mtly

pounds) a2 refractory
rrtal.-sL trealtd

CC -pe 22,0;0 r 2000

23.C= 15.000
CcTn .... .24.C=0' 11.000

--ide .i 700.0_3- 310.000
24.00D 11.000

VTantal:um 24.00D I 11,00

O and Grease 240.000 140.000
480.000 230.000

pH i .. ,

'£Virh ltr range otT5 to 10.0 at alt times.

(q) Surface coating wet APC
blowdown.

SUBPART F-BPT

Po'ator peuaiprwpe5 far any I ft; oCrrn~ly
day

nro:%!:j ( z T Lionp =: = r cry

COP' 2.10 ! 1.10M c)ke. 2 -100 1.4GO
Cc!xr-TL Z 200 EM;

Fl , - 64.00a 29.000
Mobdenum 2200 SEO
Tantalum-... 2,200. 2?_
Tungsten 2.k20 Mzr

;1 and Grease - 22.000 13.000
TSS 44.00 21.00
PH -7771 (1) (1)

'Withn the range at 7.5 to 10.0 at all timas.

(r) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART F-BPT

Po~jtant cr pjzhnt po;crty f ~ c I Fr --
I dxay 'r;

Fr3w-3 Cm -1 l:Cr tZ.-

F'.r14 C1 rcl ti

M ' ~n... . 3 23
Ta . n , G3 0,

V~: an63 203 nd G so.... . 610 370
TSS

PH-

'Wdh~n the rano cl 7.5 to: 10.0 at a

(s) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART F-BT

.a,1' or po"Iant pr c..tj for r t I f "r =z=/
G oi I 1,7r0:zx

SUBPAR 3 (F-- FP T!
prraundn) of fWr0c4ay

Flhwr~ro . . .170.c-03 0.D.C-3
T "tKcran 270.0:0 I,, CO-A2Co %u 21.a00 100.0-3

TOOnd - 0.... .. :3 3 0 . ,

TS3 .

' Stn e rnZvecf 75 to 10.0 at -I L-4.

() Molten salt cleaning rinsewater.

SUUBPART F--PT

P=-t) ci r'c.'r-7%

Gcpcr ~ ~ r~l -... 10.0) 50

i~cet -- 17O.000, 110.000:

Ton t he . c,- 1572to..00at 0 2.00

CTf= I ioorc:-o s.o
1S -- 7000 150=3'2

CCl;;N Zk1

f.lzt~-rzt:J cr t.
r ±i--

ZZ03 000

rr- T
3k; C(tnrd ;:-r Lt.cn

I:"-. d.}of t

_rtzs czacd cr g.z-d

G:~cz

8161

SUBPART F -BPT--Ccntnuaz
L! -t. n P M.:aa:

(v Sa:. fst. ft neat r-r.
"TI eerge

T(;: .- - I 4'C-a 22.CCD

T:3 SC'Cz 420

(v) Sawing/grinding spent neat oils.
'There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(w) Sawing/grinding spent emulsions.
SUBPART F-BPT

FzV:nto 2Z~ ory f ~ I fcr rrnerrt~

tr.gkkj (;c-:d per tx

Q-- 41Cr
i . 420'

F . 447 2C0

To,. 1 r' -n .. 7.5- L 440 te.1t-- 3

TLI-71--4.0 2
W_= :I~n 440 4C
03C71 .3.rO ZEO

TES . f 8B.SM 420

(x) Sawing/grizding contact lubricant-
coolant water.

SUBPART F-BPT

or~~r1pr~c fa r say I f=r rrmn±~hjPc-..:"-t cr I:': . c / I I tt ~

pwO'd±7 ct frx
rr.:3 rta =&- r,=d
% :th cCr _-t Lr?:=-n±t
ccc::rwatzr

C______....1.50, j 810
I'LC ... . t0O 1.CCO

1.71CO 740
43.C0C 21.CO0

" -1,7C0 I 740
S1.70 740
1.70 7401
1.70. 743

Cj and 3 16.3= 9,77a

= r. . .. . . ' ta ar .

(y) Sawing/grinding wet APC
blhrvdorm.

SuspAnT F-BPT
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SUBPART F-BPT-Continued

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant proparty for any I for monthly
d average

Nickel ................................ 2.100 1,400
Columbum ............................... 2,200 .90
Fluoride .............. 64,000 29.000
Molybdenum ............... 2.200 900
Tantalum .......................... 2,200 980
Tungsten ................ 2.200 980
Vanadium ............. 200 980
03 and grease. 22.000 13,000
TSS .............. 44,000 21,000PH ........................... ... . . (1) (1)

Within the rangeof 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(z) Post sawing/grinding rinsewater.

SUBPART F-BPT

Maxmum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthlyday |average

mglkkg (pound per bilion
pounds) of awed or
ground refractory metals
rinsed

Copper .................................... 970 510
Nickel ................................ 980 650
Columbium ................ 1,100 470
Fluoride . ..................... 31,000 14,000
Molybdenum .......................... 1,100 470
Tantalum ... ... ........ 1,100 470
Tungsten.......................... 1,100 470
Vanadium....... ...... 1,100 470
Oil and grease ... 10,000 6200
TSS . .................... 21.000 10,000
pH .................... (.) (.)

Withln the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at alt times.

(aa) Product testing wastewater.

SUBPART F- -BPT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pllutant property for any I for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound per b.llon
pounds) of refractory
metals product tested

Copper ....................... 150 78
Nickel . ................ 1 I 99
Columblum.................... 160 71
Fluoride.............................. 4,600 2.000
Mol)bdenrn .. .......... . 160 71
Tantalum ........................... . 160 71Tu gse .................. 1I 71
Vanadium ... ......... 160 71
Oil and greaso ..................... 1.600 - 930
TSS . .. . ............ ,200,1 1.500
pH .. .. .................. () (1)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(bb) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.62 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best available
technology economically achievable (BAT).

Except as. provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent
reduction attainable by the application
of the best available technology
economically achievable (BAT]:

(a) Rolling spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(b) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART F-BPT
Il MaXimum Maimf um

Pollutant or pollutant property I for any 1 for monthlyS day av.erag e

rng/kkg (pond per bil ion
pounds) of refractory
metals roiled with emu.
sons

Coppr ............ 1500 I 730
e ............. I 6Wo 440

Coum~u.._..__ _ 830 380
Fluor*de ... . .. 71,000 32,000
Molybdenum 830 360
Tantalum .... -- 830 360Tungsten........._ 830 J 36

Vanadium 830 360

(c) Drawing spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutantd.
(d) Extrusion press and solution heat

treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART F-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day Ioverage

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of extrudd re-
fractory metals heat
treated

Copper-..... ... 440 210
Nike_ _ _- 190 10

240 100uoe. .............. 2100 I ,100
Molybdenum .... ..... 240 100
Tantalum ....... *_..... I 240 100
Tungsten.............. i 240 100
Vanadium.. _.. -......... 240 100

(e) Extrusion press hydraulic fluid

leakage.

SUBPART F-BAT

Maium Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 fOramonthly
F4day average

copper . ..........Nickel_.. ... ... .. . ...

Columblum................
Mol'ybdenum ................... i
Tantalum._____-
Tungsten_ _ _ -- -Vanadium............ ._

mg/kkg (pound per bW.lon
pounds) of refractory
metals product tested

1.500 730
650 440
820 380

71,000 31,00
820 360
020 360
820 360
820 360

(fD Forging spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.
(g) Forging solution heat treatment

contact cooling water.

SUBPART F-BAT

Maximum I Maxmum
Pollutant or pollutant property for ony I for monthly

day I wvcraga

mg/kP.g (pound por b:lr'7n
pound3) of forged ro
ftractory mtals hcal
treated

cope ....... .. ...... --- 740 3r10
Nekel3........................... . ........ 020 210
COlunlum ......................... 400 170
Fluoride ........................... 34,000 15,000
:oiden,4m ....... .............. 0 40 0

Tantalum ......................... 400 170
Tungsten-... ....... 400 170
Vanadium................... 400 170

(h] Extrusion and forging equipment

cleaning wastewater.

SUBPART F-BAT

Maximum I Mal)imum
Pollutant or pollutant property for er/1 I for monthly

da3y evertags

mg/kg (pound pet bllon
pounds) of roftactory
retals extrud.ed Or
forged

Coper............... 63 201

23 15
29 13

Fluoride .................. 2,500 1,100
Molb2denum ......................... 29 13Tantalum____........ .. ........ 29 [ 13

29 13
va u ................... 29 13

(i) Metal powder production

wastewater.

SUBPART F-BAT
Maximum I '.Imu

Pollutant or poiutart property forday1 for monthly

mglkkg (pound pot b n
pounds) of refractory
motab po,,der produced

Coppe'f2.......................... i 2.100 1,000
Nickel .......... . I ......... .00 0 g10
Columb:um .................... . .... 1,100 400
Fluoride 8.............................. 90.000 43.000
Mo dnum . . . . 1,100 490
Tntalum i,160 400
Tungnton............................ 1,100 40
Vand:um ....................... 1,100 400

() Metal powder production wet APC
blowdown.

There shall be no discharge of procens
wastewater pollutants.

(k) Metal powder pressing spent
lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(1) Casting contact cooling water.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(m] Post-casting billet washwater.
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SUBPART F-BAT SUBPART F-BAT SUBPART F-BAT

M'aximumn hiMaxtium Ptaxlrm rn~ Ixrz Max.-ma I L!a.sloi-Pollutant or pollutant propery" forgay 1 Ifor monthly Pollutant or poll'utant pro~crty fcr cay I far mealrLyhj F! "- Poa r C s p~llxf rcpt/ 1ar74rr 1 fo mo',l
I a I average I a I mralla da zlerage

P:1:?&-3 of rclzrtoy
m~,L rmnf-dn ccal-d

copper

Co!urnb.urn . . . q--31 "

Fluorido 6.*c-:- 2.C:.
Molybdenum 7E3 2

Tung-tcn ... 7CO

(r) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART F-BAT

PoMtant or pollutan propertyI for I for monthl1y Pollutant or pollutant proert fy I i far motlhl
____P_ average o I

mgftd g (pound per bor.on
pounds) of refractory
metals surface treated

Copper -.... 16.01 7.7
Collum8.8 3.8
Fluoride 760.01 34.0~

Tantalum . 8.8 0.8
Tungsten , . 3.8
Vanao" um 88 3.8

(o) Pickling rinsewater.

SUBPART F-BAT

COP= ... . I o 19.0
b~ckel \17.0 11.0Co.vn',b,r 2W1 9

Ruorda . . . I1, -. 0 8100
ho 4bdenum 21.0 I 092
Tantalum .... I 21101 .2
Tungsten 21,0 1 9.2wV ....... I 21D 9-1

(s) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART F-BAT

mg/kkg (pound per bVon
pounds) of reiractory
metals btret washed

COPpe 38.0 18.0
Nickel,, - 16.01 11.0
Co!umb':um 21.0 I 8.9
Fluoride _ 1.800.0 780.0

Molybdenum. 21.0 8.9
Tantalum 21.0 8.8
Tungsten 21.0 1189
Vanadium ---------- 21.0 8.9

(n) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART F-BAT

1.a,, I aara-Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly .* ' '(xSai /gnI day average Pollutant oro-llutnt pit 1 1111,1 W San ingn contact lubricant-

mgfkkg (pound per blon
pounds) of refractory
metals surface treated

Copper 15.050 7.400Nickel 6.701 4.500
Columbiu- -I 8.3o I .soo
Fuor e. 72o.oDo t 2o.ooo
?Aolydenum I BDO 3,600

Tungsten 8.300 3.60
Vanadium 8'3001 360D

(p) Surface treatment wet APC

blowdown.

SUBPART F-BAT

d . .. coolant water.

PI:,rds) of rvc-r.u
or-l!a~s e&axd

Copp-r , .M3. F-10
RIo3*W d 770
Co~urzr'n I 70 4:"O

Flotd 83..-3 37.0a
M owedn-um _ 970 I 4:0

Tungste'n 0 4Z"
V~nd:'m I 9701 4 0

(t) Molten salt cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART F-BAT

IMaxiu Maifmum I r. r I M-.*run

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly Pollutant or pouInt rt r1 forI for t
U 

y
day Iaverage day overa-a

mglkkg (pound per bl-lon
pounds) of refractory
metals surface treated

opper _ I 15.0Ol 7=0
Nickel - I 6,500 I 4.40D
Columbium ... 8,100 [ 3,500

t.low rnm ] 8100 1 3,500
Tantalu I 810D 3.500
Tungsten 8.100 I 1500
vanacr- 8"100 I .500

(q) Surface coating wet APC
blowdown.

hr.M9 fp:¢0-,d M wh=
mcllen cal

cTn um CzM 27,C-:MolbTdenum bnbn 4 27..0

(u) Tumbling/burni~hing wastewater.

SUBPART F-BAT

I L~raam Marrs

rrjVkk (pound per bilMn
pound) of refactorj
n-ctdta cowed or ground
Wt ncf=te~nt-

=ola-r wale-r

Ftt-. o 3 21.CCO

,.v' -, EE 240

(y) Sawing/grinding wet APC
blowdown.

SUBPART F-BAT

I : i!xrzr !I pf 0r

PCrt--7 Cr pxrotf.v ry I for monthy
41y average

mglkkg (;cund per billln
Pound) of refraclorY
metals cwed or grcundl

K c ... 1W 40

8163

[S h/ d (prs 4 per atiln
F-43en ) of rshreotacs
n,' ta tunbtd pr buu-

SMPtT --A

.S.O 15 0

(v) Saw-ing/grinding spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

waistetater pollutants.
()Sawing/grinding spent emulsions.

SUBPART F-BAT

Pf~utxrt1 or Pelutart proper fargfy I for m-.othl11

wmJI'k (Ccuni Per biir-o
pounds) of rfa~ctorq

tlal =ow" or crrd
crrxd Coorr

140 E0
cc~rnISO e5

13.CCO 5.7C0
ISO 65
150 65
150 65

vo.rad~n150 65

I
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SUBPART F-BAT-Continued

Maximum MaximumPollutant Or pollutant property for any I for monthly
_ day average

Molybdenum 75 32
Tantalum 75 32
Tungsten 75 32
Vanadium. ................... 75 32

(z) Post sawing/grinding rinsewater.

SUBPART F-BAT

Maximum I MaximumPollutant or pollutant property forany I for monthly
t da7 average-

Copper ......
Nickel.
Columblum -......

Fluoride .............
Molybdenum.-
Tantalum..........-
Tungsten - -- - __
Vanadium.- -

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of sawed or
ground refractory metals
rinsed

68 31
28 19
35 is

3.100 1,400
15 15

35 15
:35 is
35 1s

(aa) Product testing wastewater.

SUBPART F-BAT

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for Monthly
I day average

Copper....Nickel.- ...... . ......
columblum ... . ....

Fluoride .
Molybdenum ..
Tantalum.. - - - -
Tungsten. ... - -Vanadium__"

mg/kkg (pound per billion
-pounds) of refractory
metals product tested

10.0 4.7
4.3 2.9
5.4 2.3

460.0 200.0
5.4 2.3
SA 2.3
5.4 2.3
5.4 2.3

(bb) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall he no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.63 New source performance
standards (NSPS).

Any new source subject to this
subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards (NSPSJ:

(a) Rolling spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.
(b) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

mg/kg (pound per Ilion
pounds) of refractory
metas rolled with emul-
sions

Copper-....... . - 1500 730
Nickel ......................... 660 440
Columblum........ . .......... 830 360luoride ...... ... I 71,000 32,000

SUBPART F-NSPS-Continued

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I formonthly

_________________ ay, faverage

Molybdenum-............... 830 I 30
Tantalum_. . . 830 360
Tungsten ...... .. 830 360
Vanadium .-. _.. / 830 360
Oil and Grease...12000. I 1Z000
TSS.. .................. 18.000 14,000pH .. .()

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(c) Drawing spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(d) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART F-NSPS
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthlyday average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of extruded re-
fractory metals heat
treated

Copper. .......... 440 210
NickeL- - - 190 130Co'umbium. 240 100

Fluoride . 21,000 9,100
Molybdenum - 240 100
Tantlum- 240 100Tungsten-----. 240 100

Vanadium.---,- , 240 100
Oil and Gree500 3,500TSS.__5,200 4,20
pH . . . . . . . l I

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(e) Extrusion press hydraulic fluid
leakage.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant properly for any I for monthly

day average

mgl/kg (pound per bllion
pounds) of refractory
metals extrudeds

Copper . - - ----... 1,500 730
Nickel--- - - 650 440

Columbium 820 360
Fluoride .-.. . - 71.000 31.000
Molybdenum ... ...... 820 360
Tantalum 820 360
Tungsten...... 820 360
Vanadium .- . 820 360
Oil and Grease-..- -...... 12.000 12000
TSS_.18,000 14,000
pH - . (1) (1)

With the range of 7.5 -to 10.0 at alt times.

(f) Forging spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(g] Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day , average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of forged to.
fractory metals heat
treated

Copper-... . ...................... 740 350
Nickel -.. .. ...... 020 210
Columblum m ..............- 400 170
Fluoride ................................. 34.000 15,000
Molybdenum ...................... 400 170
Tantalum ........................ 400 170
Tungsten................................ 400 170
Vanadum. . . 400 170
01 and greas.' 5.000 5.c00TSS .......-- .8. ..... 0700 I 0,00
pH ...- ................................ .0)

within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tmos.

(h] Extrusion and forging equipment
cleaning wastewater.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant propIty for an I for monthly

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of refractory
motel3 extruded or
forged

Copper .................................. 53 2
Nickel ................................ 23 1I

29 13Fluoride ......... ... i 2500 1,100

Moyenum 29 13
29 13Tungsten-............ 29 13

Vanadium ................ 29 13
Oil and grease -......... 420 420TSS. 30 Soo

pH ......... (1) (I)

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tmes.

(i) Metal powder production
wastewater.

SUBPART F-NSPS

JMaximum JMaximum
Poutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of refractory
metals powder produced

Copper- ..................... 2.100 1,000Nickel ...... .................... coo 610

Columbum....................... 1,100 410
Fluoride ...................... 98,000 43,000Molybdenum--................ 1,100 490
Tantalum ........................ 1,100 490
Tungsten ....... ....... 1,10O0 490

Vanadium ........................... 1.100 490
Oil and greaoe ............. 10,000 16,000
TSS.. -. . 25,000 20,000
pH(...) (2)

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(j) Metal powder production wet APC
blowdown.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(k) Metal powder pressing spent
lubricants.

There shall be no discharge or process
wastewater pollutants.

8164
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(1) Casting contact cooling water.
There shallle no discharge of process

wastewater pbllutants.

(m) Post-casting billet washwater.

SUBPART F-BAT

Maxdmu iximum
Pol!utant or pollutant property f any 1I for monftly

day average

mgllg (pound per bon
pounds) of cast refrac-
tory metals blet washed

Coper ,38.0 18.0
Ncke . 16.0 11.0
Columb.;m, 21.0 8.9
Fluoride " 1,800. 790.0
Molybenum .21.0 8.0
Tantalum ... 21.8 78.9
Tungjsten 21 .0 8.9
Vanam ,.-z 21.0 8.9

Oi and grease 300.0 300.0
TSS 450.0 360.0
pH)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(n) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Maximum Maximu
Pollutant or polutant property for any I for monthly

day average

mglkkg (pound per b _en
pounds) of refractory
metals surface treated

Copper 16.0 7.7
NMckel 7.0 4.7
Columbum, 8.8 3.8
Fluode 760.0 340.0
Molybdenum 8.8 3.8
Tantalum 8.8 3.8
Tungsten 8.8 3.8
Vanad'um .8. 3.8
0:11 & Grease 130.0 130.0
TSS 190.0 150.0
pH () (a)

rihihn the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at al times.

(o) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Maimum MaI mum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for montLy

ay alreraga-

nglkkg (pound per bhon
pounds) of refractory
metals surface treated

Copper 15.000 - 7.400
Nickel - 6.700 4,500
Columbmurn 8.300 3,600
Ruoide 720.000 320.000
Mowlenum 8.300 3.600
Tantalum 8.300 3.600
Tungsten. 8,300 3.600
Vanatum 8.300 3.600
O1 & Grease 120.000 120.000
TSS 180.000 150.000

Wi thin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(p] Surface treatment wet APC
blowdown.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Poutant or po"utant prop tlo y .ry I faor rT, 'to

rn3Ikkq (p-izd Per
p:urrds) at rctr
mt' curt=o tr=a-d

copper--.... 16.0va' W170

N' lrn t n 7 t 0I 4.4V:)
Cluurn .0 i
uonda 7o.r0o o mI.tOy

?. 'bd (nupm ( und I --Tantalum ... .I1 J I 3-IS-
Tungsten, 8.1 CI 31S

Vana.dum 8.1ca 3_C3

TSS g0. 3 I 140.0:-3

pH -

I WdthX the rango of 7.5 to 10.0 at o.l Lca.

(q) Surface coating wet bAtPCblowdown.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Po~utanl or po:lstant procrt f ttar 1 f r mn-r!!;'

I 1.-11I .m-I

fr30k19 (paUrd M L:nc.-

pounds) of rclralor

Co%&-M' ,, 759 '

luormal.. CI. -3 I 23.c
Tantalum I 7£0 I ro
Tungsten... 70o

T5S0p&G11.1:31 110,

%V ilk the range of 7.5 to 10o0 at an L-.-.

(r) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Ponutant or pot"rzmt ipropet
1  

fot r..z i ~ or-'=:t,.Is

COPP- -. .... 3.0 100
N ...... ! 17.0 I 1,0

Co~umv~n m 21.0 0.2
Fluod .. . 1 -*0.0 810 0
lfo. 3denu .. :....... . 21.0 9.2
Tan?,um ! 21b0 92
Tungsten ... '.......! 2 o 92
Vana':m 1.0 92
03 & Gres ! 10-0 310.0
TSS .. 4r..O 370 0
PH ..... ... . I  (1) 1 (1)

V.'iktt tho runp' of 7-5 to 10.0 at a.l tL-cm

(s) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART F-NSPS

cc

03 anid Gco
TSs
pH

mgl., (;c=d per Mon
pc=&d) of refractory

rr.c=n sa:!

120.0C0 55.CC0
50.000 033OCO
6Z0O 27.00

5s4-0.000 .Z4o.0.
62.00 27.00
62.00 27.00

.0o00 27CCO
62.00 27.C0

9.C00 500.0CC
1.400.0O 1.10O.C0o

(1) v)

I'/,-i tfe range of 7.5 to 10.0 at a3 fff-s.

(u) Tumbling,/bumishing wastewater.

SUBPART F-NSPS

POan r pz:Udntl rrccry foar I for rotl
I V.xr= I f-=

F'c -crl:-" '-'PtOUcd, i f fMa-liftrjr~

rrui:a:3 trar"tad or tLr-

1.50 .O
... .. . 1 .000 53,.00

Tcnla..%-n....150 ,0

03 and caso .2C0 22.000
Tss - 3.cc0 27.CC0
PH - 1 (1) 1 (1)

I W-. jn te =,p cI 7.5 to 10.0 a! 03 tw,.,

(v) Saving/grinding spent neat oils.
There shall be no discharge ofprocess

wastewater pollutants.

(w) Sawing/grinding spent emulsions.

SUBPART F-NSPS

f..an~'cn ?.ae~~n C!Var-t Cr p0c!V=r rc-;erty o 1 r for rft-.lhlP3:lstant or pellulat property ft Ia ter r:=lhy &rf tir-ge

mg~fkg (oundP: Ctz~x.1
Po'.rrTi) cf rolrctorY

770
C olw wn . .7 0 I 42 O

frafgtg (pcra' per Lfro
porirds) of refractory
molals a=od Cr Ground
VI._h ens-le.o

Q,=-j"'i-i 
2

,50 65

8165

SUBPART F-NSPS-ConUnued

M.Sxrr-r-t Ptaerrui
PcU1 Icr po ...r r l f fo-fl trrrthy

________________ da 4ar.MGs

83.CC0 37,00
970 420

TVtta3:un. 970 420
Turvzlo 910 420
Vars:rn 970 420
03a G.o... 14.CC0 14.000
TSS 21.C0o 17,CC0

I %,:- tho rna ofi 7.5 to 10.0 at a.'l t&=s.

(t) Molten salt cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART F-NSPS

pc! e- or cerl far any 1Iront
1 day trorag
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SUBPART F-NSPS--Continued

Maximum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

Ruoride ......... .. .......... 13.000 5.700
Ml!ybdenum ................... 150 65
Tantalum ......................... I50 65
Tungston. . ..... 150 65
Vanadium ... ................ 150 65
0 1 and grease............... 2,200 2,200

pH ...................................... ... () (

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.-

(xJ Sawing/grinding contact lubricant-
coolant water.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Maximum 'Aaximum
Pollutantor pollutant properly for any 1 for monthly

day I -average

mgfkkg (pound per bilEon
pounds), of refractory
metals sawed or ground
with contact lubricant/
coolant water

Copper ...... . ......... 1,000 500
Nickle ........................... .... 450 300
Ctumban ...... .............. 60 240
Fluoride ........ ..... .48.000 21.000
Molybdenum ..... ............ 560 240
T.,ntalum .5.......... 560 240
Tur,glon. ... ................. 560 240
Vanadfum ...... . ...... ..... 560 240
0.1 and graase................... 8.100 Z , 100
TSS .... ............. 12,000 9.700
pH ........... . . .. . t

Within the range of 7.51o 10.0 at allirmcs.

(y) Sawing/grinding wet APC
blowdown.

'SUBPART F-NSPS

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of refractory
metals sawed or ground

Cpper ............ 140 66
Nickle ............. .. .59 40
Columbian .......... ...... 75 32
Fluoride..... ....... 6.400 2,900
Mol bdenum ................ 75 32
Tantalum................. 75 32
Tungstn ......... .75 32
Vanadium ............ 75 32
O3 and re --so .. .. 4.100 1,100
TSS . ......... . 1,600 1,300
pq' ............ ......... .......... .............. ' s

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at alllimes.

(z) Post sawing/grinding rinsewater.

SUBPART F-NSPS

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day I averaga

.mg/kkg (pound -per Wlion
pounds) of forged re.
fractory metals heat
treated

Copper . ............. 661 31
Nickel . ..................... .. . 28 19

SUBPART F-NSPS--Continued

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I m for monthly

_day average

...... . 35 15
Fluoride ........................... 3.100 1.400
Molybdenum .... ......... 35 15
Tantalum . ......... . ....... 35 15
T.gsten..._-- _ ..... 35 15

35 15
Ot and Grease ................ 510 510
1SS.__......... ....... 270 620pH -. .- ............ .........- ( ) ( )

Within the range of 7.5 to 1.Oatallt mes

(aa) Product testing wastewater.

SUBPART F-NSPS

,Maximumrn Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 I fo monthly

S day average

mglkkg -ecpund per bion
pounds) of forged re-
fractory metals heat
treated

Copper .................; " 10.0 4.7

Nickel__ -.. .4.3 2.9
Columbum....... .... 5.4 2.3
Fluoride ... ........ 460.0 200.0
Molybdenum .................. 5.4 2.3
Tontalum.... . ...... _ _ _.- 5.4 2.3

5.4 2.3

Vanadium .... ........ ! 5.4 23
Q1 and Grease--; .... ...... 78.0 78.0
TSS ............................. 120.0 93.0

pH .................... .- -(,) (1)

'Within the ange of 7.5 to 10.0 at all imes.

(bb) Degreasing spent solvents.

-There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.64 Pretreatment standards for
existing sources (PSES).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7
and 403.13, any existing source subject
to this subpart which introduces
pollutants into a publicly owned
treatment works must comply with 40
CFR.Part 403 and by [36 months after
promulgation] achieve the following
pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES): The limitations for
copper, nickel, columbium, fluoride,
molybdenum,.tantalum, tungsten, and
vanadium are the same as specified in
§ 471.62.

§ 471165 Pretreatment standards for new
sources(PSNS).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7,
any new source subject to this subpart
which introduces pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works must
comply with 40 CFRPart 403 and
achieve the following pretreatment
standards for new sources (PSNS): The
limitations for copper, nickel, -

columbium, fluoride, molybdenum,
tantalum, tungsten, and vanadium are
the same as specified in § 471.62,

§ 471.66 Effluent lmiltations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the appllcat!on of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32 any existing source subject to this
subpart must- achieve the following
effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best
conventional pollutant control
technology (BCT): The limitations for
TSS, oil and grease, and pH are the
same as specified in § 471.61.

Subpart G-Titanium Forming
Subcategory

§ 471.70 Applicability; description of the
titanium forming subcategory.

This subpart applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United
States, and introductions of pollutants
into publicly owned treatment works
from the process operations of the
titanium forming subcategory.

§ 471.71 Effluent limitations repreoenting
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the boot practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations for the
process operations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best
practicable control technology currently
available (BPT:

(a] Cold rolling spent lubricants.

SUBPART G-BPT

Maximum MaxImum
Pollutant or pollutant property frn I for month y

day average

mglkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of ltanium cold
roiled

Cyanide .................. . ... 970 400
Lead .................. . 1,400 070
Znc ................ ............... .. 4.900 2.000
Ammonia .. ..... 450,000 200,000
Fluorido ........................... 200,000 8.000
Titanium. . ............. 600 000
0:I and greasee.......... 67.050 40,000
TSS. . 140.000 65.000
pH .............................. (2) (1)

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(b) Hot rolling contact lubricant-
coolant water.
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SUBPART G-BPT SUBPART G-BPT-Contnued SUBPART G-BPT

I M a*ir- -s I 1 .a rnurn I eai n I F zr= nn I~ an n I M..a -- nPollutant or pollutant property 1or 1n for tnonhy Pollutant or po!utanl Froacrj I i frylI L-7ta.j Pctn cr pdl.la 1t~a farayI cr rrn,3f1 dy mavrgo i day i oarngeL I r-51 IMCP-l

rng/kkg (pund per b, on
pounds) of fitanim hot
moed Vth contact tubr-
cant-cooant wtater

8..... W 200
Ammor - "570.000 250.000Fluorl- I 260.000- 110.00O

I'SS , 180,00 84,000
PH (1)

eVntr the range of 7.5 to 10.0 .t .3 tiram.

(c) Extrusion spent lubricants.

SUBPART G-BPT

l x rWrn 1laxrum
Poutant or poutant property for any I for monfty

: t7day averaq:e

ngIkg (pound per -'on
- pou,,nds) of lanum e-

truded

O~nd_-79 33
1120 55

4DD 170
Ammonia 37.000 16,oDoFluoride 1. 7,200

560 250
0-3 and grease 5.5DO 3.0015511,000 5.000op1S1 (1) (I)

Wfin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at e n &ms.

(d)-Forging spent lubricants.
There shalflbe no discharge oT process

wastewater pollutants.

fe) Forging-die contact cooling water.

SUBPART G-BPT
SI aIymu I l!aqnwn

Polutant or pollutant Property Io~n formronriy

-glkkg (pattnd per b=on
pounds) of titanjrn forgdc

Amonia1 400.o01 180.000Fluoride - 1 80,000 I 79.000
Trf=t 6200 Z 2700
C3 and greas e0.000 5.000

PH

SWith:n fth range of 7.5 to 10.0 at a3i tines.

.(f) Forging wet APC blowdown.

SUBPART G-BPT

Polutant or po.lutant property orany I t for r,.nthiy
Iday mavo

mglkkg (pound par b7:on
pounds) of ttanIu forged

Cyande , 590 240
Lead ........ o 850 400
Znc .2.900 1,200
Ammonia -,270,00 120.000
Fluoride 120,003 53.000
Titaurn 4100 100

Tss I o.3 I.CM0

I I'th 5 t"o1 o7.0!cti .

(g) Heat treatment contact cooling
water.

SUBPART G-PT

E.rn M~a=_n
Pouiutant or Polutnt psocry for tny I for nr=TM11

dayt'cradM3109g 4---d Par fr=r,
p"und) C1 0nan hai

I"S . I C.0 z:3.¢

PH()

.'inirt tto raSo 0f 7.5 to 10.0 at l =r.

(h) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART G-BPT

n-jr3o' ( Pcenir tpca

kr~zr 23.C0O CTr-C.)
10.000 4_50C9

am 1
Iss;, 7,C,30 =03,

I W,'-n to ra -. o 7.5 to 10.0 a C.-1 rx,_

(k) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPARr G-BPT

I 11 3, m 1 1. mum
P.r.ant C Fo1nCt cet for any 1 for mr!Nt.y

.IrnlAg (porz4 Par t:tan
pTur&) of C0 2rd atz-

74000 10
3.0.-C 6.C=)

I I '*i~*=£C.C a O C,

Pollutant ~_ or&t=r;ryI oay Itrro (1) AII:aline cleaning rinsew trI ayi

n-Jkk (Pra b:a

cli-n o 40 19
....... 67

Fluorde -..... . 9-I3 4,= 0Tdacan 1.

"rSS mid grc 3= IX
PH ....... (,) (1)

I VeVj- tho rne3 of 7.5 to 10.0 atC tr=.

(i) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART G-BPT

poCarN:or PP;uant rr foay I I f=t rrlr.:
dlay "I I aTe

ugfr.3,g ( 1d ; a

TS. ........ 870.02 410,.-0o

pH ....... , ) l')

%'Wt the rng of 7.5 to 10.001 aE tr-,..

(j] Surface treatment wet APC
blowdown.

SuBPART G-.PT

Pc'n c - f"ranl farco

- --=370SCo, IElO.ccoFtucr I .0. p0 r 7Z.cCO

1 &clana EC

t o the rarro cf 7.5 to 10.0 at 0 f=.

(m) Tumbling wastewater.

SUBPART G-BPT

Cr,.r.-3

ci ,
rSS
PH

--3Mka (rctzd Fr t0ar
peanda) of t:-_ tLun.One

47.Cf-0 21.Cc-
I.800 720

15.000 9410
32.00 15.C001

(1) (1)

1 11 ran-, 2 o17. 5 to 10.0 a! a3 t~ano.
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(n) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART G-BPT

Maxinum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

,mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of titanium
sawed or ground

Cyanide ......................... 14.0 6.0
Lead ............ 21.0 9.9
Zinc .... ...................... 73.0 30.0

6.600.0 2.900.0Fluoride .................... 3,000.0, 1a.o

Titanium....--................ 100.0 45.0
Od and grease9......... 950.0 600.0
TSS .......................... .. 2, 00o0.o 970.0

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(o) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

SUBPART G-BAT SUBPART G-BAT

P n o M mu aiximum Maximm .aximum
property for any I for monthly Pollutant or pollutant property f nyi I for monthly

I day Iaverage I day antlega

mgfkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of titanium ex-
truded

Cyanide .... . ... 55 22
Led.--77 36
Zn-. .280 120

Ammonia .... 37000 16,000
Fluoride .... 16,000 7.200
Titaniur -..... .190 82

(d) Forging spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(e) Forging die contact cooling water.

SUBPART G-BAT

§ 471.72 Effluent limitations representing Pollutant or pollutant property forany 1for monthly
the degree of effluent reduction attainable axerum
by the application of the best available
technology economically achievable (BAT). rng/kkg (pound per billion

pounds) of titanium forgedExcept as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject Cyani~de ............. 60 24
to this subpart must achieve the Lead......... 840 130
following effluent limitations Ammonia- ..... 40,000 18.000
representing the degree of effluent Fluoride ...... 18.0o 7.900
reduction attainable by the application Titanium. ... . 210 90
of the best available technology
economically achievable (BAT): (f) Forging wet APC blowdown.

(a) Cold rolling spent lubricants.
SUBPART G-BAT SUBPART G-BAT

mg/kkg (pound pot billion
pounda) of titanium cut.
face treated

yanide. ......... ........ 32 13
Lad- . I 45 21

160 07
Ammonia ............... 21.000 9.400
Fluoride -. ----......... 9.500 4.200

110 40

(i) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART G-BAT

Maximum I Maxmum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 I for nthly

day verag

mg/kkg (pound pot billion
pounds) of titanium our,
face treated

Cyan.do .. -............ . 420 170
Lead ........................ 6,900 2,700

Ammonli ............... 280,000 120.000
Fluoride ...... 130.000 50.000

(0) Surface treatment wet APC

blowdown.

SUBPART G-BAT

Maximum I MaximumMaximum Maximum I Pollutant or pollutant property for a 1 for monthlyMaximum I Maiu Pollutant or pollutant property for anyT 1 for monhyda ovrgPollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly day a vrage
day average dal

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of titanium cold
rolled

Cyanide..... ... .... 67 27
Lead .............. . ....... 940 430
Zinc ............... 340 140
Ammonia......................... 45.000 20.000
Fluoride ............ ............. 20.000 8,500
Titanium . ....... 230 100

(b) Hot rolling contact lubricant-
cooling water.

SUBPART G-BAT

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of titanium forged

Cya d ........ [ - - 40 16
Lead--- .570 280
Zinc-......-210 85
Ammonia..... . 27.000 12,000Fluoride...... - 120OO 5,3O0

Titanium......-140 61

(g) Heat treatment contact cooling
water.

SUBPART G-BAT

mg/kkg (pound pot bi!l!on
pounds) of titanium cu .
face treated

Cyaide ... ........ . 3A4 II1,

Lead40 .................. I 480 22.0
Zin ....................... ...... I 17.0 7.1Ammor~a- -- -.......... .0 I .Oo0.0
Fluorid...... 1.000.0 450.0
Taium .................. . lao-0 6.1

(k) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART G-BAT
Maximum Maximum Maximum I Maximum Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 Ifor mnthly Pollutant or pollutant property for any I1 ffi mnthly

day -average I day averageday overage

mglkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of titani m hot
rolled with contact lubri-
cant-coolant water

Cyanide ........................... 86 34
Lead. ............................. 1.200 560
Zinc.. 440 180
Ammonia........................... 57,000 25.000
Fluoride .............. 26.000, 11.000
Titanium ..................... 300 130

(c) Extrusion spent lubricants.

mglkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of titanium heat
treated

Cyanide ................... 90 36
Lead..- -.................... 1.300 590
Znc...... ......... 460 190
Ammonia ........... 60.000 26,000
Fluoride. .................. 27.0001, 12.000
Titanium , -............... . 310 140

(h) Surface treatment spent baths.

rngi/fg (pound per billion
pounds) of titanium alka.
line cleaned

Cyanid ....................... .. 130 61
Load..-.- .7................. 710 330
Zinc .......... ............. 650 270
Ammonia ................................. 05.000 07,000
Fluoride ......................... ............. 38,000 17,000
Titan ium.............................. 440 10

(1) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.
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SUBPART

Pollutat or pouant property

G-BAT cyanide, lead, zinc, ammonia, fluoride,
and titanium are the same as specified

-m ror In f t,3 4n i
for am o,,,~ in § 471.72.

day averago

n',gfkkg (pound pe on
pounds) of ttan jm aa-
E.ne cleaned

cyanide ... _____ 55 22
Ld 770 30

Z~c______________ M8 120
Ammona 37.000 16.000
Fluoride 16.000 7.300
Titaniumn 190 83

(in) Tumbling wastewater.
RiIOOAOT ( --..FAT

§ 471.75 Pretreatment standards for new
sources (PSNS).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7,
any new source subject to this subpart
which introduces pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works must
comply with 40 CFR Part 403 and
achieve the following pretreatment
standards for new sources (PSNS): The
limitations for cyanide, lead, zinc,
ammonia, fluoride, and titanium are the
coma n o, enrai ;rn S; ,71 '79

SUBPART G-BCT-Continusd

da aerse

t J o r--,V of 7.5 to 10.0 at a3 txx.

(d) Forging spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(e] Forging die contact cooling water.

SUBPART G-BCT

SUBPART~~fo anyA sam aas - rnonli S 41 7

Palutantan~ir orp~tft ~~Tf- § 471.76 Effluent limitations reprezenting Po%-- or Pftcn r, rortl
Po.utantorportatpopery for ny 1 for monthly the degree of effluent reduction attainable

day a.ema~ by the application of the best conventional rnq pn,'- . per .:-cn

rrng/kg (pound per bton pollutant control technology (BOT). of. ta,_r.n ft-Ted
pounds) of ttan u tun. Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30- cl an. O_O 1 3.00L 3.SCo
b1ed 125.32 any existing point source subject T53 ... , 3.600

yande 16.0 62 to this subpart must achieve the C;)

d22 0 0 10. 0 fo llo w in g effl u en t lim ta tio n s ' v..t , o o f 7 5 to 1 0 at .l T. :.
] 81.0 33.0o h f7St 00a

A"moa I .oI 4.600.0 representing the degree of effluent
Floi. 4.70°.0 2,101. 0 reduction attainable by the application (1) Forging wet APC blowdown.

55 .0 2z4.0 of the best conventional pollutant
control technology (BCT): SUaP.' G-IBMT

(n) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants. (a] Cold rolling spent lubricants.

SUBPART G-BAT

Maxrsazr I Maxlr.rn
PolJtant or-polulunl Property for a ry I for rnonlly

day averago

rnglkkg (pound per bIon
pounds) of titrnm
s wed or ground

Cyaorda 10.0 4.0
. I 14.0 I Z.

Zn. l 51.0 21M0
Ammn~a 6.60D.0 Z9:01)
Ruoride 3=0.0 1.3.
Titanum_________ 34.0 ism

(o) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.73 New source performance
standards (NSPS).

Any new source subject to this
subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards (NSPS):
The limitations for cyanide, lead, zinc,
ammonia, fluoride, and titanium are the
same as specified in § 471.72. The
limitations for TSS, oil and grease, and
pH are the same as specified in § 471.76.

§ 471.74 Pretreatment standards for
existing sources (PSES).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7
and 403.13, any existing source subject
to this subpart which introduces
pollutants into a publicly owned
treatment works must comply with 40
CFR Part 403 and by [36 months after
promulgation] achieve the following
pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES): The limitations for

SUBPART G-BCT

pco'ulant or pautoril P.'I f.'CLra' I z r

155...... 5.CO 4.Cfl3
pH ..... .('f ( {)

M h.n too rm.3 of 7.5 to 100 Cl CL=3.

(b) Hot rolling contact lubricant-
cooling water.

SUBPART G-BCT

I 1 = .t !'Y'r=orI

PVXa13 ci taaIan hat

Oil and Gwrcazo 4.0:c2 4.2n,
Tss 53 2I
PH-l (I '

£ W.f'2n tho raa-'a o f 7.5 to 10 0 nO nfl L'.-

(c) Extrusion spent lubricants.

SUBPART G-BCT

P a orl,

0S and G rc,^4)
Tss

pior.41 P:-4 ;-Z

2.70 17
4,103 3'2_71

P ai or f '1n p rcps/ tr an,1 I Tar ey

pourd3 of Lla-2m rags-d
i nj-. G:o-azu 2,o.00 2,0:0

TSS 3.CO 2,40

(gJ Heat treatment Eontact cooling
water.

SUBPART G-BCT
or ;f~cr/ L- =1g'. , 1 fca:o ."r'

frg1l.g pct per a
pound's of ta'- .al he=a

C I Cd caz -4, 4.500
Ia- 6. .0 5.40PH1 () t P)

V* =Z 75 o 10.0 a! 0 aoL

(h) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART G-BCT

PC .,.tCr paa, papCart/ f-r ory I far rr.n=nty
day I T;M;3

rrlIM.g (c;-d per ti-o

ftao StTie

YSS Z4:0 15Y-O
H . ) , (')

' t . --3 o 7Z to 10.0 a Ere.",

(i) Surface treatment rinsewater.
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SUBPART G-BCT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day average

mg/.lrg (pound per billion
pounds) of titanium sur-
face treated

Oil and Grease ...................... 21,000 21.000
TSS .......................... 32000 25.000pH ................................ C' (') 2,0

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(j) Surface treatment wet APC
blowdown.

SUBPART G-BCT

(n] Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART G-BCT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of titanium
sawed or ground

Oil and Grease .......... . 501 500
TSS....... ......... ... 750 6o
pH )) (,)

'Wthin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(o) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge of process

..... I. ..... I. . .I.t -A

Maximum I Maximum wastuwtru pUWIUUIts.Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day average Subpart H-Uranium Forming

... -A .. Subcategory
pounds) of titanium sur-
face treated

Oil and Grease..-.. . -- 170 170
TSS .................. .............. 28 200
pH .................. .... 1) (1)

' Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

[k) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART G-BCT

§ 471.80 Applicability; description of the
uranium forming subcategory.

This subpart applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United
States, and introductions of pollutants
into publicly owned treatment works
from the process operations of the
uranium forming subcategory.

(c) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART H-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 ft monthly

day average

mglkkg (pound per billion
pound) of extruded uta.
nium heat treated

Cadmium ...................................... 920 410
Copper ....................................... . 5.200 2,700
Nickel .......................................... 5,200 3.500
Ammonia.. 360.000 100.000
Fluodde.. . 160,000 72,000
Radium ...... 5
Uranum.......-............. 5.000 2.500
Oil and grease ................ 54.000 33,000
TSS ........ ................. 110.000 63,000PH - -...... ...................... .......... (2) (1)

I Values In pcocudes per liter.2 
Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(d) Forging spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(e) Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART H-BPT
§ 471.81 Effluent limitations representing Maaimum fllmum

axmm Maximum th degreeumMimMaximum the degree of effluent reduction attainable Polurn orr/ por monthl
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly tPollutant Or polutant property a 1 for monthly

day average by the application of the best practicable day average
control technology currently available

mg/kkg (pound per billon (BPT). mglkkg (pound pe billion
pound-) of uransrm ara-
line cleaned Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-

Oil and Grease..--......... 6 6.400 125.32, any existing point source subject
Tss ............................................ 9.600 7,7oo to this subpart must achieve the
pH ................--- .......... (') (1) following effluent limitations for the

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times. process operations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable

(1) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater. by the application of the best
S A practicable control technology currently
SUBPART G--BCT available (BPT):

Makimun -Maximum (a) Extrusion spent lubricants.
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

I day I average There shall be no discharge process

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of titanium alka-
line cleaned

Oil and Grease ......................... 2800 2.800
TSS . ......................... 4.100 3.300
pH............ ................. (') 1 (')

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(m) Tumbling wastewater.

SUBPART G-BCT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of titanium turn
bled

Oil and Grease ......................... 790 790
TSS ................. ..... 1,200 950
ph ....... ...... ............... ') (')

SWVithin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

wastewater pollutants.

(b] Extrusion tool contact cooling
water.

SUBPART H-BPT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthlyday average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of uranium ex-
truded

Cadmium...... . 180 78
Copper 980 520
Nickel ......... -- - 990 660
Ammonia ................... . 69.000 30.000
Fluoride ................... 31.000 14.000
Radum . 5
Uranium ............. 1,000 470
Oil and grease..--....-.-.-- 10.000 6.200
TSS ...... ... ......... 21.000 10,000PH ...................... ......... .... (2)

' Values in picocuries per liter.2
V4ithln the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

Cadmium . .................
Copper..... ........ ..............
Nickel ......................................
Ammonia...--. .. .......... .
luoride ....... ........

Radium I ...........................
Uranium . ..........................
Oil end grease ..................
TSS ...... ...
pH .......... ... .. ........... .

poJunoi) at lorgc- urUilP
urn heat treated

970 .430
5.400 2,800
5,500 3.00

380.000 170,000
170,000 75.000

5 5
5.800 2.600

57,000 34,000
120.000 55,000

(') C')

I Values In p~cocuries per liter,2 
Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all timat.

(f Surface treatment spend baths,

SUBPART H-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

mg/lkkg (pound pct btTlon
pounds) o uranium sut.
lace treated

Cadmium ...................... 12.0 5o
Copper ... .............. 12.0 300
Nickla . .... . 68.0 45.0
Ammonia .................. 4,700.0 2.100,0
Fluoride .... .............. .......... 2,100.0 940.0
Radium ' ....................................... 5 5
Uranium .............. ........... 73.0 32.0
Oil and grease ................. 7........... 710.0 430.0
Tss .......................... . , 1,600.0 60.0
pH . . .................... ...... I '

' Values In p.cocurieas per liter.
Within the range of 75 to 10.0 at all times.

(g) Surface treatment rinsewater,
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SUBPART H--BPT-Contnued

PolIruato I (o rnPollutant or pol.lutant property for ar 1 oI otq dun rWu-1P Ct
I Lday' arag

mglkk.g (pound per bon
pounds) of uranrn c-
face treated

Cadmhni . .. . 910 400
Copper 5.100 2Z700
Nicke 5.200 3.400

Ammonia 360,000 160.000
Fluoride 160.000 71.000
Redu*- 5 5
Urarr= - 5.=0 2400
Oil and ge 54.00}0 32,00
TSS 110,0D0 "52.00

pH

'Values in plcocuries per liter.

for er-1 Ifor ner5b
de aerr

Aronora 5.1031 0 1 2=0 0
Fluoride 2.ll320 I 1,C¢0 0
R urma 51 5
Uramium 70 3".
OJ and grease 702.0 4fo0
Tss 1.Eo 0. 7400
p H ........... ,

'2Vttkn tlm rcnpa of 7.5 to 10.0 O c L'r--.

(k) Degreasing spend solvents.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

SUBPART H-BPT

-MUM te .. r. r 017.5 o 1.... a § 471.82 Effluent limitations representing 5O-O' I
(h) Surface treatment wet APC the degree of effluent reduction attainable ___- __--_____o___s

blowdown by the application of the best available 'va.ie in p-rcc- pIn For .
technology economically achievable (BAT).

SUBPART H-BPT Except as provided in 40 CERi 25.30- (t Surface treatment spent baths
125.32, any existing point source subject

for arnyr I fo -rn oli
Pollutant or pollutant propertyf fr to this subpart must achieve the SUBPART H-SAT

day aurege following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent I -

pounds) of urr~r sur reduction attainable by the application ______________________

face treated of the best available technology
economically achievable (BAT): r. Per ofCdru.um 25 11 ,,rct:&) fc," m -:1'.' e:x-

Copper 140 74 (a) Extrusion spent lubricants.
Nidde 140 94
Ammorsa 9.000 4=00 There shall be no discharge of process _1 2
Fluoride 4,400 2.000 wastewater pollutants. -46o 2Zo
Radium 5 ,5 5
Urarurn 150 68
0-1 and grease 1.500 690
TSS 23.000 1.400
pH 2

'Values in plcocuries per Elter.2F Jith, th n Mf7 fn lfl fntl ! H

(b) Extrusion tool contact cooling
water.

SUBPART H-BAT

..... iIot I . ' 20.0 13.0
)L'_= 4,700.0 2.100.0)
FlJo 2.ICO2.0 940.0
e ~~-n' 5 5

U rar,11H 25.0! 11.D

1eNIn3Ef ocuie= We [!or.

(i Swig/ridigspntemlson. Pollutat or palltant pmocmly for .ry I for rr=tay (S) Surface treatment flhlseyater.
I R Co'.rco

SUBPART H-BPT

FMarimum I a .Jximun
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monty

day aoerage

rngllkg (pound pe bon
pounds) of urof ,m
sawed or ground

Cadr!'rn ,1.10 .50

Cope p5.90 3.10
Nic'J "6.00 3.90

Amimota th, 41ro t a 180.0
Fluo sade w.. g/r1i0.0d 82.00
Rlaclurn 5 5

anUrn 6.40 2.83
0-3 and grease - 62.00 37.00

TSS130.00 - 60.00

I Values in fcocures per rser.
2 Witlifn the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tir, es.

[ Post-sawing/grinding rinsewater.

SUBPART H-BPT

Masirarm I
Polut'ant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthLy

day average

mglkkg (pound per Izron
pounds) of sawed or
ground urarium rinsed

Cadmi'um 13.01 5.7
Copper 72.0 38.0
Nie le - 73.0 48.0

S-034999 0061(04)(01-MAR-84-14:47:23)

-r3/43 (.o--d g:F:r 1:7-
;=e.1") of t-,,." cx-
truid

cedr~iin10,0 4.1
C'Oppe C3.o 220
Aron.: 6.2n.0 30.0

Fluoride 0.1020)' 1.4co 0
Radi.'m 5 5
Uronurn SaO 16.0

I Vaucs In pi.curless per Etcr.

(c) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART H-BAT

SUBPART H-BAT

Pc:%ral r r z %E~r cr ;

rn:gkg ('.ao, per -tlcn
Peua) of ca "r ,n m.

54 22
a 34D 160

t ISO - lla

F..n, I SO 81

'Va% . in pc'e. per r.,r

(h) Surface treatment wetAPC
Poiutant or p"Uiznt preperty frrI f:=*. blowdown.

SUBPART H-BAT
* m3Ii) (P-4e per- !:eri

pei=n) of Citru!el LTa.
r.~.n heat tre!-d

Cedrnlum 54 22
COPpe S2 170

Fluoride....... 10.02 7.' M
Radium' 5 5
Uranum_________ 162 02

I Vaiuc, In Vocurtea per 11.ci%

(d) Forging spent lubricants.

or p!%1X1 rC;rtJ far In I far rile& J
df1 arerago

1rgmh~g (pound We !: cm
p cd3) of .ar-,n zn -
face trea'.ed

C,CIT.W-' 15,0 rX59

c,- 5.0 45-0
r '! 41.0| 27.0

9..r0m 4.0.0
F"'lc..do 4.4 2 zC00.0
FL '-n 15 5

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(e) Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART H-BAT

Pr .e r l l1 forrt I fj r rrr.-.t

rrt31kka (peurd r.- I,--
porads) of toern ex-

r'J 1160 110
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SUBPART H-BAT-Continued

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or po lltant property 'for y I fornionthty

crdy averag%

Uranium .............. . 51.0 22.0

3 Value3 In picocuties per titer.

(i) Sawing/,gnding spent emulsions.

SUBPART H-BAT

Maximum Maximum
* Pollutant or pollutant'property for any I for monthlyday -average

-mg/kkg (pound per -billion
pounds) 'of uranium
"sawed orwound

Cadmium ----. ----. .60 I .20

Copper.. ........... 4.00 .1.90
Nickel....1.70 1.10
Ammonia. .......... 410.00 180.00Fluordea.. ... . . 180.00, 112.00

Radium 5 5
Uranium .... ... 2.10 .90

'Values In picocuries per liter.

(J) Post-sawing/grinding rinsewater.

'SUBPART H-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or politant-property forany 1 for monthly

day average

mgkg (pcund per billion
-pounds) f -sawed or
ground uranium rinsed

Cadmium -- - -........... . 3.
Copper .- - - - --... .. "49.0 23.0
Nickel - -....................... 21.0 14.0
Ammonia-............... :5,10a.0 Z200.0
Fluoride ..... ... .. 2,300.0 1,000.0
Radium 1 5 5
Uranium-..... 26.0 11.0

3 Values In (rcocuries per liter.

(k) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall"eno discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.83 New source performance
standards (NSPS).

Any new source subject-to this
subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards (NSPS):
The limitations for.cadniium, copper,
nickel, ammonia, fluoride, uranium, and
radium are the same as specified in
§ 471.82. The limitations for TSS, oil and
grease and pHare the same as specified
in § 471.86.
§ 471.84 Pretreatment standards for
existing sources (PSES).

Except asprovided in 40 CFR 403.7
and 403.13, uny existing source subject
to this subpart which introduces
pollutants into a publicly owned
treatment works must comply with 40.
CFR Part 403 and by [36 months after
promulgation] achieve the following
pretreatment standards forexisting
sources (PSES): The limitations for
cadmium, copper, nickel, ammonia,

fluoride, uranium, and radium are the
same as-specified in § 471:82.

§ 47185 Pretreatment standards for new
sources'(PSNS).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7,
any new source subject to this subpart
which introduces ollutants into a
publicly owned treatment'works must
comply -with 40 CFR art 403 and
achieve the following pretreatment
standards for new sources IPSNS): The
limitations for zcadminum, coppermnickel,
ammonia, fluoride, uranium.,and radium
are the same as specified in ,§ 471.82.

§471.86 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainabile
by the application of the best conventional
.pollutant control technology (BCT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30--
125.32n-ny~existing point sourcesubject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent
reduction -attainableby the application
bf the best conventional pollutant
control technology (BCT):

(a) Extrusion spent lubricants.

There shall beno discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(b) Extrusion tool contact cooling
water.

SUBPART 1--BCT

-Maximum Mximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day avrg

mg/kkg (pound per biaon
pounds) of uranium ex-
truded

Oil and grease....... I 520 520
TSs, :1= = 780 620

1 Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all timee.

(c) -Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART H-BCT
Maximum I Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property lor any 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound per blion
pounds) of extruded ura-
nium heat treated

flit and grease..... 2,700 2,700
TS . .. 4,100 3,300
pH ... . . . " ) s)

1 Within the.range of 7.5 to 10.0.at alt times.

[d) Forging spent lubricants.
Theresball be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(e) Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

8172

SUBPART1H-BCT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 far monthly

day avorago

mg/kkg (pound pfr billon
pounds) of forged ut.
um heat treated

Ol and grease................ 200 2.00
. .... I 4,300 3,400

1 Within the rango of 7.51o 10.0 atall timos.

[f) Surface treatment spent baths
water.

SUBPART H-BCT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant o, pollutant property fa any I fa ntjy

day avR a

mglktg (pound per billion
pounds) of utanum cut,
face treated

f and grease-......................... 360 30
530"' 430

1 Within the range of '.5 to 10.0 at all times.

.(g) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART H-BOT

Maximum Maximurn
Pollutant or pollutant property for y 1I, fo nmontlty

dy averaaa

mgtkkg (pound per bllion
-pounds) of uranium tur,
face treated

Oil and grease..................... 2,7001 2,700
pH .. . . . .. .. ..{ (') (')

I Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(h) Surface treatment wet APC
blowdown.

SUBPART H-BOT

Maximum Mdaximum
Pollutant or pollutant property f i° ,any1 tor monthly

y veraga

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pound3) of uranium cur.
face treated

0tI and greaso ............. 740 740
TSS.. ... 1,100 030

'With the range of 7.5 to 10 0 at alt times.

(i) Sawing/grinding spent emulsions.

SUBPART H-BCT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property f for monthly

dayr ay day I v

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of uranium
sawed or ground

Oil and grease ... ... ..... 31 a,
TSS. .................. 47 37

'With the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at alltimen.
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j) Post-sawing/grinding rinsewater.

SUBPART H-BCT

xi mumr l Maximumn
Pollutant or po~lutant prope"t for an1 for month;ly

Iday average

rr.gkkg (pound per b7on
pounds) of sawed or
ground uranum rin-ed

03 and grease 380 380
TSS 570 460
pH () (')

* Vftthe rnge o17.5 to10.0 t a~ftMes

(k) Degreasing spent solvents.

-There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

Subpart [-Zinc Forming Subcategory

§ 471.90 Applicability, description of the
zinc forming subcategory.

This subpart applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United
States, and introductions of pollutants
into publicly 6wned treatment works
from the process operations of the zinc
forming sub category.

§ 471.91 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations for the
process operations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best
praecticable control technology currently
available (BPT):

(a) Rolling spent neat oils.

'Thbre shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

1b) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART I-BPT

I.amum I ?.amum
pollutant or potlutant property for anty 1 for monthly

day avera

mglkkg (pound per b- 0n
pouds) of zinc rc!.ed
Vth emullsons

ChromnIum - .6M 5
Cyanidde AO .20
zinc 2.00 M8
011 and grease - 28.00 17.00
Ts5 57.00 27.00
PH -(') (')

With the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(c) Rolling contact lubricant-coolant
water.

SUBPART I-BPT

.i 1,'axo, I 11 42n

ZicI , I m 2!0p

rroafkkg (M.nd Per t
h un,) of =u: r"-,

(cdant Ws r

chol~un 180 C-2
Cya-!do 100 42
Znc 510 210
03 and grese 10 4.200

755 14.c:0 .3 :
PH (') C')

I Wth. te rango of 7.5 to 100 a! 23 r8-6

(d) Drawing spent emulsions.

SUBPART I-BPT

Poeutant or posiniznt pmpcrty for a.y I fIfc rr.~n4

rn3fl- (p er,"d p:r -..
poundis) of n drswn

Cleorrl~rm 3.5 1.4
Cyanide 2.3 1.0

Zinc12.0 4.9
0e nd grecse I0. 00.0O

PH (1 ) .')
I,;ith the tmno of 7.5 to 10.0 at .3 t n .

(e) Direct chill casting contact cooling
water.

SUBPART I-BPT

Po~rjlanl or pc.Vant pmroey IfOr any I far rr='j'

mr3ig (potzd Per t::n-i
pcicds) of Z=~ cat ty

them. &C: I 1eho

Chr jtcn 20 91
Cyanldo 1D0 Co
Znc 7 310
01 and greese 10.On- G."_1
755 21.0:0 03 0

%,%m tho rano of7.5 to 10.0 at a! tLnc1.

(f) Stationary casting contact cooling
water.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(g) Heat treatment contact cooling
water.

SUBPART I-BPT

Pc~utant or fo~ztpoot fr l an I ir rr=:nd'/

gng3.33 (rc*4 Per t::c
PC=,&±) of znc recal

CiMaronn 140
cyanlde 20 1
Zinc 1.102 40
03 and grcco 15.033 9.103

IV.Ithrln tho tango of 7.5 to 10 0 a! a! Cie

(h) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART I-BPT

I Maaruni
Pon--1 Ct p.ara' Frc;CrJ fo~ Iir ffncntt "y

-310'tg 6-o.z4 per tmci
paund&) of zinc wero

chn 4.2 1.7

14.0 5.
C3 &."J gcta 160.0 110.0
7SS 20.0 | sao
PH ('1) ('

Me ree of 7.S t) 10.0 at a3 t ,es.

(i) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SusPART I-BPT

Ct~crrim Z 2,CO 870

zi ~crn, 7.1c fr

11- 1 1;e }S
08~puns anf pe=c 97,00 3.

ec' rP, o 017.5 to 10088 at rea. ,

(j} Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SuBPAR- i--BPT
C-3i.* (cund perC SCIn

Cyande -2 .10

.8S5 29.C0 14.CO

pH (:. (1)

'I Wni 0,,e rr.S- of 7.5 to 10.0 at a3 Ores.

(k) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART I--BPT

..I 1"7= I vas6in
1 v:oL.a.l r pne-n, , .eet/ a I 7cr tcr± ry

Sty lubrants.

maftqk (cundA pertrE-
p:Lds) cf z~r a!Prg
cazned

1,70 .10

Zinc8.0 3.40

'FI5 20,00 10.00

th ta=4oU- ra f~ 07.5 to 10.0 at a3 firm

(k) Alaine lgening set rca.
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SUBPARTI-BPT SUBPARTI-'BAT SUBPART'l-BAT-Continued

Maximum Maximum um I Madmum Maximum IMaxrrumPollutant ~ ~ ~ ~ .d o outnpopryIfrny 1 for monthly "Pol ant or, polhitntpoey da Javrg dy ctoPollant orpollutant property for average antproperty for any I for monthly Pollutant or pollutant property for ar. 1 for monthly
I da zeag y average dayeraget

mglkkg (pound 'per bilI.on
pounds) of -in sawed
or ground

Chroum ......... 24.0 10.0
Cyanide .................. 16.0 6.6•inc ........ .. .. I 0.0 33.0
OI and grease......... '1;103.0 660.0
S, pH.. .0............0.~.. | . ')1100.

1 Within thu range of 7.5tto10.0at ltTmes.

(im) DegreasinS spentsolvents.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.92 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best available
technology economically achievable (BAT):

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32 iany existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following,effluentlimitations
representing the degree -ofeffluent
reduction attainable by he application
of the bestavailable.technology
economically achievable (BAT):

(a) Rolling spentneatoils.
There-shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(b) Rolling-spent emulsions.

SUBPARTJI-1'AT

Maximum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day average

mglkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of ainc relied
with emulsions

Chromium............... .50 .20
Cyanide .............. .0 .10
inc .. __- _ . 1.4D .6D

(c) Rolling contact lubricant-coolant

water.

SUBPART i-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

I day average

ing/kkg (pound per bilifon
pounds) of zinc rolled
with contact lubricant-
coolant water

Chromium .. 13. 5.2Cyanideo........ ED z 2Zinc _ _ _ _ __..5. 1 .

(d) Drawing spent-emulsions.

mg/ldrg (pound per billion
pounds) of zinc drawn
with emulsions

Chromum__- . . 3.00 1.204
rCyan!de .. 1.60 .60
Zrnc. . ..... . 8.20 3.4o

Soo . . 200

I Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART I-BAT

Maximum Maximum
'fe) Direct chill casting contact cooling 'ollutant or poliutant property foryrj for monthly

water. d I verage

SUBPART I-BAT

'Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant propry (or any 1 for nhly

mglkkg (pound per billion
•pounds) of zinc ast !by
the direct chill method

Chromi~um J 1.0 7.5

Cyanide 10.0 4.0,Znc_ ... 1.0J 21,0

:(f) Statutory casting-contact cooling
"water.

Thereshall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(g) Heat treatment contact cooling
water.

SUBPART I-BAT

Maximum IMaximum
Pollutant or pollutant property I for monthly

fday' fverage

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zinc heat
treated

Chromium.280 11.0
:Cyanide ... ... . :15.0 6,1
.1nc..... 78.0 320

(h)'Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART I-BAT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property forgoy 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zinc surface
treated

Cyanide ........... ... 1.90 190Zinc ---. 1o.o0 4.00

(i) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART I-BAT

mglkkg (pound per billion
pound,) of zinc alkaine
cleaned

Chromum ........................ .30 .10
Cyand ................ .10 .10

..7 .30

tk) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART I-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Polutant or poiiutan prope d I for monthly

dy avoverage

mg/Pkg (pound pot billion
pound&) of zinc alkallne
cleaned

Chmm... .... 2.t00 tI0OCyanide . ... 1,100 J 4C0
zinc.__, J SC00 J, 2,40D

(1) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART I-BAT

MaxImum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for M Iday I average

mglkkg (pounds pot billion
pounds) of Zino sawed
or groundd

nc.mu....................... 60.0 23.0
560 23.0

(m) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shallbe no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

§ 471.93 New source performance
standards (NSPS).
- Any new source subject to this

subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards (NSPS):

(a) Rolling spent neat oils.
There shall be no-discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.
(b) Rolling spent emulsions.

SUBPART I-NSPS
J amjMaximum 119Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly Maximum Maximumffor outhly

d overage . Pollutant or pollutant property f'n 1 for monthly
day average

mglkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zinc surface
treated

...... .180 73
Cyaid . - 97 39

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zinc rolled
with emulsions

Chromium . ...... ......... .o0
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SUBPART l-NSPS--Continued

MaxiLmum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for ay 1 for monty

____________________ ay verage

Cyamde M .10
1.40 .60

Otand grease 14.00 1400
TSS 21.00 17.00
pH e) (1)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at at times.

(c) Rolling contact lubricant-coolant
water.

SUBPART t-NSPS

14Aaxdmumr I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property foran 1 Ifor monthly

,a average

mglkkg (pound per bl llon
pounds) of zinc roled
tt contact fubricant-

coo!ant water

COrorrum 13.0 5.2
Cyan de 6. 2.8
Zinc 35.0 15.0
Ol and grease 350.0 350.0
TSS 520.0 420.0
pH (3) (3)

Within the range D 7.5 to 10.O at alt tines.

(d] Drawing spent emulsions.

SUBPART I-NSPS

WMaximum IMavru
Pollutant or pollutant property Jor any i for mont4lday average

- . - zngfJde (pound par Llllon
pounds) of zhc dr -n
svth emulsions

Ctromium_________ 3.M 1.20
Cyanide 1.5 .60
Zn20 3.40
01 and grease 80.0 80.00
TS120.00 96.00
pH () ()

%Wthi the range of 7.5 to 16.0 at al tim

(e) Direct chill-casting contact cooling

water.

SUBPART I-NSPS

-Polutant orpo utant-property for Iny 1 for montly

-g/kg (pound per -b..on
pounds) of 2nS cast by
the d&ect ch71 method

Chronium- 19.0 7.5.
Cyanide 10.0 4.0

n___ _____ - 51.0 - 21.0
Git and Agease 500.0. 503.0
TSS 750.0 600.0
PHt () )

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all tirnea.

[f) Stationary casting contact cooling
water.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(g) Heat treatment contact cooling
water.

SUBPART I--NSPS
I ,.'4=n I Ltx-r-rn

Polluta.nt or polluta-nt property Ifar any 1 fa na'nl

Tss I ~ld-y I OL.

&rgik fpcr=,3

mkt a (P') I- t:_)

p (ba) of Sufc t tah
frCztCd

Ct-omls 230 11.0

Zinc73. 32.9

755 1.1 C-0 010.0

ptt . .. ('3] (3)

,' tnthe rnaof 7.5 to 100a alr.ao.

(h) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART I-NSPS

I as-va I Ltsiun

Polant or poltn rpry for any I fzr ra~l'

dayd

zn 10.0t ' 4MJloo 75t 00a , ~.'.

a]gkh andan par 610 C

-j) Surfacie treangtsp bf satr.

Them shallbe no frcaleofa cs

SUBPART I-N SPS
a-.olrnm... - 3"201 110

o-t "oan raso0.00 00.a 0

75514.L 11000

o 2'k (d -n 7 I- t :

P"Ht (') (')

3
Vjilhln tho ran;o of 7.5 to 10.0 azt al ub..-zc

(k Surfacne treamen rinsewater.

01udr anf A=

CAlkalie cla7n spn bts

WThere thl bane nf7. o 10.0hatg oll Lass.

wvastevwater pollutants.

SUBPART I-NSPS

r:1hig f,nrd Par ltZ1
;:=-Is) atla

Chronden .-3 .10
Cyanido .10 .10
Zinc____________________ .70 M5
03 and ges - 710 7--3

pH (1) (3)

WdJi~t the range of 7.5 to 10.0 ot ac3 5.-nm

(k) Alkaline cleaning rinsewiater.

SUBPART I-liSPS

Mxucrrrn F.Ia, ezo

SuPIn" g---N S r btOn

() Detring sp ent subrican

wastewater polutants. nyI c

exls ~ ~yng souce= [Resrved

§ttandr r ne

2oures0(SNSo

Ito5 .40

Ecept ~as proidei 0 7C 23.70

755 C5,05 W 63.ao

p11 el) (1)

aV.n t =r53 cf 7.5 t3 10o tia s 3a.

() Sawnegr ding spent lbrats.

w.a trodr pollutantfan 1to

pub7icly owetreatment ndards must

comlywih 4 C ay0 ae g

§471-5eretegatre stnrdert n
stanrs ordes cS] Thern

Excpt as porrodedin40, cradead

zany aew sure sbjec ois subar

11.0 4A

polutant ntrouceshologyt inCto a

publicep wnas 5rent0 r5.0

TSS_.3__anyeisting poit0sur0 6ub0.0

to thisth s 4m7 t 0at a nd ta

ahetefollowing preun lmtatmen

(mepreesing pentre soflent

tredas for ne dischrge oprlicsTh
otewaertcneoa pollutant
§471rol Pretec entog sBTandrd Te
limitations for rmt standardse, and
pH are the same as specified in § 473.7,

ay nhew sploc suebet oetontibat
whc ndcspollutants intoro aehooy(C)

cpwth 40 proie Par 403 and15.0

tochiv sbth muollowingpereatmen

followin effluent limitations peetn
rersnigthe degree of effluent rdcinatial
bytea~ainof the best conventionalpoltn
polnt tconoltcoogy (BCT

represetin the degre of dele.nt

pH are the same as specified in § 471-91.

S175
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(d) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

§ 471.100 Applicability, description of the SUBPART J-BPT
zirconium/hafnium forming subcategory.

TfMaximum MaximumThis subpart applies to discharges of Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthlypollutants to waters of the United day average
States, and introductions of pollutants
into publicly owned treatment works mgfkkg (pound p billionpounds) of extruded zir-
from the process operations of the conium/hafnium heat
zirconium/hafnium forming subcategory. treated

§ 471.101 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best practicable
control technology currently available
(BPT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations for the
process operations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best
practicable control technology currently
available (BPT):

(a) Drawing spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(b) Extrusion spent emulsions.

SUBPART J-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant prope forany 1 for monthly

S average

mglkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zirconium!
hafnium extruded with
emulsions

Chromium ........... 33.0 I 13.o
Cyanide ... ......... 21.0 8.9
Nickel .................. 140.0 94.0
Ammonia ............. 9,900.0 4,300.0
Fluoride. .. .. 4,400.0 2,000.0
Hafnium ................... .. 150.0 67.0
Zirconium ... _ . .. 150.0 67.0
Oil and grease ............. 1,5oo.e 890.0
TSS . .......... .... 3,000.0 1,400.0
pH .............................. ...... (') (1)

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(c) Extrusion press hydraulic fluid
leakage.

SUBPART J-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutaht property for anr I for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zirconium/
hafnium extruded

Chromium .............. 160 67
Cyanide ............... 110 44
Nickel ................ ...... 710 470
Ammonia ................................... 49,000 22.000
Fluoride ............................. 22,000 9.800
Hafnium ......................... 760 340
Zirconium ........................... 760 340
Oil and grease.............. 7,400 4.400
TSS ....................... 15.000 7.200
pH ...... ...................... ..... (') (')

' Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

Chrondum .............. .. 130 51Cyaide .... .3 34
Nikel-.... 55o 360
Ammonia . .. . . 38.000 17.000

Fluoride 17,000 7.500
Hafnium..... ......... 5 260
Zrconium .. .. 5e 260
Oil and grease-..... 5,700 3,400TSS _ 12.000 I 5,600

pH

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(e) Tube reducing spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(f) Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART J-BPT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant properly for any 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound ,2er billion
pounds) of forged zir-
conium/hafnium heat
treated

Chromrium ......... 15.0 6.3

Cyanide ... .......... . 10.0 4.2
Nickel .... _67.0 44.0
Ammonia .... 4,700.0 2,000.0
Ruoride ...... ...... 2,100.0 920.0
Hafnium. ........ 72.0 32.0
Zirconium.... 72.0 32.0
Oil and grease. 700.0 420.0
TSS.......... . 1.400.0 680.0

pH .. . .. . .. '() (')

'Witlin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all time .

(g) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART J-BPT
Maximum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kfg (pound per billion
pounds) of zirconium!
hafnium surface treated

180 72
Cyanide .. ....... .... 120 48
Nickel. ....................... 770 510
Ammonia .... _. _......... 53.000 23.000
Fluoride .... ............ . ......... . 24,000 11,000
Hafnium .................. 820 360
Zirconium .............. ...... 820 360
Oil and grease.............. 8.000 4.800

............................... 16.000 7,800PH ... ....... ........... . . s z

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(h) Surface treatment rinsewater.

Subpart J-Zirconium/Hafnium
Forming Subcategory

8176

SUBPART J-BPT

MaXimum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutalt property for any 1 fof monthlyday Iaverage

mg/kkg (pound per billon
pounds) of zitconum/
hafnium surfaco treated

C hro iu m 6,700 2.1300
Cynd ...... 4,400 1,1300
Nickel ................ 29.000 19.000
Ammonia .. ....... ......... 2.000.000 000.000
Fluoride . ............-.......... 910.000 400.000
Hafnium........'-."........ ........ 31,000 14.000
Zirconium .. .. 31.000 14,000
Oil and greasa.. ................. 010.000 180.000
TSS. ........................ 60000 . 300.000
pH........ ................... ',0) (1)

Wthin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(f) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SU13PART J-BPT

Mimm Maximum
Pollutant or pollutat property f-"aM1u ormntl

mg/krg (pound per billion
pounds) of vdconiurfit
hafnium alkalino cleaned

Chromium ................ .. 940 I 80
Cynd.-.-...-....... .... 620 2GI0

Nickel ....................... 4,100 2,700
280,000 11=.00

luord ....................................... 10.000 I 0.000
4.400 1,900

Zirconium ............................... 4,400 1,900
Oil and grea3e........... 3.000 20,000

.......... 07,000 42.000

.H........ ...... ;.............. C') (')

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at ill times.

(j) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART J-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant poerty f ry 1 for monthly

=;I ito do*'=ld ay average

mg/kkg (pound pot billion
pounds) of zirconium/
haf lurn alkaline

Chromium .............................. 24.000 10.000
Cyanide ................................ 16.000 2.680
Nickel .................. ... 1....... 110.000 70.00
Ammonia ..................... 7.400,000 0.200,000
Fluoride .................. ........ 300.000 1500.000
Hafnum ........ .................... 110.000 . 60.00
Zirconium .................................. 110.000 50.000
O;l and grease ...... . . .1 00.000 I 2.000
TSS ...................... 2.000 1,100,000

pH .... ............. .... (') (I)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(k) Sawaing/grinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART J-BPT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I I for monthly

t day _ averago

mg/kkg (pound pot billion
pounds) of zirconium/
hafnium awmed tn
ground

Chromium .......... . 4.0 1,
Cyanide ............ . . ... 2 .6 1,1
Nickel .................. . ....... ..... 1 7, 0 10,
Ammonia . .......... 1..2..... 1000
Fluoride . ... ..... .... 40.0,0 2400
Hafnium ......... 18.0 02
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SUBPART J-BPT--Coninued

?Aaidnuum Msyjznrn
PolMtant or po utant property for any I for mIonth.'y

"_ day average

Zirconi' |. 18.0 82
Cl and grease 180.0 110.0

HTss, 370.0 180.PH (1)1 (')
Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at a3 times.

(1) Sawing/grinding wet APC
blowdown.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(m] Degreasing spent solvents. -

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(n) Degreasing rinsewater.

SUBPART J-BPT

(c) Extrusion press hydraulic fluid
leakage.

SUBPART J-BAT

Maafrrcrm P.'. 140 c

pcuicnl .or p.... .. nt I.. .C. . t for C -y 1 fu tr= 4

(rgrkop (son Met
ptetn ) a o wate .Mt

chron SUPR 1--B 0
cyanedo 74 Z3

Ammronia - 4!).C3 3z00-3
fluoride 2ZC:3 TM03
Hafnium 203 110

Zircn~u- 2 1 110

(d) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling wvater.

SUBPART J-BAT

]Mu'--u 1 h Us-T I L1~Z ttPolltant or polutant property for amf 1 W fr monthly Polltnt or pslutant FX;cmlY Icr ay1I (-z ;r7nc
d averag I a,' I avc.3r

rngi'kg (pound per b ,n
pounds) of rconrnir
hafnui.rn degreased

Chrorni ur ..... M9 370

Cyanide 590 240
Nckel 3.900 26130
Amgmoni.... 270,O0 120.wo0
Fluoride . 120,000 54.00
Hafnium__ __x__ I."__
Zbonrn A.2a0 I .W.0

40H and grease 41;C,;3 24=3
"55 - 63.000 40r-03
PH - =1 1) 1 v)

Wthin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at a9 timens.

§ 471.102 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best available
technology economically achievable (BAT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent
reduction attainable by the application
of the best available technology
economically achievable (BAT):

(a) Drawing spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
Nvastewater pollutants.

(b) Extrusion spent emulsions.

SUBPART J-BAT

rg.ug (poud ;-ot 7n
r*-dcJ) of cxtnnxcd =.
ccr'JhIr.=en hc2
trc=.d

C o ,m . . . . 110 43
CycxcdU 5. 2.3

12k____ _ iSo 11.0

Pluando 1.701 76.10

Zlrc-U.n az3

fe) Tube reducing spent lubricants.
There hall be no discbod ezfpr-css

wastewater polulants.

(f) Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SugPART J-BAT

Poniunt or prnilrcn propety ltcyI fz£~t~1' fday t -T

p: .. c ) cif 'i z.

CC=nV&rfrccn Ircal
ticlacd

Chrormir:n 13.0 52
Cyando 70 z.
NMcwri________ 100 130
knvr~riz 4,700 2.0:)0

Ftuonea 0 2(0 l9Z00
HafnIum 240 100

:'"
4

0 NO 10,0

n u y ny I f:=n (g) Surface treatment spent baths.
day average SUBPART J-BAT

rnglkkg (p und per btlon
pounds) of 7rconn!
hafnium extruded wh
eroutons

Chromum 27.0 11.0
Cyanide. . 15.0 5.9
Nickel__ 41.0 27.0
Ammonia 9.900.0 4.300.0
Ruoride . 4.400.0 2.000.0
Hafnium 51.0 22.0
Z=iconirum 510 22-0

Pollutant or polur n pr3et 1 ~ n fezrr~ii

l.3.W.n c-fe.o t=calc

Cy m do Ea 02N'ce ...... 20 0 163

Amrnor4a S303 23.00 o3

SUBPART J-BAT-Continued

M-Tarm Fftac-iun
Cr Pe"ezrft Prapert) L-oc Icr a-z cn± j

Z¢ - , ,220 120

(h) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART J-BAT

PQci1 rl pr PC rI= PC7---Trfe tc fy I cr rr.Qon-2

mriglg tcr.,nd per 2,n
p , &.d ) of z: ra .f/
tm!9erou SLeta tr cc!-d

.?=r-n570 230
Cy-1r3 310 12a

8t t 40 570

51.000 4D=00
1.100,480
1.100 4M0

(i) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART J--BAT

LfXaarzm Mr-au
aU7a ... ZI1 Proper fer gy I fe rrcr±

430 170
_____________ 1200 730

R~21304000 55,000
H-Ifr= 1.E:3 40

I a 643

(I) Allaline cleanin rinsevater.

SUsPAR"J--BAT

P( z u c rp) ~ 1 S a i n ie s e t I r I I cc ts

rrql/.g (eund per eL7n
pces.T ) of rc...if

Qcet.r.ccn ..... . 12.00 300

F -o 1.10 440

t-T---ma740.01,0 320,010

Hairtcn3.600 1.700
3.Ec0 1.700

(k) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

SusPART .1-BAT

PC1=1c ar pez!::;t Pr....,.17 le ci-y I Ilet rrcnr.cy
"dzy C;rlcxc?

r4gr (po=4 pcr L70cn

haftiun sx.-ced or

3.30 1.40
- 1.03 .70

tzkf500 33
A.'nrcia .. 1,200.1 533.00

F4 1 - ..... -, ... E40.00O 243.00

9177
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SUBPART J-BAT-Continued SUBPART J-NSPS SUBPART J-NSPS

Maximum Maximum MaxMaxiM a Maximum MaximumPollutant or pollutant property forany I for monthly Pollutant or pollutant property for any T fOr monthly Pollutant or pollutant property for ny I foar monthly
_______________ dy average day average day averageo

Hafnium ............. ......... . 6.20 2.70
Zirconium ............................ 6.20 2.70

(I) Sawing/grinding wet APC
blowdown.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(im) Degreasing spent solvents.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(n) Degreasing rinsewater.

SUBPART J-BAT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day Iaverage

mglkkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zirconiuml
hafnium degreased

Chromium............. ...... 75 30
Cyanide. ............... 41 16
Nickel . ......... ...... 110 75
Amftonia. .................... 27,000 12,000
Fluoride...................... 12,000 5.400
Hafnium ...... 140 61
Zirconium .................. 140 61

§ 471.103 New source performance
standards (NSPS).

Any new source subject to this
subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards (NSPS]:

(a] Drawing spent lubricants.'

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(b) Extrusion spent emulsions.

SUBPART J-NSPS

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zirconium/
hafnium extruded

Chromium .................. .. 140 56
Cyanide 74 30
Nickel ........ 200 140
Ammon.a ................... 49.000 22.000
luorde. ................... 22,000 9.800

Hafnium ........... 260 110
Zirconium................. 260 110
Oil and grease.. ............. 3.700 3.700
TSS ......... 5,600 4,400
PH v) ()

Within the range o7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(d) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART J-NSPS
Maximum IMaximum

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly
day average

mg/kkg (pound per billon
pounds) of extruded zir-
conium/hafnium heat
treated

Chromium. .................... 11.0 4.3
Cyanide._....._ . _ - -5.7 2.3
Nicki .......... 16.0 11.0
Ammonia................ I 3.800.0 1,700.0
Ftuoride ........................ 1,700.0 750.0
Hatnium.......... ............ 20.0 8.6
Zirconium .................... 20.0 8.6
Oi and grease........... 290.0 290.0TSS-. --........... . 430.0 I 340.0

PH _. .(............. .) (1)

I Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all time.

(e) Tube reducing spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

() Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUBPART J-NSPS

Maximum I Maximum Maximum I MaximumPollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly Pollutant or pollutant property for any I 
for m

o
n th ly

I day average orpluatpoet Io n o otl

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zirconium/
hafnium extruded with
emulsions

Chromium ........................... 27.0 - 11.0
Cyanide ....................................... 15.0 5.9
Nickel . ... ............... 41.0 27.0
Ammonia ............................. 9,900.0 4,300.0
Fluoride . ............. ....... 4,400.0 2,000.0
Hafnium ............................. 51.0 22.0
Zirconium ...... ............ ..... 51.0 22.0
Oil and grease ....................... 740.0 740.0
TSS ... .. ... ...... 1,100.0 890.0
pH ..... .................... (') -()

With:n the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(c) Extrusion press hydraulic fluid
leakage.

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of forged zir.
conium/hafni!um heat
treated

Chomum............... .. .. i 13.0 5.2

Cyanide ............. ........... 7.0 2.8Nickel .................... .. . . 19.0 13.0

Ammonia ........................... "4,700.0 2,000.0
Fluoride .............................. 2,100.0 920.0
Hafnium .............. ....... 24.0 10.0
Zirconium ......................... 24.0 10.0
Oil and grease .................. 350.0 350.0
TSS .......................... 520.0 420.0pH .. . .. .. ..... . .. () (')

Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(g] Surface treatment spent baths.'

mglkkg (pound per billlon
pounds) of zliconuml
hafnium surface treated

Chromium .................... I 60
Cyanide ....................................... 80 32
Nickel ............................ . .. 220 ISO
Ammonia ...................................... 53.000 23.000
Fluoride ................ ........... ..... 24,000 l1,000
Hafnium ......................................... 280 120
Zirconium . ...... .. 20 120
Oil and grease ............................. 4.000 4.000
TSS . ............... .. 6000 4,800
pH ............... . ......... .. ... )

1 Within the range of 7.5 tO 10.0 at all times.

(h) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART J-NSPS

Maximum MaxImum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day I average

mg/kkg (pound pet billion
pounds) of zirconium/
hafnium surface treated

Chromium ................. 570 230
Cyanide ................ .. ... 310 120
Nick I ............ ............................. 840 570
Ammonia ................................... 200,000 90.000
Fluoride ....... . .. 91,000 40,000
Hafnium ............. ..... ......... 11100 40
Zirconium ............................. 1,100 450
Oil and grease ............................ 15,000 15,000
TSS ............ . 23.000 10.000
pH .............................. ............ (I) (I)

I Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times,

(i) Alkaline cleaning spent baths,

SUBPART J-NSPS

MaxiJmum Maximum

Pollutant or pollutant propr t for any I fof monthy
dy average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zfrconum/
hafnium alkaline cleaned

Chronium . . 790 J20
Cyanide ......... .............. 430 170
NMckel ............ ........ . ............ 1.200 720
Ammonia ..................................... 280.000 120.000
Fluoride ..... 130.000 560,000
Hafnium . 1,500 640
Zirconium ...... ...... 1,500 040
Oil and grease ....................... . 21,000 21,000
TSS . ........................ 32.000 20.000
pH .................................. (I) (I)

1 Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(j) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

SUBPART J-NSPS

Maximum IMaximum
Pollutant or pollutant property forlany 1 I for monthly

day Iaverage

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zirconium/
hafnium alkaline cleaned

Chromium .......... ........... 2.0
00  

030
Cyanide ....... 1,100 440

I7ffa
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SUBPART J-NSPS-Continued

M1aximnum Maxdmum
Polutant or polutant property for any 1 for monthy

W_ day averaga

Nket 3.000 2.000
Ammo.-a 740.000 320.000
Ruoride 330.000 150.0m0
Hafnium 3.800 1.703
ZrWoniu n 3.800 1.700
O1 and grease 55.000 55.000
TSS 83.000 66.000
pH - (1) (1)

I Wittin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at an times.

(k) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART J-NSPS

Maximum IMandmurn
PoluUIant or pollutant property orny1 for monthly

dayW average
-mg/fKg (pound per bon

pounds) of ticoriml
hafKim sawed or
ground

Chroflum _ 3.20 1.40
cyanide 1.80 .70

Ni eL5.00 3.30
Ammonia - 120M.00 530."00
Fluorie .... 540.00 240.00
Hnfium 6.20 270

; e'ordm , 620 270

Oil and grease 90.00 90.00
"SS 140.00 110.00
PH - (1) (1)

1 Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(I) Sawing/grinding wet APC
blowdown.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(in) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(n} Degreasing rinsewater.

SUBPART J-NSPS

Maxmum I .amarum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

day average

mglkkg (pound per b~on
pounds) of ciroonluml
hafnium degreased

Chromium. 75 so

Cy'anide 41 16
N~ck] 110 75

Ammonia . .. 27.000 I12000
Fluoride 12,o0 5.400
Hafnium - 140 61
Zarcor~urm 140 61
0-l and grease 2000 2,000
TSS 3.000 I 2400

'V'.htn the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

§ 471.104 Pretreatment standards for
existing sources (PSES).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7
and 403.13, any existing source subject
to this subpart which introduces
pollutants into a publicly owned
treatment works must comply with 40

CFR Part 403 and by [36 months after
promulgation] achieve the following
pretreatment standards for existing
sources (PSES): The limitations for
chromium, cyanide, nickel, ammonia,
fluoride, hafnium, and zirconium are the
same as specified in § 471.102.

§ 471.105 Pretreatment standards for new
sources (PSNS).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7,
any new source subject to this subpart
which introduces pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works must
comply with 40 CFR 403 and achieve the
following pretreatment standards for
new sources (PSNS): The limitations for
chromium, cyanide, nickel, ammonia.
fluoride, hafnium, and zirconium are the
same as specified in § 471.102.

§ 471.106 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125-32 any existing source subject to
this subpart must achieve the following
effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best
conventional pollutant control
technology (BCT):
--(a) Drawing spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

(b) Extrusion spent emulsions.

SUBPART J-BCT

L'.axnra-n mz -n
Pollut~nt or ponlit"at Procrty for nyI fo rraI*'ldMzy .. ;

grIkkg 6-4un PCr tzin
pFore) of rncrl,'J
ha n-,m cxtued %,-t

01t and grease 1,630 MI0
TSS 3.C--- 1IAO

I VIth!n tho rans-o of 7.5 to 10.0 at ,3 L r=.

(c) Extrusion press hydraulic fluid
leakage.

SUBPART J-BCT

Partznt or woutanl Pxrany fr n orro.
day.' I v. as-

£f)3 (Pa r tZ'1
p"tond1 of Ziooe. rJ
haL.-n Carutd

03l and grae7.403, 4.4SO
T55 15.0:0i 7.Z3P.3
pH (1) )

I Witbn tho range of 7-5 to 10.0 &1tmc3 as.

(d) Extrusion press and solution heat
treatment contact cooling water.

SUBPART J-CT

po%=1 t~ 4 ~.I ~o"1 farorsnttyI ft
dayfl I zerage

tngi'g (ad efor 1:11-zn
P=4-d) of edn;--l e-
CoeiL m -u heat
tea md

01 ar' gcaa 5701 40

,-.o ras 2 of 7.5 to 10.0 at 0l 6rI'%

(el Tube reducing spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(f) Forging solution heat treatment
contact cooling water.

SUaPART J-BCT

Fea,--As or pcaa1F-Ipert for ey I Ifor ec~

n-IMS (PCun F er U--
pcunda) of torgsd 3:r-

ccJr-a heat

C3 ar:dc-o. 70 420
T S. 1,4C0 F,30
r.- ] (1J (I)

a WT o ft r ro of 7.5 to 10.0 alan t 0 .f

(g) Surface treatment spent baths.

SUBPART J-ECT

Icc ory I '.c5t ":Crae
fI rounth

irgltdg (pator Per tMlan
FPam&) of 2rcnirn

Cl ar~ ~aS;-:o 8.000 4.600I
T5 16.%040 7,800
FH C') (')

Y ,',"zo r7:i of 7-5 to 10.0 at a .3 f-

(h) Surface treatment rinsewater.

SUBPART J-BCT

Palu5.'t atFa~lx~t ra c l I far rrcmtIIPC:%-'- Cr;C~uZraFC dayt I Zaverase

a a!riurn surf= treated

cs arA Grease 31.o00 i18o,0
TSS 60X0 30.000
FM! (' ("

' ,"? oo7.5to1f75 0 .0at ats-.
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[/) Alkaline cleaning spent baths.

SUBPART J-BCT
P lMaximum Maximum

Pollant or pollutant property oany 1 or monthly
day average

mgtkkg (pound per bilon
pounds) of zirconium/
hafnium alkaline cleaned

Oil and groase.... ..... _ 43.000 26.000
TSS.......... . 8 s7,000 42,000

I'ithin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

0) Alkaline cleaning rinsewater.

Subpart K-Ironand Steel/Copper/
AlumInum Metal Powder Production
and Powder Metallurgy Subcategory

§471.110 Applicablltydescription of the
Iron andzteel/copper/alumnum metal
powder production and powder metallurgy
subcategory.

This subpart applies to discharges of
pollutants to waters of the United
States, and introductions of pollutants
into publicly owned treatment -vorks
from the process operations of the iron
and steelfcopperlaluminum metal
powder production and powder
metallurgy subcategory.

SUBPARTJ-BGT § 471.111 Effluent limitations representing
the degree of effluent reduction attainable

vtan xrru m bythe application of thebest practicablePollutant or pollutant property f 1 for monthly control technology currently-available
average (BPT).

mg/kkg Lpound per bEllion Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
-pounds) of zircOnuml 125.32, any exdsting point source subject
hafnium alkaline cleaned to this subpart must achieve the

Oil and greas................ 110.00 66,000 following effluent limitations for the
TSS... . ,process operations representing the

degree ofeffluent reduction attainable
11ithi the rangoo 7.5 10 10.0. tall timns. by the application of the best

prac.ficable control technology currently
(k) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants, available (BPTJ:(a) Metal powfiler production

-Ln, 1.Q__ T atomization wastewater.

Afo.ximum ! Maximum
Pollutant orpollutant.oroperly for.any I for monthly

day average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounds) of zirconluml
hafnium sawed or
ground

0; and grease ,.............. 180 110Tss... . " 70 18o
T..............(,).........,. 7 8

'Within the ranga of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(1) Sawing/grinding wet APC
-blowdown.

There shall be no discharge of process
'wastewater pollutanis.

(m Degreasing spent solvents.
There shalt be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.

(n) Degreasing rinsewater.

SUBPART J-BCT

Alaximum I Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day % average

mg/kkg (pound/billon
pounds) of zirconium/
hafrium degreased

Oil1 and grease ............. Z......... . s'.0 z.400
s . ... 8,00 4,000

PH ... .......... .................. ..... ... s

'Wth n the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

'SuBPART "--BGT

Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property for any I for monthly

day I average

mg/kkg (pound/billion
pounds) of iron, copper,
and aluminum powder
wet atomized.

Copper.- ... 9.600 5,000
.Cyanide .. . .. 1.500 600
Lead . J 2.100 1,000
A.luminum...J 32.000 16,000
Iran-.-.-- 6,000 3,100
Oi andGrease...... --- 100,000 60,000
TSS ..... - ----------.-- 210,000 98,000(9 ('1

Within the Tangs of 7.5 10 O.Oat all limes.

(b) Metal powder production milling
wastewater.

SUBPART K-BPT

Mamum I Maximm
Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 I for monthly

day average

rng/lkkg (pound/billion
pounds) of Iron, copper,
and aluminum powder
wet milled

Copper - ---.... ..... 3,200 1.700
-Cyanide . 480 200L.ead_.. . .. ..- 700 / 330
,Atuninum... ............ _ 11.000 5.300gron_.. . ......_ 2.000 J 1,000

Vii and Grease .................. 33,000- 20,000
Tss ....... 68.000 83.000
pH) ()

' WiAthin the range of 7.5 to 10. at all times.

(c) Metal powder production wet APC
blowdown.

SUBPART K-BPT

fMlaamum I M.xhnum
Pollutant or pollutant Property f any 1 f aIonthl

mg/kkg (pound/biltlon
pound) of Iron, copper,
and aluminum powder
produced

Copper . ...... ... 5.000 2,600
Cyanide 770 WD0
Lead- .......... 1,100 530
Aluminum .... ... ...... 17.000 0,400
Iron.............................. 3,200 1,600

,Oil and Greao .......... ....... 53,000 32,000
TSS. ............... 110,000 51.000

)pH.... .. (1) (1)

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(d) Sizing/repressing spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewaterpollutans.

(e) Oil-Resin impregnation.
wastewater.

SUBPART 1-BPT

Maximum Maxiniuni
Pollutant or pollutant property far a ny I *for monthly

dly I ae.4rae

mg/kkg (pound per billions
pound3) of lron. copper,
and aluminum powder

:mtaIllurgy pansi Improg.
noted with oll-te.1n

Copper_........ .... 140.0 75.0
Cyanide .......... 22.0. 0.0
Lead-.. . ..... ........ 31.0 115.0
Auminum................ 480.0 240.0
ron.,.... ......................... t 69.0 45.0
Oil and grease. . .. 1.,00.0 890.0
TSS ........ .............. 0,100.0 1.500.0ph .......... . . ... J (')1 (,5 ',

I Within-the tango of 7.5 to 10.0 at all time.

(0) Steam treatment wet APC

blowdown.

SUBPART K-BPT

4t~laxdmum axmu
Pollutant or pollutant ptoperty for any 1 for monthly

day ov"rage,

mgkkg (pound pet billion
pounds) at Iron, copper,
and alunrnum pve0doe
metallurgy pata steam
lIrated

Copper............. ...-... 5,400 2,800
Cyanide .............................. 820 340

Aluminum. . ....... 18.000 9,100
Iron . ... . . ...... ... 400 1 .,700
Oil and grease,.................. 57,000 34,000
SS ........................ 120,000 55.000
ph (') ()

Within the rang of ,7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

(g) Tumbling, burnishing and cleaning
wastewater.
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SUBPART K-BPT

Pollutant or Pollutant property for ay 1 I or mnontts'y
dy ayerage

rngkkg (pound Me b.inn
pounds) of on cope.
and aluninurm podr
meaLiwrgy parts turn-
Wed, burnised, or
ceaned

Copper 14.000 7,200
Cya.ide l 2.100 I E
Lead 3.000 1.40
Alunmnu 46.000 23,000
Ir 8.600 4.400
Oi. and grease 140,000 86,000

S290000 140.000
Ph (1) 1 (1)

~b] metal powder production milling

(b) metal powder production nmilling
wastewater.

SUBPART K-BAT
I l-'a-n ! M.' , cn

Pouttnt or pvrtant properly Ifur ay I for rrtsty

mad3yg (pound pat zn
F=1-1d) CI ca:k capper
ad aer =,-= pzwder

wct rrz::

Coper3.20 1.703
Lc~d 470 0

Iron ,2.0'2 t.900

W ithm the range of 7. to o10.0 at an ftm (c) Metal powder production wet APC
(h) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants blowdown.

- SUBPART K-BPT SUBPART K-BAT

maximumn I MaxImum I~ '~ I~ar
Pollutant or Pollutant property fo 1n for monthly Pautn or pol-utant property for anyl fCc rrenIm"

da Lweraga &aY V=7

rfn/kkg (pound pe 1:-
Eons) pounds of rm
copper. and alunhrrsn
powder metaliurgy parts
sawed or ground

Iran I= 610

M and gresse 20,000 I2.000

Ph 77- (1)/ 1 '

Wi'sthe1 U e o 7,5 to 10.0sa all tnes.

(i) Degreasing spent solvents.

There shall be no discharge of process
wastewater pollutants.

rn .kg (po,.d po b an
Fen-ds) Cf Iron.ccpr
and4 aIrx.rn pw

Copr ,, .920 2.920
cyx : 770 1<9
Lead 740 34a
A Jlunm 17M2 0.4-03
Iron 0-'-3 100

(d) Sizing/repressing spent lubricants.
There shall be no discharge or process

wastewater pollutants.

(e) Oil-Resin impregnation
wastewater.

SUBPART K-BAT

SUBPART K-BAT-Continued

123Matu I F.'ax~nam
Pc~xilz or p~irropertl fttanyil farnrondvy

d-J( asveraes

tn.....343, 170

(g) Tumbling. burnishing and cleaning
wastewater.

SUBPART K-BAT

I Mavrv 1, .r fl-136
Pcz..arl of :- -ft~ P:peily Hcragi Ifr nun i .f

rrfkkq (;curd per ,bZc.n
paxrd') of trar. cEWICTs
and aFson r

.V ;-g orts hor

10 723
210 ES

.. 20 93
Kzn= 4,680 2.30
Isn E1o 440

(h) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants.

SUBPART K-BAT

be1-or p.2r0Irt for I 1 for r 61cn 0r

tlYgitkig (;c!.rd per :.-
pc'ar±) of Een. co,,r.
a;4 aiunmir'wm ;ct:

Copper - 1r,0 d 0

c~Ofts 200 120

ho.LEM0 610

§ 471.112 Effluent limitations representing I Mz.o,- (i) Degrasing spent solvents.
the degree of effluent reduction attainable P,, or poi:nt proDery af 1 I fso lnvent
by the application of the best available ay erOII0 There shall be no discharge of prozess
technology economically achievable (BAT). %-wastewater pollutants.

Except as provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32, any existing point source subject
to this subpart must achieve the
following effluent limitations
representing the degree of effluent
reduction attainable by the application
of the best available technology
economically achievable (BAT):

(a) Metal powder production
atomization wastewater.

re3nd V% phwd7-

1490 7s0
Cyaide220 &90
Led21,0 07

A.iunenumn _________. 4 0 24ag
83.0 4.0

(f) Steam treatment wet APC
blowdown.

§471.113 New source performance
standards (NSPS).

Any new source subject to this
subpart must achieve the following new
source performance standards (NSPS):

The limitations for copper, cyanide,
lead, aluminum, and iron are the same
as specified in § 471.112. The limitations
for TSS, oil and grease, and pH are the
same as specified in §471.116.

SUBPART K-BPT SUBPART K-BAT §471.114 Pretreatmnent standards for
S I existing sources (PSES).

Pollutant or pollutant propery fordan fo I Ionthy - Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7
dsy amer Po~utant or po"111snt propety~~ Infr -n0

and 403.13. any existing source subject
rnglkkg (pound per b1.on to this subpart which introduces

pounds) of iro. COIpCS rT0q9 (;: - pollutants into a publicly owned
and alumhinum powder p.=1) of I'1, C9005copl
wt atomized a , r=n e treatment works must comply with 49

9. .0 -- '.. P _s v=n CFR Part 403 and by [36 months after

Cyrgde 1,500 600 promulgation] achieve the following
Le1400 01 Copp- 540 rz pretreatment standards for existing

rron ZO 16.000 3.100 Lcard.... ........ .._ _ 8______ ' sources (PSES]: The limitations for

Alumin-______ 1 I ow copper, cyanide, lead, aluminum, and
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iron are the same us specified in
§ 471.112.

.47t.115 Pretreatment standards for new
-sources (PSNS).

Except as provided in 40 CFR 403.7,
any new source subject to this subpart
which introduces pollutants into a
publicly owned treatment works must
comply with4oCFR Part 403 and
achieve the following pretreatment
standards for new sources IPSNS): The
limitations for copper, cyanide, lead,
aluminum, and iron are the same as
specilied in § 471.112.

§ 473.116 'Effluent limitations representing
the degree Of effluent reduction attainable
by the application of the best conventional
,pollutant control technology (BCT).

Except s provided in 40 CFR 125.30-
125.32 any existing source subject to this
subpart must achieve the following
effluent limitations representing the
degree of effluent rzeduction attainable
by the application of the best
conventional pollutant control
technology IBCT):

Ja) Metal powder production
atomization wastewater.

SUBPART K-BCT

.ax;mm * -. aximum
'Pollutant or polant property b any I for monthly

| day ' average

4ng/ktkg '(pound ver bilon
pounds) of iron, copper,
and alumInum powder
wol atomized

Ol and grease ........... 100,000 60.000
TH ............ 210,000 9 5,002.

'Within the range of 7.5 to 10.0 aall tines.

(b) Metal powder production milling
westewater.

SUBPART K-BCT

I Maximum Maximum
Pollutant or pollutant property o f.any 1 for monthly

da average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
Tpounds) l -ron, copper
and aluminum poder
wet m il d

Mzlnd gres 33,000 20,000
.JW .. C..... 1 8.000' 33.0000
pH 1() (1)

lVithin therngr of 7.5 to 30.O.atall times.

[c) Metal powder production wet APC
blowdown.

SUBPART K-BCT

I Maximum Maxmum
Pollutant or pollutant property I for any 1 I for mOnthly

mglkkg (pound per billin
pounds) of iron, copper.
and aluminum povder
produced

,Oilandgrease . 53,000 32,000
TSS 110,000 51,000,pH v) v')

'ithin the range of 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

{d) Siting1repressing spent lubricants.

There shall be no discharge of process
'vastewater pollutants.

(e) Oil-resin impregnation
wastewater-

SUBPART K-BCT

Pollutant or pollutant property for any 1 for monthly

| day average

mglrkg (pound per billion
pounds) of iron. copper,
and aluminum powder
metallurgy parts lmprcg.
nated with ol-resin

Oil and grease........" 1,500 890
3100 1,500

withinlhe range 01 7.5 to 10.0 at all times.

U) Steam treatment wet APC
blowdown.

SUBPART "K-BCT

]Maximum Maximum

"Pol tara or pellurantvroperty to"".. '1 I for rntily
, [ day e veraga

mg/kkg (pound per bill.on
pound:) of Iron, copper,
and aluminum powder
motal!urg'y prte steam
treated

Oil nd gre4 o............... . 5.700 3.400

Tss 62') ('I5,0
' Withln tho rangs of 7.51to 10.0 atolii tma-s.

(g) Tumbling, burnishing and cleaning
wastewater.

SUBPART K-BCT

Pollutant or pollutant propertyy 1 frI mnv.t ,

sn3!kkg (pound per b hllon
pounds) of Iron copper.
and elumlnum povdrt
metallurgy partst tun
bled, burnished, or
cleaned

i andgreas9...... ........... 14,000 0,000
TSS.. _J........ 20,000 14,000

Within tho rar.o of 7.51o 10.0 at al t1imes,

(h) Sawing/grinding spent lubricants,

SUBPART K--BCT

aaxtum I tfaxlmum
'Pollutant or'polutant property foron.ny 1 i tr monthly

dy average

mg/kkg (pound per billion
pounda) of iron, copper,
and aluminum powder
motallurgy pai sawod
or ground

Oit and groas . ......... 20.000 12.000
rSS .............. ,.. 41,000 1 20.00

'Vhin the ran5g of 7.5 to 10.0 at al times,

(i) Degreasing spent solvents.
There shall be no discharge of process

wastewater pollutants.
[FR Dec., 84-,84 Filed 3-2-4: 045 am)
BILLING CODE'6560D0-M
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